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ND ER the auspices of the "Univn-~it~ Lilwe ties
""' Hautes Etllliu" of Paris, a Branch of which has
recently been established in America, we publish the first
volume of a series of classical works whose study constitutes
the foundation of the teaching of the "Faculle ties Sdm&es
Henn6tiques."
It is not without reason that we have chosen Pernety to
inaugurate this series. Of the three thousand volumes
composing the bibliography of ALCHEMY, those of Dom
Antoine-Joseph Pemety are the only ones in which the
theories of the Artificers are exposed with method: he is the
first and only writer who has endeavored to present a short,
concise and complete system of the Magnum Opus.
Those valiant defenders of the mystic Faith, to whom we
are indebted for the present universal awakening of Idealism, have not failed to recognize the important r6le which
Hermetic Philosophers have played in the preservation
and transmission of the sacred tradition regarding the
rapports existing between God, Man and Nature. Unhappily
they have found themselves face to face with the Sphinx,
unable to solve the enigma; they have lost their way in the
inextricable labyrinth of apparently contradictory symbols
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and signs, and in the darkness of their ignorance, they have
been incapable of distinguishing Truth from the rubbish
that surrounds it, or of separatin' pure physical facts from
mere mystical speculations. Having a vague intuition that
Hermetism was not solely concerned with the transmutation
of metals, but also with the spiritual emancipation of Man,
they have profited by a few analogies which presented themselves, and have created a mystical Alchemy in which the
inner man is the exclusive subject. But while such interpretation may, in many instances, be applied to alchemical
symbolism, and while we may believe that in this we follow
the traditions of the Rosicrucians (who founded a system in
which Alchemy and Kabbalah were indissolubly blended),
modem commentators, borrowing the jargon of the Alchemists -who are never more obscure than when they appear
to express themselves plainly•- have drawn analogies which
a mere acquaintance with the fundamental principles of
Physical Alchemy would suffice to cause to be rejected as
utterly devoid of appropriateness.
Rosicrucians were indeed .mystics, but their studies were
above all of a purely physical and experimental character;
their association of mysticism and chemistry was founded
upon analogies the truth of which could be demonstrated in
tlte /a/Jqnzto'Y and duly verified by the physical senses. No
metaphysical proposition was accepted by them which could
not be fully confirmed by scientific demonstrations, according to the practice of Roger Bacon, the father of the
experimental method.
Alchemists acquired the knowledge of Divine operations
by the study of human arts and the observation of natural
eorbe n-urw PA"->pAUrl tee\lllea «ha& Uae plaiDtpealllq of tbe pbJloeopben
Ia oompletel7 Uluory, aDd «ha& It Ia oDIJID tbelr lllcomprebeulble prof'lladltl•
«ha& we mutt -11: Uae IJcbt of Hermee.- Barrett'• Lf- qf ~~ P'"'-,..,., edited b7 Art.bar Edward Waite, LoD40D, 1-. pace 118,
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phenomena. Hennetism begins with the study of the
operations of Nature, and ends with the knowledge of the
Divine Principle. None, however, must hope to behold the
secret Sun of this Royal Art while he remains in darkness
regarding the fundamental principl~s of P"ysieal Hennetism,
or Alchemy.
The Spagyric Art is a dead science; it has long since
uttered its last word; nothing remains but a few tracts,
fragments of its outer vestment, and a multitude of worthless lucubrations by pseudo-adepts; the secret is lost, for
future generations to recover; but, in order to be freed from
the trouble of ransacking dusty old books and manuscripts,
and of reconstituting, word after word, this science in its
integrity by patient research; in order to avoid the tedious
work of deciphering the hieroglyphic pentacles and of restoring the secret meaning of the mutilated tracts of the Masters
which have reached us through the centuries, one is not
permitted to invmt a new Hermetism, to enlarge it, or to
attribute to it a signification which, most probably, it never
had. Hennetism is what it is, and we must accept its
teachings for what they are worth, without trying to reconcile them with the assertions of modern science, or to give
to them any signification that may suggest itself.
Hermetic Philosophy has long since been rejected by the
School, and scientific means of investigation are here of no
practical use, even XIXth century chemistry offers no clue;
for the ideas of the Spagyric Art are absolutely the antithesis of those of official chemistry. The student must make
use of other means; but let him guard against preconceived
ideas, against his ardent desire to verify, in the obscure
symbols of medizval Artists, his own suppositions. Let
him remember that Symbols prove everything, and that the
signs chosen to defend the affirmative of any proposition,
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may also be used successfully in demonstrating the negative
of the same proposition; symbols are the expression of the
Msolute which is neither positive or negative, but positive
and negative, according to the point of view from which one
judges.
Thus, in order to distinguish the right way, "which leads
to the Elysian Fields," from that "which borders Tartarus,"
the assistance of a trusty guide is indispensable. U nfortunately such guides are few, and if, perchance, one is found,
the student, ninety-nine times in a hundred, far from being
willing to follow in silence, prefers to choose his own way
If the student depends upon his supposed willingness to
obey his Initiator, let him shut this book and renounce his
plan of lifting the veil which covers the arcana of Hermetic
Philosophy, for unprepared as he surely is, he will either fall
a victim to impostors, or fail to acknowledge with gratitude
the heavenly gift of a Mentor.
There is but 01U method whereby one may succeed without
a Master in reconstituting, in its completeness, the Lost
Science, and this method which we take pleasure in revealing,
as plainly as possible, is infallible in its results. It constitutes the most potent operation of the An Magi&a: the
EvocATION. We shall describe it under its general aspect,
referring the Reader to the special works on Transcendental
Magic for full details:
Evocation consists in causing departed spirits to manifest
their presence before the Conjuror. But as spirits can only
appear immaterially- and as inf/umces rather than individuals- it goes without saying that these beings cannot
manifest themselves in tangible form, (susceptible of being
photographed), unless appeal is made to our own semimaterial, semi-spiritual principle, to our Astral Body; this,
however, constitutes the Great Operation to which it is
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neither necessary nor advisable to have recourse, so much
the more that the Evocation, such as we recommend,
differs from the Great Operation in that it is of longer
duration, practically permanent; whilst the latter is dependent upon the powers of the Conjuror; moreover the Great
Operation is possible only for the Initiate in Theurgy, whilst
the simple Evocation, as here described, can be performed
with success by any one who possesses the pass-words of the
First Degree of Initiation: PATIENCE and WILL-PowER.
The Evocation, or Operation of the lesser Mysteries, consists in recreating the atmosphere in which the departed lived
while on earth. It is therefore important that the choice
of an invisible Master be made intelligently from the long list
of Hermetic Philosophers. The Operator must know the
biography of that Master and obtain a correct impression of
his exterior appearance; he must know the history of the
time in which that Master lived, the geography of the
country in which he resided, the topography of his city, the
plan of his house, the disposition of his laboratory. Helping
himself by whatever informations books, monuments or
tradition can furnish, the Neophyte will assemble and
classify every detail concerning the home-life, customs, daily
vocations, etc., so as to reconstitute, in the imaginative world,
the life of the selected Guide. Place him amidst his disciples,
either in his laboratory or at the amphitheatre of the school
where he taught; gather all the works most probably known
and studied by him, read and re-read them; write from
memory the very works of that Master, especially his most
obscure passages, for the soul of a writer can always be found
in his words, ready to convey the true interpretation to the
one eager to discover it. Collect objects contemporaneous
to that Master, especially books, instruments and works of
art. All this constitutes the restoration of the most material
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part of the atmosphere that will serve as the vehicle for the
true magnetic force which shall be the bond uniting the
soul, or influence, of the invisible Master to that of the
Conjuror. This true magnetic fluid must be established
between the mind of the Operator, which now is active, and
that of the Master, which is passive; when the rapports are
at last established, the mind of the Guide becomes the
positive pole and that of the initiate the negative pole of this
intellectual battery. To generate the magnetic fluid the
student must place his intellect on the same level as that of
his chosen Preceptor: he must learn to know and to ignore
that which the Master knew and ignored; be must believe
that which the invisible believed, when on earth, whether
modern science accepts or rejects these beliefs; be must
think over the same thoughts of the Master, speak his own
words, use the same expressions, recite the same prayers,
practice the same religion, acquire the same habits, perform
the same acts of virtue, live the same life; in a word, be must
place the heart and the mind in a thoroughly sympathetic
condition, in a perfect unison with the heart and mind of his
Mentor, so as to attract the latter into his own atmosphere
again, of which be will become the intellectual center, as
formerly; he will in&amate himself in his disciple whose mind,
now a plastic clay, will acquire in its highest degree the
faculty of receptivity, and will become susceptible of receiving
the least impressions from the outer world. The Influence
of the being thus evoked, thus brought back into the world
by an irresistible magnetism, will then unite with the
Operator and continue, through the latter's instrumentality,
the work which death interrupted. It is thus that Hans de
Balow, who lived among the souvenirs, the works and the
relics of Beethoven, consecrating his entire life to the study
of this Master, succeeded in giving that traditional expression
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established by the composer for the interpretation of his
Sonatas and Symphonies.
In order to really possess a Master and perform his works
as the author himself imagined them, we must prepare
within ourselves a temple fit to receive him; we must place
all our mental faculties under his control, we must become a
docile instrument into his hands. But, by the law of reaction,
this complete submission on our part soon becomes the
manifestation of our absolute independence, of our absolute
intellectual freedom.
This is the course which we recommend to all our students,
and it is to instruct them concerning the scientific opinions
of the Hermetic Philosophers that we publish this work of
dom Pemety. The opinions herein expressed may not be in
accordance with the teaching of scholastic knowledge, but
we do not present this work as a substitute for classical
Physics and Chemistry. The theories exposed by Pemety
were those of the Alchemists! For the mystic, for the
seeker of the Universal Panacea, or Philosopher's Stone,
the science described in this Treatise is all that is
required; nay, it is the sole one to be accepted, regardless of
its differences from the results of modem investigation
which, for our purpose, are utterly worthless. Just as it is
indispensable for the pupils of Edison and Tesla to base
their studies upon the latest works on Natural Philosophy,
however erroneous the science of to-morrow may prove them
to be; it is indispensable, for those who do not recognize the
impossibility of transmuting metals, to base their investigations upon the science which was sufficient to Arnaud de
Villeneuve, Nicolas Flamel and Paracelsus. •
•The lamea&ed Graad Muter of the Roee Crots. KabbaUaUC)ae, 8\&Dialaa
de GaaR&, wro&e ID hla Jut worll: The compoeltloa of pld Ia poeelhle, lllllce
Na&are compoeee pld ID tbe boweta of tbe eanb. II. E. Vareaae eatd Ia 1886:
"Compr- bJdropa to two baadred tboiiii&Dd atmoepherea aad you wUI obtala aD
ID&ot of pare pld." (quoted btfJul• Lermfna.) The MCretof the TraD&mataUoa
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The present work which we have entitled TREATISE ON
THE GREAT ART is composed of the introductory remarks
preceding the principal works on Alchemy of the savant
dom Pernety, especially his "Fa!J/es Egyptimt~es el Grecques
devoi/ee6 el reduiles au m2me principe ", (d Pa,is, CM8 Baueh,
2 volumes, in-12, 1758). This work is almost the sole source
from which modern expounders of Alchemy have derived
their informations, forgetting, of course, to give due credit
to this author, excluding his works from the bibliographical
lists terminating their compilations and even going so far,
in some instances, as to mutilate his name, when compelled
to quote extensively from his works. The publication of this
TREATISE constitutes as much a work of justice and restitution to the learned French monk, as an effort to contribute
to the renaissance of a Science containing within itself the
germs of the most important and unexpected discoveries and
offering a sure guide in the maze of obscure symbols of this
most obscure of all Occult Sciences.
Antoine-Joseph Pernety was born in Roanne, France, in
1716; and died at Valence (Dauphine), in 18o1. At an early age
he joined the Benedictine Congregation of Saint-Maur and
there devoted his life to these patient studies for which Benedictine monks are justly famous; he published numerous
works on theology and fine arts, geography and mythology,
philosophy and mathematics, but he became celebrated for
his researches in the. realm of the hidden Sciences. His
explorations into forgotten lore led him to the creation
of the •• Academie d'Avignon,'' a sect of 11/umit~ati whose
bu been lost, but many other eecrets of leu importance bave aleo been loet. 8ncb
are tbe Indelible colours .,f EJypt and the violin varnlab of tbeluthln• of Cremooa,
wblcb modern cbemlatry, w"b all Its pro~n, 11 unable to analyze. 1bere cannot
be tbe lcaet doubt tbat the chemical elements of scbool-cbemlatry will aoon be
decompoeed tn simpler elementl Ull tbe unlly of matter, tbe protyle of Crootee,
tlae cbemlcal abeolute wblcb ou foretatlaera knew eo weU, wUl be llnall7 fOillld.

LB.
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influence in Freemasonry has long been felt: the most
famous, if not the most important, degree introduced in the
Masonic nomenclature by Pemety is the Twenty-eighth of
the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite, known as Kmrllt
of tile Sun, or Prince Adept.· and a considerable part of his
rite is still preserved in other masonic systems, such as the
Martinist Order.
The work which we present to the public is the result of a
comparative study of the writings of the Spagyric Philosophers of all times, schools and nationalities, and not merely
a summary of the author's personal ideas on the subject; it
is a monument of patient research, representing over a
quarter of a century of investigation. The writer bas carefully analyzed the classical compositions of the Masters,
preserving with religious care the dogmas upon which they
all agree, and setting aside their contradictions, basing
himself upon the axiom that Truth, when once discovered,
is the same for all, while error only offers opportunity for
discussion. • Pemety, following the example of Tr6visan,
has compared with an extreme attention the Greek, Alexandrian, Arab, French, German, Dutch, English, Kabbalistic,
Rosicrucian and Islamic schools of Hermetism, presenting
the synthesis of their doctrines in the lucid manner so
characteristic of the French savant, by nature the mortal
enemy of all that which is obscure and incomprehensible.
The present work is divided into three parts: an Introductory Discourse, an Expos6 of Natural Philosophy according
to Hermetists, without which all attempt to understand the
• By compartDc the adepa and examiDJJig lD what thlnge tiler agree, and tn
what tber dUrer, be (Bernard Trivtean) judged that the truth muet Ue tn thoee
maxtme wbereiD tiler were prac:UcaUr DDaDtmoue. He tnforma ue that tt wu two
re~r~~ before be put bll dlacovery to the teat; It wu crowned with eucceae, and
notwtt.batandlng the tntlrmldM of old age, be llved for aome ttme ln the eDjorment
of bll tardr reward.-Barrett'a L•vu qf ~ PAU(»>JJMrl. Bdlted b7
Art.bv Edward Waite, London, 1888. page 128.
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Art of Transmutations is impossible, and the Theory and
Practice of the Magisterium, or Royal Art, briefly, but
completely presented.
The editor of this translation bas preserved ;, lite 1"1 the
notes of Pemety himself, and bas introduced, as foot-notes,
annotations borrowed from other works of Pemety, from
Albert Poisson, the Cbampollion of Alchemy, Dr. Papus,
Jollivet-Castelot, de Guatta, etc., in the very few places
where the text seemed to allow a complementary explanation. These annotations are always followed by the name
of the author to whom the translator is indebted.
The work contains also a table of Alchemical Characters
which are so frequently met with in spagyric works and a
short Dictionary of Hermetic Symbols, compiled by the
lamented Albert Poisson for his " Tlteories el S7"'/Joles des
Akltimisles,"• which wiJl afford great help in the reading of
alchemic pentacles.
E. B.
NEVADA,

MISSOURI, March 3,

18<)8.

•Cbaoonaae, Parla, 188l.
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. . DO not expect to have the approbation of those vast,
II sublime and penetrating minds which embrace all,
which know all without having learned anything, which dispute concerning everything, which decide about everything
without knowledge of the cause. It is not to such people
that one gives lessons; to them belongs the name of sage,
rather than to Dcmocritus, to Plato, to Pythagoras and to
the other Greeks who were in Egypt to breathe the hermetic
air, and who drew from it the folly of which we will treat.
It is not for sages of this character that this work is made:
this contagious air of Egypt is diffused throughout it; they
would run the risk of being infected by it; as the Gebers,
Synesiuses, Moriens, Arnaud de Villeneuves, Raymond
Lullys, and so many others, simple enough to believe in this
Philosophy. Following the example of Diodorus of Sicily,
of Pliny, of Suidas and many other Ancients, they would,
perhaps, become credulous enough to regard this Science as
real, and to speak of it as such. They might become ridiculous as Borrichius, Kunckel, Beecher, Stahl, mad enough to
make treatises which prove it, and to undertake its defense.
But if the example of these celebrated men makes any
impression upon minds free from bias and void of prejudice
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in this respect, there will be found, doubtless, men sufficiently
sensible to wish to be instructed, as they, in a Science little
known, in truth, but cultivated in all times. Proud ignorance
and fatuity alone are capable of despising and condemning
without knowledge. Not a hundred years ago, simply the
name of Algebra kept one from the study of that science
and was revolting to the so-called good sense of the savants!
that of Geometry is capable of giving hysterics to the scientific " Petits-Maitres " of to-day. Little by little one has
become familiar with them. The barbarous terms with
which they bristle, no longer cause fear; one studies them,
one cultivates them, honor has succeeded the repugnance,
I might say the scorn, with which they were regarded.
Hermetic Philosophy is still in disgrace and consequently
in discredit. It is full of enigmas, and probably will not be
freed, for a long time, of those allegorical and barbarous
terms whose true meaning so few understand. The study
of it is so much the more difficult as perpetual metaphors
put on the wrong track those who imagine that they understand the authors who treat of it, at the first reading.
Moreover these authors warn us that such a Science as this
cannot be treated as clearly as the others because of the
fatal consequences to civil life which might result from it.
They make of it a mystery, and a mystery which they study
rather to deepen than to develop. So they continually
recommend the reader not to take them literally, to study
the laws and processes of Nature, to compare the operations
of which they speak with hers; to admit only those which
will be found conformable to hers..•.
Ambition and the love of riches are the only motives
which influence almost all of those who work to instruct
themselves concerning the processes of this Science; it
presents to them mountains of gold in perspective, and long
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life to enjoy them. What riches for hearts attached to the
blessings of this world ! They hasten, they run to reach
this aim, and as they fear not to arrive there soon enough
they take the first way which appears to lead to it most
quickly, without taking the trouble to instruct themselves
concerning the true way. They walk, they advance, they
believe themselves at the end; but as they have walked
blindly, they find there a precipice in which they fall. They
then think to conceal the shame of their fall by saying that
this pretended aim is only a shadow, which they cannot
embrace; they treat their guides as perfidious ones; they
finally arrive at the point of denying even the possibility of
an effect, because they are ignorant of its causes. What !
because the greatest naturalists have lost their night-studies
and their works in trying to discover what processes Nature
employs to form and to organize the fretus in the maternal
womb, to make a plant germinate and grow, to form the
metals in the earth, could we with good grace deny these
facts ? Would we regard as sensible a man whose ignorance
would be the foundation of his negations? One would not
even deign to take the trouble to make the least proof to
convince him.
But wise people, enlightened and skilful Artists have
studied all their lives, and have worked continually to arrive
at it, they have given up their lives for it: what must we
conclude? That the thing is not real? No: from about the
year sso, from the foundation of Rome up to our day, the
most skilful people worked to imitate the famous burning
mirror of Archimedes, with which he burned the vessels of
the Romans in the port of Syracuse; they have not been
able to succeed; they treated the fact as an allegory; it was
a fable; and even the making of the mirror was impossible.
M. de Buffon thinks of taking a simpler way than those who
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have preceded him, he arrives at the end; we are surprised,
we finally avow that the thing is possible.
Let us conclude then, with more reason, that these
Savants, these skilful Artists made their own knowledge of
too much importance. Instead of following the straight,
simple and smooth ways of Nature, they have attributed to
her subtleties which she never possessed. Hermetic Art is,
say the Philosophers, a mystery hidden to those who rely too
much on their own knowledge: it is a gift of God who
regards favorably those who are humble, who fear Him, who
place all their confidence in Him, and who, as Solomon,
demand from Him with eagerness and perseverance that
wisdom, who holds in her right hand length of days, and in
her left hand riches,(Proverbs ch. iii. v. 16); that wisdom
which Philosophers prefer to all honors, to all the kingdoms
of the world, because she is the Tree of Life to those who
lay hold upon her,( Proverbs, ch. iii. v. 18).
All Hermetic Philosophers say that, although the A's
Magna is a natural thing, both in its essence and in its
operations, yet things so surprising take place in it, that
they elevate the spirit of man toward the Author of his
being, that they manifest His wisdom and glory, that they
are much above human intelligence, and that only those
comprehend them, whose eyes God deigns to open. .This is
sufficiently proved by the blunders and lack of success of all
those artists, famous in vulgar chemistry, who in spite of
all their skill in manipulations, in spite of all their pretended
knowledge of Nature, have lost their time, their money, and
often their health, in the search of this inestimable treasure.
How many Becchers, Homberts, Boerhaves, Geofroys and
other skilled chemists, have by their indefatigable labors
forced Nature to reveal to them some of her secrets? In
spite of all their carefulness in watching her processes, in
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analyzing her productions, to take her in the act, they have
almost always failed, because they have been the tyrants of
this Nature and not her true imitators. Sufficiently enlightened in common chemistry, and instructed in its processes,
but blind in regard to Hermetic Chemistry, and carried
away by custom, they have erected sublimatory, calcinatory,
distillatory furnaces, (Novum Lumm Clumicum ,· Tract. I.).
They have employed an infinite number of vases and crucibles, unknown to simple Nature; they have summoned to
their aid the fratricide of natural Fire; how could they have
succeeded with such violent processes? They have absolutely departed from those who follow the Hermetic Philosophers, if we are to believe President d'Espagnet, (Hn'Metic
At't:anum, Can. 6.):
"The Alchemists who have given their minds to their
"well-nigh innumerable Sublimations, Distillations, Solu" tions, Congelations, to manifold extraction of Spirits and
"Tinctures, and other operations more subtle than profitable,
" and so have distracted themselves by a variety of errors, as
"so many tormentors, will never be inclined again by their
"own genius to the plain way of Nature and light of Truth;
"from whence their industrious subtlety hath twined them,
"and by twinings and turnings, as by the Lybian Quicksands,
"hath drowned their entangled wits; the only hope of safety
"for them remaineth in finding out a faithful guide and
"master, who may make the Sun clear and conspicuous unto
"them, and free their eyes from darkness.''
"A studious Tyro of a quick wit, constant mind, inflamed
"with the study of Philosophy, very skilful in natural Phi"losophy, of a pure heart, complete in manners, mightily
"devoted to God, though ignorant of practical Chemistry,
"may with confidence enter into the highway of Nature and
" peruse the books of the best Philosophers." •
WfraulatloD b)' Dr. W. W)'DD We•tcott,ID Collectanea Hermetfl:a.
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"If Hermes, the true father of Philosophy," so says the
"Cosmopolite (Ntn~um lumen cltnnicum,· T,-act. /), if the
"subtle Geber, the profound Raymond Lully, and other
"justly celebrated chemists could return to the earth, our
"alchemists would not only refuse to regard them as their
"masters, but would think to confer a favor upon them by
"owning them as their disciples. It is true that they would
" not know how to make all those distillations, circulations,
"calcinations, sublimations, in a word all those innumerable
"operations which chemists have imagined, because they
"have wrongly understood the books of the Philosophers."
All real Adepts speak with one voice and if they speak
truly, one may, without taking so much trouble, without
employing so many vases, without consuming so much charcoal, without ruining one's purse and one's health, one may,
I repeat, work in concert with Nature, who, being aided, wilJ
lend herself to the desires of the Artist and will freely open
to him her treasures. He will learn from her, not bow to
destroy the bodies which she produces, but how and from
what, she composes them, and into what they resolve. She
will show him that matter, that chaos from which the
Supreme Being has formed the Universe. They will see
Nature, as in a mirror, and her reflection will manifest to
them the infinite wisdom of the Creator, who directs and
guides her, in all her operations, by a simple and unique way
which constitutes all the mystery of the .Mapmm Opus.
But that thing, called Philosopher's Stone, Universal
Medicine, Golden Panacea, does it exist in reality as well
as in speculation? Why, through the ages, have so many
persons, whom Heaven seemed to have favored with knowledge superior to that of most men, sought it in vain?
But, on the other hand, so many trustworthy historians, so
many wise men have attested its existence, and have left in
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enigmatical writings and allegories the method of making it,
which can scarcely be doubted, when one knows bow to
adapt these writings to the principles of Nature.
The Hermetic Philosophers differ absolutely from the
common Philosophers or Physicists. The latter have no
certain system. They invent new ones daily, and the last
seems to be conceived only to contradict, and destroy those
that have preceded it. Briefly, if one is erected and established, it is upon the ruins of its predecessor, and it will exist
only until a new one overthrows it and takes its place.
On the contrary, Hermetic Philosophers are all agreed;
no one of them contradicts the principles of the other. He
who wrote thirty years ago speaks as he who lived two
thousand years ago. One thing which appears a little
singular is that they never weary of repeating that axiom
which the church (Vincent de Lerin. Commonit.) adopts as
the most infallible mark of the truth in that which it presents
to us for belief: Quod ubique quod a!J omni!Jus, et quod snnper
creditum est, id firmissim~ &l'etiendum puta. Observe, say
they, read, meditate on the things which have been taught
in all times, and by all Philosophers; the truth is enclosed
in the passages where they all agree.
What an indication, indeed, when men who have lived in
ages so distant, and in countries so different in language,
and, I dare to say it, in their manner of thinking, all agree
on one point. What I would Egyptians, Arabs, Chinese,
Greeks, Jews, Italians, Germans, Americans, French, English, etc., have agreed, without knowing each other, without
understanding each other, and without having communicated
their ideas, in writing and in speaking about a chimera, an
imaginary entity? without taking into account all the works
on this subject, which were burned by the orders of Diocle-
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tian, • who thought thus to deprive the Egyptians of the
means of making gold, and to render them unable to sustain
war against him, there stilJ remain to us, in aU the languages
of the world, works sufficiently numerous to justify to the
incredulous what I have just advanced. The library of the
King alone preserves a great number of ancient and modem
manuscripts, in all languages, relating to this science.
Michel Maier said on this subject, in an Epigram, found at
the beginning of his Treatise, entitled Sym!Jola auretz mmstZ:
Unum opus en priscis fuze usque ad tempwa sec/is
Consona dijfusis g-enti!Jus ora dedit.
Let one read Hermes, Egyptian; Abraham, Isaac de
Moiros, Jews, quoted by Avicenna; Democritus, Orpheus,
Aristotle, (De Secrclis Sccretorum), Olympiodoros, Heliodorus
(De rebus chemicis ad Theodosium lmperalorcm), Etienne,
(De mag-tza ct sacra scientia, ad Herac/i11tn CtZSarem) and other
Greeks; Synesius, Theophilus, Abugazal, etc., Africans;
Avicenna, (De re recta. Tractatu!us Chemicus. Tractatus ad
Asscm Philosophum. De anima arlis), Rhasis, Geber, Artephius, Alphidius, Hamuel, surnamed the Elder, Rosinus,
Arabs ; Albertus Magnus,(De Alckymia, Concordantia Pkilosophorum; De Compositione Compositi, etc.), Bernard Trevisan,
Basil Valentin, Germans; Alain (Liber ChemitZ), Isaac, father
and son, Pontanus, Flemish or Dutch; Arnaud de Villeneuve,
Nicolas Flame), Denis Zachaire, Christophe Parisien, Gui de
Montanor, d'Espagnet, French; Morien, Pierre Bon de Ferrare, the anonymous author of the "Marriage of the Sun and
Poatqaam (lnqult Panlua Dtaco.ln vita Dloclettani)Achlllem Mgyplorum Dncem
octomeneualn Alexandria ..-Rjtyptl obseaaum proftlgas~~et Dlocletlanua omnea Cb)·m·
lcre artla llbroa dlllg~ntlltudlo requlaltoa conllagraYit, ne reparaUI oplbna Bom&llll
repugnareut. Qra.ju. •1• the aame tbtnr, cb. 111, B. 1. SuW44, about the word
Cbemla eJ:I'reasea blmaelf thus : Cbemla eat aurl et argent! confectio, cnjua llbroe
Dlocletlanul perqulaltoe uuaalt, eo quod &g)'ptit rea novu contra Dlocledannm
molttl fuerant, durtter atque boatlllter- tractavlt. Quo tempore etlam Ubroa de
Chemla aurt et argent! .. veterlbua coucrtptoe conqutalvlt et eraaeit, ne delnoepa
..E~t7ptlla dlvltlw es Arte Ula contlngerent, neve pecunlarum amuentla oontlal Ia
poeterum Bomauta rebellarent.
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.lfoon,, Italians; Raymond Lully, Spanish; Roger Bacon,
( Sp~cr1/um Alcltemim), Hortulain, Jean Dastin, Richard,
George Ripley, Thomas Norton, Philalethes and the Cosmopolite, English or Scotch. Finally, many anonymous
authors, ( Turba Philosophorum, s~u Coda v~ritatis, Clangor
Buccina, Scala Philosophorum, Aurora consurgms, Ludus
pu~rom, Thuaurus Philosophitz, etc.), of all countries and
of different ages: there will not be found among them one
whose principles are different from those of the others.
Does not this conformity of ideas and principles form, at
least a presumption in favor of the truth and reality of what
they teach? If all the ancient fables of Homer, of Orpheus,
and of the Egyptians, are only allegories of this Art, as I
claim to prove in this work, by the ground-work and origin
of the fables themselves, as well as by their conformity to
the allegories of almost all Philosophers, could one persuade
one's self that this science is only a vague phantom, which
never had any existence among the real productions of
Nature?
But if this science has a real object; if this Art has
existed, and if we must believe the Philosophers, concerning
the wonderful things which they relate of it, why is it so
scorned, why so decried, why so discredited ? Because the
practice of this Art has never been clearly taught. All the
Authors, ancient and modern, who treat of it, do so under
the veil of Hieroglyphics, Enigmas, Allegories and Fables;
so that those who have wished to study them have generally
taken the wrong course, whence has arisen a kind of sect,
which, through having wrongly understood and explained
the writings of the philosophers, has introduced a new
Chemistry, and has imagined that its system was the only
real one. Many persons have become celebrated in this
field. Some skilled in the principles, others extremely
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dexterous in practice, especially in the experience required
for the success of certain operations, they have all united
against Hermetic Alchemy; they have written in a manner
more easily comprehended by the multitude; they have
proved their opinions by specious arguments. By making at
random, mixtures of different substances, and by working
blindly, without knowing what the result would be, they
have seen monsters arise; and the same chance which
produced them has served as a basis for the principles then
established.
The same mixtures, reiterated, the same
work repeated, have given exactly the same result; but
they have not observed that this result was monstrous,
and analogous only to the abnormal productions of Nature,
and not to those which result from her processes, when she
confines herself to the classes peculiar to each kingdom.
Always from the union of an ass and a mare results a monstrous animal called a mule; for nature acts always in the
same manner when the same materials are furnished her,
whether to produce monsters, or to form beings conformable
to their particular species. If mules came to us from some
distant isle, and we knew nothing of their birth, we would
certainly be tempted to believe that these animals form a
class, which is multiplied as the others. We would not
suspect that they were monsters. We are affected, in this
same manner, by the results of almost all chemical operations; we consider abnormal productions as productions
made in the natural order of Nature. So that one might say
of this kind of Chemistry, that it is the science of destroying
methodically the Mixts produced by Nature, in order to
form from them monsters, which have almost the same
appearance and properties as the natural Mixts. Would
more be necessary to conciliate the Public ?
Prepossessed by these deceitful appearances; overwhelmed
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by subtle writings; wearied by the multiplied invectives
against Hermetic Alchemy, unknown even to its aggressors,
is it surprising that the multitude scorns it ?
Basil Valentin, ( Azotll des Pltilosoplus ), compares the
"souffieurs " to the Pharisees, who were in honor and authority with the Public, because of their affectation of
religion and piety. They were, said he, hypocrites, attached
only to the earth and their own interests; who would abuse
the confidence and credulity of the people, ever ready to be
taken by appearances; because their sight is not keen
enough to pierce the exterior of things. Yet, let not one
imagine that by such a discourse I intend to injure the
chemistry of our days. One has found means of rendering
it useful; and too much praise cannot be given to those who
make an assiduous study of it. The curious experiments
which most chemists have made can only satisfy the public.
Medicine derives so many advantages from Chemistry, that
to decry it would to be hostile to the good of the People. It
has contributed not a little to the commodities of life by the
means which it has furnished of perfecting Metallurgy and
other arts. Porcelain, faience are fruits of chemistry. It
furnishes materials for tinctures, for glass-making, etc. But
because its utility is recognized, must we conclude that it is
the only true chemistry ? And must Hermetic Chemistry
be rejected and scorned for this? It is true, that many
people claim to be Philosophers, and take advantage of the
credulity of the foolish. But is Hermetic Science to be
blamed for this? Do not the Philosophers cry loud enough
to be heard by all, and to warn against the snares laid by
this class of people. There is not one of them who does not
say that the matter of this Art is of low price, and even that
it costs nothing; that the fire, necessary to work it does not
cost more; that only one vase, or at most two, is necessary
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for the whole course of work. Let us hear d'Espagnet, (Can.
35) : " Philosophical work demands more time and labor than
"expense; for there remains very little to be done when one
"has the required Matter. Those who demand great sums to
"attain this object, have more confidence in riches of others
"than in the science of this Art. Therefore, let the amateur
"be on his guard, and not fall into the snares which rogues
"set for him, rogues who wish for his purse even while they
"promise him mountains of gold. They demand the Sun to
"guide them in the operations of this Art, because they do not
"see in the least." Thus it is not necessary to lay the blame
on Hermetic Chemistry, which is no more responsible than
is honesty for knavery. A stream may become foul and illsmelling from the dirt which it collects in its course, without
its source being the less pure, the less beautiful, the less
clear.
Those who still decry Hermetic Science are those bastards
of alchemy commonly known as souftleurs and seekers of the
Philosopher's Stone. They are idolaters of Hermetic Philosophy. All the receipts presented to them are for them as so
many gods before whom they bend the knee. Many of this
class are instructed in the operations of common chemistry;
they have even much skill i~ manipulations; but they are not
instructed in the principles of Hermetic Philosophy, and will
never succeed. Others are ignorant even of the principles
of common chemistry, and these are, properly speaking, the
souJIIeurs. To them we may apply the proverb: Akltemia ut
ars, cuj'us ini#um laborarr, m.edit1m m.entiri, finis

mmdicar~.

Most of the Artists, skilful in common Chemistry, do not
deny the possibility of the Philosopher's Stone; the result of
many of their operations is a sufficient proof of this. But
they are slaves to human opinion; they would not dare to
openly avow that they recognize it as possible, because they
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fear to expose themselves to the ridicule of the ignorant,
and of pretended savants, blinded by prejudice. In public,
they jest about it, or at least speak of it with so much indifference, that one suspects that they do not regard it as real,
while the tests which they make, in private, tend to its
quest. After having passed many years in the midst of
their furnaces, without having succeeded, their vanity is
offended; they are ashamed of having failed; then, they seek
to indemnify themselves, to avenge themselves, by speaking
evil of that which they have been unable to obtain. These
are the people who had no equals in the theory and practice
of Chemistry; they have assumed to be such; they have
proved it as well as they could, but by repeating it or causing
it to be heralded by others, they have caused people to
believe it. When, at the end of their life, they think advisable to decry Hermetic Philosophy, the multitude will not
examine and see if they do it wrongly; the reputation which
they have acquired gives them the right, and one would not
dare but to applaud them. Yes, they say, if the thing bad
been feasible, it could not have escaped the science, the
penetration, the dexterity of such a skilful man. These
impressions are insensibly strengthened; a second one, not
having succeeded better than the former, has been disappointed in his hope and his work; be adds his voice to that
of the others; he even cries louder if he can; he makes himself heard; the prejudice grows, until finally one reaches the
point of saying with them, that Hermetic Philosophy is a
chimera, and what is more, they are convinced without any
knowledge of the subject. Those to whom c;xperience has
proved the contrary, content with their fate, do not envy
them the applause of the ignorant. Sapimliam ~~ doctrinam
stulli descipiunt,( P1'0fler6s, ch. I).

Some have written to undeceive them-(Beccher, Stahl,
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M. Pott, M. de Justi, undertake its defense openly in their
Memoirs)- they have not wished to shake off the yoke of
prejudice, they have remained under it.
But finally, what constitutes the difference between common chemistry and Hermetic Chemistry? Simply this.
The first is, properly speaking, the art of destroying the
composites which Nature bas formed; and the second is the
art of working with Nature to perfect them. The first puts
in practice the furious and destructive Tyrant of Nature;
the second employs her gentle, benign Agent. Hermetic
Philosophy takes as the subject of its work the secondary•
or chief principles of things, to lead them to the perfection
of which they are susceptible, by processes conformable to
those of Nature. Common chemistry takes the Mixts which
have already reached their point of perfection, decomposes
and destroys them. Those who may desire to carry further
the parallelism between these two arts, may have recourse
to the work which one of the great antagonists of Hermetic
Philosophy, Father Kircher, S. J., bas composed, and which
Manget has inserted in the first volume of his Bi!Jii~tlteque
de Ia Chymie curieuse. The Hermetic Philosophers scarcely
fail to mark the difference of these two arts in their works.
But the infallible mark, by which one may distinguish an
Adept from a chemist, is that the Adept, according to all
Philosophers, takes only one thing, or, at most, two of the
same nature, one vase, or perhaps two, and a single furnace
to perfect his work; on the contrary, the chemist works on
all kinds of matters, indiscriminately. This is also the stone
by the touch of which you must try those rogues, or soujJicurs,
who have designs upon your purse, who demand gold in order
to make it, and who, instead of the transmutation which they
•S.coodar7 Katter, or s-J qf J/1#/laU, Ule primal Katter of Ule PhUoeopher'll
Work, w dlatlocolah It from tbe /'rl1- Matmia, or Ftrlt Createcl Katter, wblch Ia
be;,ood tbe reach of Ule Artlat.
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promise you, make indeed only a transfer of gold from your
purse to theirs. This remark is not the less applicable to
those sou.flleu's of good faith and honesty, who think to be
in the right way, and who deceive others while deceiving
themselves. If this work makes enough impression upon
minds to convince of the possibility and reality of Hermetic
Philosophy, God grant that it may also serve to undeceive
those who have a mania for spending their property in blowing charcoal, in erecting furnaces, in calcining, in sublimating, in distilling, finally in reducing everything to nothing,
that is, to ashes and smoke; the Adepts do not run after gold
and silver. Morien gives a great proof of this in the Roi
Calid. The latter ha~ng found many books which treated
of Hermetic Science, and being able to comprehend nothing
of them, offered a great reward to him who would explain
them, (Ent1'etim du Roi Ca/id). The charms of this reward
brought to him many sou.ffleun. Then Morien, the Hermit,
departed from his desert, attracted not by the promised
recompense, but by the desire of manifesting the power of
God, and of showing how wonderful He is in all His works.
He found Calid, and demanded as the others a suitable place
to work, in order to prove, by his works, the truth of his
words. Morien, having finished his operations, left the
Perfect Stone in a vase around which he wrote: Tlwse wlto
l«111e all that is necessary for tltnn, have need neitlzer of recompmse 111Jr of tlu aid of otlurs. He then departed without
saying a word, and returned to his solitude. Calid having
found this vase, and having read the writing, understood
well what it signified, and after having tested the Powder, he
banished, or put to death, all those who bad wished to deceive
him.
Therefore, Philosophers rightly say that this Stone is the
center and source of virtues, since those who possess it scorn
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all the vanities of the world, vain glory, ambition; since they
esteem gold no more than sand or dust,(Sapimtia, chap. 7>.
and silver is to them no more than dirt. Wisdom alone
makes any Impression upon them; envy, jealousy and other
tumultuous passions do not excite the tempests of their
heart; they have no other desires than to live to please God,
no other satisfaction than to render themselves secretly
useful to their neighbour, and to penetrate more and more
into the secrets of Nature.
Hermetic Philosophy is therefore, the school of piety and
religion. Those to whom God accords the knowledge of it
are either already pious or they become so, (Flam~!, Hin-oglypll ). All the Philosophers begin their works by demanding of those who read them, with the intention of penetrating
into the sanctuary of Nature, an upright heart and a Godfearing spirit: lmtium sapimtia lim~W Dom;,;, a compassionate mind, to aid the poor, a profound humility, and a
fixed purpose to do all for the glory of the Creator, who
conceals His secrets from the proud and pretended wise of
the world to manifest them to the humble, (Mattllew,cii.Xl).
When our first father heard the sentence of death pronounced as a punishment for his disobedience, be received,
at the same time, the promise of a Deliverer who was to save
the entire human race. God, all-pitiful, did not wish to
permit the most beautiful work of His hands to perish absolutely. The same wisdom which bad prepared with so much
goodness the remedy for the soul, d1d not forget to indicate
one against the evils which were to afflict the body. But,
just as all men do not profit by the means of safety, which
Jesus Christ bas procured for us, and which God offers to us,
so all men do not know how to use the remedy, which can
cure the ills of the body, although the matter of which it is
composed is common, and present before their eyes. They
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see it without knowing it, and employ it for other purposes
than the one for which it was designed, (Basil Valmtin
Azollt des Phil. and the Cosmopolite). This proves, indeed,
that it is a gift of God which is bestowed upon those who
please Him. Vir insipiens non cognosce/, et slultus non inlelliget lttzc. Although Solomon, the wisest of men, says to us,
Allissimus de /etTa creavit medicinam et posuit Deus super
lerram medicamentum quod sapiens non despiciel, ( Eccl, ch. 38).
It is this matter which God used to manifest His wisdom
in the composition of all beings. He animated it with the
breath of that spirit which "moved upon the face of the
waters," before His.omnipotence had disentangled the chaos
of th~ Universe. This it is, which is susceptible of all forms,
and which, properly speaking, has none of its own, (B. Valentin). Thus most of the Philosophers compare the confection
of their Stone to the creation of the Universe. There was,
so say the Scriptures, (Genesis, cit. I), a confused chaos, in
which no individual could be distinguished. The terrestrial
globe was submerged in the waters; they seemed to contain
the Heavens, and to enclose in their womb the germs of all
things. There was no light, all was in darkness. The light
appeared, the shadows were dissipated, and the stars were
placed in the firmament. The Philosophical Work is exactly
the same thing. First it is a shadowy chaos; all appears so
confused in it, that one cannot distinguish the principles
which compose the matter of the Stone. The Heaven of the
Philosophers is plunged in the waters, shadows cover all
their surface; finally light separates them; the Moon and
the Sun are manifested, and bring joy to the heart of the
Artist and life to the matter.
This chaos consists of the siccum and humidum. The
siccum constitutes the Earth ; the humidum is the Water.
The shadows are the black color, which Philosophers call
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nigrum, nigro nigrt.'us, (black, blacker than black itself). This
is the Philosophical Night, and the palpable shadows. Light
in the creation of the world appeared before the sun; it is
that whiteness of matter, so much desired, which succeeds
the black color. Finally the sun appears, of an orange color,
the red of which is deepened, little by little to the red of
purple: this makes the completion of the first work.
The Creator wished then to place the seal upon His work;
He formed Man from Earth, and from an earth which a~
peared inanimate: He breathed into him the breath of life.
That which God did then in regard to Man, the agent of
Nature, whom some call her ARCHEUS, (Paracelsus, vm• Hef.
mont), does now with the Earth or Philosophical clay. He
works it by its interior action, and animates it so that it
begins to live, and to strengthen itself, day by day, until
it reaches perfection. Morien, (/oe. cit.), having remarked
this analogy, has explained the confection of the Magisterium
by a comparison, drawn from the creation and the generation
of Man. Some even claim that Hermc)s speaks of the resurrection of bodies in his Pymander, because he concludes it
by stating what he has observed in the progress of the
Magisterium. The same matter which bad been forced to a
certain degree of perfection in the first work, is dissolved and
putrified, which can very well be called a death, since our
Saviour has said of a grain which one sows, (Flame/), Nisi
granum fromenti eadms in len'tlm morlrmm fucril ipsum solum
mane/. In this putrefaction the Philosophical Matter becomes a black, volatile earth, more subtle than any other
powder. The Adepts even call it Cotpse when it is in this
state, and say that it has the odor of one; not, says Flamel,
that the Artist smells a bad odor, since it is made in a sealed
Vase; but he judges that it is such by the analogy of its corruption to that of dead bodies. This powder, or ashes, which
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Morien says we must not despise, because it is to revive, and
because it contains the diadem of the Philosopher-King,
recovers its vigor, little by little, in proportion as it escapes
from the arms of death, that is to say, from the blackness:
it is revivified, and takes a more brilliant splendour, a state
of incorruptibility more noble that the one in which it existed
before its putrefaction.
The Egyptians, observing this metamorphosis, imagined
the existence of the Phreni.x, which they said to be a bird of
purple color, which sprang from its own ashes. But this
fabulous bird is simply the Philosopher's Stone, which has
reached the color of purple after its putrefaction.
Several ancient Philosophers, enlightened by these wonderful effects of Nature, have concluded from them, with
Herm~s. from whom they had derived the principles in
Egypt, that there was a new life after death had taken away
this. This is what they have wished to prove when they
have spoken of the resurrection of plants from their own
ashes into other plants of the same species. One finds no
one who has spoken of God and of Man with so much elevation and nobility. He explains even, how one can say of
men that they are Gods. Ego diri dii utis, et filii cxcc/si
omnes, says David; and Herm~s: (Pymand., cit. II.), "The
"soul, 0 Thaut, is of the essence of God himself; for God
"bas an essence, and what it is He alone knows. The soul
"is not a part, separated from this divine essence as a part is
"separated from any other material; but it is, we may say,
"an effusion, almost as the light of the sun, which is not the
"sun itself. . This soul is a God in Man; this is why one says
"of men that they are Gods, because that which constitutes,
"properly speaking, humanity, is akin to divinity."
What then must be the knowledge of man ? Is it surprising
that, enlightened by the Father of lights, he penetrates even
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into the gloomiest, most bidden recesses of Nature? that be
knows her properties, and bow to use them ? But God distributes His gifts as it pleases Him. If He is good enough to
establish a remedy for the maladies which afflict humanity
He has not judged fit to make it known to all. Consequently
Morien says, (Entrelimls de Calid et de Morien), "that the
"Magisterium is the secret of secrets of the most high God,
"Creator of all that exists; and that He himself bas revealed
"this secret to His holy Prophets, whose souls He bas placed
"in Paradise."
If this secret is a gift of God, some will say it must doubtless be placed in the category of the talents which God
bestows and which must not be buried. If Philosophers are
people so pious, so charitable, why do we see so few good
works on their part ? A single one, Nicolas Flamel, in
France, has built and endowed churches and hospitals.
These monuments exist today in the sight of all Paris. If
there are other Philosophers, why do they not follow such a
good example ? Why do they not cure the sick? Why do
they not relieve the families of honest people overwhelmed
with misery? I answer, that one does not know all the good
done in secret. One must not do good and then publish it
at the sound of the trumpet; the left hand, according to the
precept of our Saviour, Jesus Christ, must not know the
good which the right hand doeth. It was not known, until
after the death of Flamel, who was the author of these good
works. The hieroglyphic figures, which he had placed in the
Cemetery of the Innocents, presented only that which was
pious and in conformity with religion. He himself lived
humbly, without ostentation, and without giving the least
sign of the secret which he possessed. Moreover, there were
in those times greater facilities for doing good than now.
Philosophers are not so common as physicians. They are
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few in number. They possess the secret of curing all
maladies. They are not lacking in the desire to do good to
all the world; but this world is so perverse that it is dangerous for them to try it. They would do so, at the risk of
their lives. Will they cure some one as by miracle? A murmur will be heard among the Physicians and the People;
and even those who most doubted the existence of the
Philosophical Remedy will then suspect that there is such a
thing. This man will be followed; his actions will be
observed; the report will spread; the avaricious, the ambitious will pursue him to discover his secret. Then, what can
be hope for but persecutions, or voluntary exile from his
country?
The experience of the Cosmopolite and of Philalethes
proves this sufficiently. "We are," says the latter, "envel"oped in malediction and infamy; we cannot enjoy tran"quilly the society of our friends; whosoever will discover
"who we are, will wish either to extort from us our secret,
"or to plan our ruin, if we refuse to reveal it to them. The
"world today is so wicked and so perverse, interest and
"ambition so dominate men that all their actions have no
.. other aim but the satisfaction of these passions. Do we
"wish, as the Apostles, to perform works of mercy, onere.. turns to us evil for good. I have made the trial of this lately
"in some distant places. I have cured, as by miracle, some
"dying ones, abandoned by Physicians; and to escape perse" cution, I have been obliged, more than once, to change my
•• name, my dress, to shave my hair and my beard, and to flee
"under cover of the night." Yet, to what greater dangers
would a Philosopher not expose himself, if he should make
the transmutation ? although he should intend to make use
of the gold for a very simple life, and for the benefit of those
in need. This gold, finer and more beautiful than common
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gold, as they say it is, will soon be recognized. By this
mark alone, one will suspect the bearer, perhaps even of
counterfeiting money. What frightful consequences would
a Philosopher, charged with such a suspicion, not have to
fear?
I know that many Physicians exercise their profession, not
so much through self-interest as through the desire of serving the Public; but all of them are not so. Some will rejoice
at the good fortune of their neighbour, others will be angry
because they have been deprived of a chance to increase
their revenues. Jealousy would not fail to take possession
of their hearts, and would their vengeance be long in making
its effects felt? Hermetic Science is not taught in schools of
Medicine, although we cannot doubt that Hippocrates understood it, when we weigh well scattered expressions in his
works, and the praise which he bestowed upon Democritus
before the inhabitants of Abdera, who regarded this Philosopher as a madman because, on returning from Egypt, he
distributed among them almost all his patrimony, in order to
live as a Philosopher in a little country house, removed from
tumult. Yet this would be an insufficient proof of the
antiquity of Hermetic Science; but there are so many others,
that to deny this antiquity is to show one's ignorance of
ancient authors. What means Pindare, (0/ymp. 6), when be
relates that the greatest of the gods caused to fall in the city
of Rhodes a golden snow, made by the art of Vulcan?
Zosimus, Panopolite, Eusebius and Synesius teach us that
this Science was long cultivated at Memphis in Egypt.
They quote the works of Hermes. Plutarch says, (Tiuolog.
Physico GrtECor.), that the ancient Theology of the Greeks and
Barbarians was simply a discourse on Physics, hidden under
the veil of Fables. He even tries to explain it when he says
that by Latona they understood night; by Juno, the earth;
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by Apollo, the sun; and by Jupiter. heat. He adds that the
Egyptians said that Osiris was the sun, Isis the moon,
Jupiter the universal spirit diffused throughout Nature, and
Vulcan, fire, etc. Manetho enlarges much upon this subject.
Origen, ( L. I. against C~ls~ ), says that the Egyptians
amused the people by these fables, and that they veiled
their Philosophy under the names of the gods of the country.
Coringius,(Omnincl /amen~~ ipse e.ristimo CEgyptiorom Hieropltantas, omnium morlalium princip~s XP~+nv jiutisasse,
~~ ab !tis clumiO! projltaisse ~xordia~ in spite of all that he
has written against Hermetic Philosophy, has been forced,
by strong proofs, to avow that the Priests of Egypt practiced the Art of making gold, and that Chemistry took
its origin there. Saint Clement of Alexandria, in his Stromates, gives great praise to the six works of Hermes, on
Medicine. Diodorus of Sicily, (Antiq. I. -f., e. 2), speaks in
detail of a secret which the Kings of Egypt possessed, of
drawing gold from a white marble, found on the frontiers of
their Empire. Strabo, (Geogr. I. IJ), also, makes mention
of a black stone, from which they made many mortars, at
Memphis. It will be seen, in the course of this work, that
this black stone, white marble and gold were merely allegorical, and signified the Philosopher's Stone, which has reached
the state of the black color, Stone which the same Philosophers have called Mortar, because the matter is ground and
dissolved. The white marble was this same matter, arrived
at the white color, called Marble because of its fixity. The
gold was the Philosophical Gold, which is derived from this
whiteness, or the fixed Red Stone. More detailed explanations of this will be found in the course of this work.
Philo, the Jew, (Lib. I. de Vita Moris), relates that Moses
learned in Egypt, Arithmetic, Geometry, Music, and Sym!Jolieal Pltilosoplty, which was written only in sacred charac-
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ters, Astronomy and Mathematics. Saint Clement of Alexandria adds to these Medicine and the knowledge of Hieroglyphics, which the priests taught only to their sons, and the
sons of the kings of their country. (Cum autnn Moses jam
esse/ O!tate grandior, Aritkmeticam et Geometriam, Rltytmicam
et Ha,monicam et P'O!terea medicinum simul eimusicam all iis
( Gigyptiis), edo&tus est, qui ittter Gig-yptios erant insigniores ,· et
pra:terea cam, quO! traditur per sym!lo/a et sipuJ Pkilosopltiam,
quam in litteris ostendunt kierog-lyplticis. A/ium autem do&trimz oroem tatiiJuam puerum reg-ium Gnui mm do&uere in
Gig-ypto, ut dedt Philo in Vita Mosis. Didicit autem litteras
GirJ~ptiorum et rerum &O!Iestium scientiam d Cltaldeis et all
Gig-yptiis. Untie in ejus g-estis, didtur eruditus,fuisse in omm
scientia Gig-ypliorum. (Clemens Aluand. ll. Strom.)
Hermes was the first who taught all these sciences to the
Egyptians, according to Diodorus of Sicily, (L . 2 c. /), and
Strabo, (Lib. q). Father Kircher, although very bitter
against Hermetic Philosophy, has proved, himself, (Gidyp.
CEg-ypt. L. 2 p. 2), that it was practiced in Egypt. See also
Diodorus, (Antiq. I, c. II) and Julius Matern. Firmicus, (lib.
3, c. I. de Petosiri et Nicepso). Saint Clement of Alexandria
thus expresses himself on this subject: We have still fortytwo works of Hermes which are very useful and very necessary. Thirty-six of these books contain all the Philosophy
of the Egyptians; and the other six relate especially to Medicine: the first treats of the construction of the body or anatomy; the second of diseases; the third of instruments; the
fourth of medicines; the fifth of the eye; and the sixth of
diseases of women.
Homer had travelled in Egypt, (Diodorus of Sicily, ll, c. 2),
and learned many things from his association with the
Priests of that country. We may even say that from here
he derived his Fables. He gives proof of this in several
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places in his works, and especially in his third Hymn, to
Mercury, in which be says that this god was the first who
invented the Art of Fire: 1n1pck 8l~ TW?. V. 108 & V.
1 1 1. - 'Ep,.u;r TOl .,.,ow,~ ...,,.,., 1rVp, y-' clft8.xc. Homer even
speaks of Herm~s. as the author of riches, and calls him consequently XpuaOppa..r, 8/iwop la-. It is because of this that
he says, (ibid v. 249), that Apollo went to Herm~s to obtain
news of the oxen which had been stolen from him. He saw
him, lying in his obscure cavern, which was full of nectar, of
ambrosia, of gold and silver, and of the red and white garments of Nymphs. This nectar, this ambrosia, and these
garments of the Nymphs refer to the Philosophic Work.
Esdras, in his fourth book, chapter eight, thus expresses
himself: Qu"!"'do intnTOgabis terram, et dicet tibi, guoniam
dabit terram multam magis, unde fiat fictik, paruum autnn
pulvernn unde aurum fit.
Stephen, of Byzantium, was so well persuaded that Herm~s
was the author of Chemistry, and bad such a high idea of
him, that be bas not hesitated to name Egypt 'Epp.o~,
and Vossius, (de Idol), bas thought it his duty to correct this
word by the one • EpiU'X'IfliDI· It was doubtless this which
led Homer to imagine tbat his plants Moly and Nepmtlus,
which had so many virtues, came from Egypt. Pliny, (Lib.
IJ, c. 2), bears witness to this in the following terms: Homerus
guidem primus doctn"narum et antiquitatis parens, multus alias
in admiratione Circes, gloriam lter!Jarum (Egypto tribuit.
Her/Jas certa (Egyptias d Regis uzore traditas sUte Hek111Z
pl11rimas nan-at, ac nobill 11/ud nepmtlus, oblivionem tristitia,
vmiamgue afferms, ab Helena utique ot~~nibus mortalibus propinandum.
It is then beyond doubt that the Chemical Art of Herm~s
was known among the Egyptians. It is scarcely less certain
that the Greeks who travelled in Egypt learned it there, at
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least some of them; and that, having learned it from hieroglyphics, they taught it under the veil of fables. Eustatbius
implies this in his commentary on the Iliad.
The idea of making gold by the aid of Art is therefore not
new; besides the proofs which we have given, Pliny,(Lib.JJ,
c. .f), confirms it because he relates of Caligula "The love
"which Caius Caligula had for gold, induced this Prince to
"work to obtain it. Therefore, says this author, he digested
"a great quantity of orpiment and succeeded, indeed, in
"making excellent gold; but in such a small quantity that
"be lost much more than be gained." Caligula knew, then,
that gold could be made artificially; therefore Hermetic
Philosophy was known.
As for the Arabs, no one doubts that both Hermetic and
common Chemistry have been always known among them.
Moreover, Albusarius teaches us, (Dynasti<t nona), that the
Arabs have preserved a great number of the works of the
Chaldeans, of the Egyptians, and of the Greeks, by the
translation which they made of them into their own language; we have still the writings of Geber, Avicenna, Abobali, Alphidius, Alchindis, and many others on these subjects.
One may even say that Chemistry has been diffused through
all Europe by means of them. Albert the Great, Archbishop
of Ratisbonne, is one of the first known, since the Arabs.
Among other erudite works on Dialectics, Mathematics,
Physics, Metaphysics, Theology and Medicine, several works
on Chemistry are found, one of which bears the title tl~
Akltymia; it has been swelled later on with an infinity of
additions and sophistications. The second is entitled, D~
Conc~Wdantia Pltilosopltorum.
The third, D~ Compositimu
Compositi. He bas also written a Treatise on minerals, at
the end of which be places a special article on the Matter of
Philosophers, under the name D~ Electrum MiMrak.
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In the first of these Treatises, he says: "The desire to
"instruct myself in Hermetic Chemistry has led me to travel
"over many cities and provinces, to visit the wise in order
"to acquaint myself with this Science. I have copied and
•• studied, with much care and attention, the books which
"treat of it, but for a long time, I have not recognized what
"they advance as true. I studied, anew, books for and
" against it, and I have been unable to derive any benefit
"from them. I have met many canons, some learned in
"Physics, some ignorant, who meddled in this Art, at an
"enormous expense; in spite of their trouble, their work and
"their money, they did not succeed. But all this did not
"discourage me; I began to work myself; I made e.xpendi·
"tures; I read; I watched; I went from one place to another,
"and I meditated constantly on these words of Avicenna:
"If tlte tlting is, ltow is it! if it is not, !tow is it not 1 Then I
"worked; I studied with perseverance, until I found what I
"sought for. I owe my success to the grace of the Holy
"Spirit, who enlightened me, and not to my own knowledge."
He says also in his Treatise on minerals, (Lib. 3, c. I):
"It is not the province of Natural Philosophers to judge
"of the transmutation of metallic bodies, and of the change
"of one into the other: this belongs to the Art called
"Alchemy. This Science is very certain, because it teaches
"one to know each thing by its peculiar cause; and it is not
"difficult for it to distinguish from things even the acciden" tal parts, which are not "Of their nature." He then adds, in
the second chapter of the same book: "The Primal Matter
"of the metals is a humidity, oily, subtle, incorporated and
"even largely mixed with terrestrial matter." He speaks as
a Philosopher, and in conformity with Hermetists, as will be
seen later on.
Arnaud de Villeneuve, Raymond Lully, his disciple, and
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Flame}, appeared shortly after; the number increased little
by little, and this Science spread throughout all the Kingdoms of Europe. In the last century one saw the Cosmopolite, d'Espagnet, and Pbilalethes-doubtless there were many
others-and some live in our times; but the number is so
small, or they conceal themselves so well, that they cannot
be discovered. This is a strong proof that they do not seek
the glory of the world, or at least, that they fear the effects
of its perversity. They are guarded in their speech, as well
as in their writings. Works on this subject appear from
time to time; but it is only necessary to have read and meditated on those of the true Philosophers, to perceive that
these resemble them only in the barbarous terms and enig·
matical style, and not at all in the main. Their authors bad
read good books; they quote. them often enough, but so
inopportunely as to clearly prove, either that they have not
meditated on them, or have done so, in such a manner as to
adapt the expressions of the Philosophers to the false ideas
which prejudice has placed in their minds, in regard to the
operations and Matter, and not so as to rectify their ideas by
those of the authors whom they read. These works of false
Philosophers are numerous; everybody has wished to write,
most of them, doubtless, in order to find in the purse of the
bookstore a resource, which would otherwise fail them, or at
least to make a name, which they certainly do not deserve.
A certain author formerly expressed the desire that some
true Philosopher would have enough charity toward the
Public, to publish a list of the good writers on this Science,
so as to prevent many from reading with confidence the bad,
who lead them into error. Claus Borrichius, the Dane, had
printed at the end of the last century, a work, entitled: Ctmspectus Clt)""icorum ukbriorum. He makes separate articles
on each one, and tells, prudently enough, what he thinks of
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them. He excludes a great number of authors from the
class of true Philosophers; but those whom he gives as true
-are they, indeed, so? Besides, the number is so great,
that one does not know which to choose in preference to the
others. Consequently one will be embarrassed, when wishing to devote one's self to this study. I would prefer to take
the wise advice of d'Espagnet, which he gives in these terms
in his Arcanum HennetictZ Pltilosopltia Opus, can. 9· "Let ·a
lover of truth make use of few authors, but of the best note
and experienced truth." And canon 10, "As for the authors
"of chiefest note, who have discoursed both acutely and
"truly of the secrets of Nature and bidden Philosophy.
"Hermes, (Emerald Tabk) and Morienus Roman us, ( Entreti"ents du Roi Calid et de Morim), amongst the Ancients, are,
"in my judgment, of the highest esteem; amongst the mod"erns, Count Tr6visan, (La Philosophie des Metaux, and his
., Lettre a Tltomas de Boulogne), and Raimundus Lullius are
"in greatest reverence with one; for what that most acute Doc·
"tor hath omitted, none almost hath spoken; let a student
., therefore peruse his works, yea, let him often read over his
., Former Testament, and Codicil, and accept them as a
.,legacy of very great worth. To these two volumes let him
"add both his volumes of Practice, out of which works all
"things desirable may be collected, especially the truth of
"the First Matter, of the degrees of Fire, and the Regimen
"of the Whole, wherein the final Work is finished, and those
"things which our Ancestors so carefully laboured to keep
"secret. (Most of the works of Raimundus Lullius, not here
"mentioned, are worse than useless). "The occult causes of
"things and the secret motions of Nature, are demonstrated
"nowhere more clearly and faithfully. Concerning the first
"and mystical Water of the Philosophers he hath set down
"few things, yet very pithily."
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"As for that Clear Water sought for by many, found by
"so few, yet obvious and profitable unto all, which is the
"Basis of the Philosophers' Work, a noble Pole, not more
"famous for his learning than subtlety of wit, who wrote
"anonymously, but whose name, notwithstanding a double
"Anagram hath betrayed, (The Cosmopolite. When aEspag" net wrote tltis, tlte Public was not yet aware of !tis error ;,
"regard to the author of tltis book, whiclt Michael Sendivogius,
,. a Pole, published tinder an anagram of !tis name,· but it ltas
"since been made known tlzat lu received the manuscript from
"tlte widow of the Cosm~olite."), hath in his Novum Lu11un
"Cltymicum, Parabola, and lEnigma, as also in his Tract on
"Sulphur, spoken largely and freely enough; yet he hath
"expressed all things concerning it so plainly, that nothing
"can be more satisfactory to him that desireth knowledge."
"(Can. II.)"
"'Philosophers,' continues the same author, (Can. I2),
"do usually express themselves more pithily in types and
., enigmatical figures, (as by a mute kind of speech), than
"by words; see, for example, Senior's Table, the Allegorical
"Pictures of Rosarius, the Pictures of Abraham the Jew in
"Flamel, and the drawings of Flame} himself; of the later
"sort, the rare Emblems of the most learned Michael
"Mai6rus, wherein the mysteries of the Ancients are so fuHy
"opened, and as new Perspectives they present antiquated
"truth, and though designed remote from our age, yet are
"near unto our eyes, and are perfectly to be perceived
"by us." •
Such are the only Authors commended by d'Espagnet, as
being beyond all doubt, competent to instruct in Hermetic
Philosophy, any man who wishes to apply himself to it. He
says that one must not be contented with reading them once
•Traulattoo b7 w. WJDD Weetcott, Ia Collecaoea Bermettca. Vol. I, pp. ~~~
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or twice, but must read them ten times or more, without
becoming discouraged; that one must do this with a pure
heart, free from the fatiguing cares of the age, with a fixed
purpose to use one's knowledge of this Science only for the
glory of God, and the good of one's neighbour, so that God
may diffuse His wisdom in the mind and heart; for Wisdom,
so says the Sage, will never dwell in a heart impure and
stained with sin.
Yet d'Espagnet demands an extended knowledge of Physics; and, for this reason, I will place at the end of this
Discourse, an abridged Treatise which will contain its general
Principles, drawn from the Hermetic Philosophers, which
have been collected by d'Espagnet in his Encltyridion. The
Hermetic Treatise, which follows is absolutely necessary to
prepare the reader to understand this work. • I will add
quotations from the Philosophers to show that they all agree
on the same points.
The study of Physics cannot be too highly recommended,
for from it one learns to know the principles which Nature
employs in the composition and formation of the individuals
of the three kingdoms, animal, vegetable and mineral. Without this knowledge, one would work blindly, and would try
to form a body, from that which would be suitable only to
form one of another genus or species, entirely different from
that proposed. For man comes from man, ox from ox, plant
from its own seed, and metal from its own germ. Therefore,
he who would seek, outside of the metallic nature, the art
and means of multiplying, or of perfecting the metals, would
be certainly in error. Yet we must avow that Nature alone
could not multiply the metals, as does Hermetic Art. It is
true that the metals contain within themselves this multiplicative property; but they are apples plucked before their
•IM 'abla ~- ee 0~ IUt1ofUu of which tbla work Ia ua utraot.
K.B.
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maturity, according to Flamel. The perfect bodies or metals
(Philosophical) contain this more perfect, more abundant
germ; but it is so obstinately bound to them, that only
Hermetic Solution can draw it out. He who has the secret
of it, has the secret of the Magnum Opus, if we are to
believe the Philosophers. It is necessary, in order to succeed, to know the agents which Nature employs to reduce
the Mixts to their principles; because each body is composed
of that into which it may be naturally resolved. The principles of Physics, which follow in detail, may well serve as a
torch to enlighten the steps of him who would penetrate the
wells of Democritus and there discover the truth, hidden in
the thickest shadows. For this well is only the enigmas, the
allegories, and the obscurity, scattered throughout the works
of the Philosophers, who have learned from the Egyptians, as
did Democritus, 11()/ to unveil the secrets of wisdom.
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T is not given to all to penetrate the innermost sanctuary of the secrets of Nature, very few know the road
that leads to it. Some, impatient, err by taking paths which
seem to shorten the route; others find, at almost every step,
cross-roads which perplex them, lead to the left and to
Tartarus, instead of holding the right which lead to the
Elysian Fields, because they have not, as ./Eneas, a sibyl for
a guide. Others think not to be mistaken in following the
most beaten and most frequented ways. Yet all perceive,
after long labors, that far from having reached their aim,
they have either passed on one side or turned their back
upon it.•
Errors have their source in prejudice as well as in the want
of knowledge and sound instructions. The true road must
be very simple, since there is nothing more simple than the
operations of Nature. But although traced by this same
Nature, it is little frequented; and even those who pass in it
make it their jealous duty to conceal their steps with thorns
and brambles. One walks there only through the obscurity
of fables and enigmas; it is very difficult not to go astray,
unless a guardian angel bears the torch before us. t
•"'nlerefore I will aot awp oae etep tan.her wt$boat a Galde, for I dread IOIDC
apia law $be Lab)TID$11." (Collectaaea Hermettea, edited b7 Dr. WJDD Weewo-.
Vol. Ill. A 8Aort Bllfi'Crr ~ tM Berrrt«<c Art, b7 a Lonr of Pbllal~
page 30).
t "'nile plde maa be a YerJ wlee llaD, ladaed wl$11 1iDCaJar cttt-."-lbfd.
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It is then necessary to know Nature before undertaking to
imitate her and to perfect what she has left on the road to
perfection. The study of Physics gives us this knowledge;
not of that natural philosophy of the schools, which teaches
only speculations, and stores the memory with terms more
obscure than the thing which one wishes to explain. Physics,
which claiming to define clearly a body, tells us that it is a
composition of points, or parts; of points which, led from
one place to another, will form lines; these lines, brought
together, a surface, whence extent and other dimensions;
from the union of parts will result a body, and from their
separation, divisibility ad infinitum. Finally, so many other
reasonings of this kind, which are incapable of satisfying a
mind curious to arrive at a palpable and practical knowledge
of the individuals who compose this vast Universe. It is to
Chemical Philosophy that one must have recourse. It is a
practical Science, founded on the theory, the truth of which
experience has proved. • But this experience is unfortunately
so rare that many people doubt its existence.
In vain authors, people of mind, of genius, and very wise in
other departments, have wished to invent systems, in order
to represent to us, by a flowery description, the formation
and birth of the world. One is caught in u•ltirlwindst the
too rapid movement of which has borne him away, be is lost
with them. His Pn'ma Materia, divided into subtle, ramous
and globulous parts, has left us only an empty subject for
artful discussions, without teaching us what is the essence
of bodies. Another,f not less ingenious, has thought of
•See "'l'ra.fU Mltllodlqm <U 8~ Ooculh," b7 Papu, p. sa, for l.rref\Jcable
proofs of Ule poealbUlty of the Tranamutatlon of metata.
t Theory of Detcartea, who caught that ever711C&r was a eun occnpJtn,; Ule center of an lmmenn clrculary current, wiUlln which moved each planet, iUelf the
center of an Interior Clll'rent. These whlrlwtnda, In spite of their Inequality In
regard to Ule •pace tbe7 occupy, are nevertheleea compeneatec\ by the rappoi'U
ut~Ctnc between Ule volume of Ule central bod7 and Ule expanae of Ule cnrnnL.
B. B.
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submitting all to calculation, and bas imagined a reci'procal
attraction, which would, at most, aid us in giving the reason
for the actual movement of bodies, without giving us any
information as to the principles of which they are composed.
He knew very well that this would have been to revive,
under a new name, the occult qualities of the Peripateticians, • banished so long from the School; also he bas stated
this attraction only as a conjecture, while his votaries have
made it their duty to uphold it as a real thing.
The bead of a third author, struck by the same blow with
which his pretended comet struck the sun, bas permitted his
ideals to take routes as irregular as those which he fixes for
the planets, formed, according to him, of parts separated by
the shock of the " igneous body " of the star which presides
over the day.
The imaginations of a Talliamed, and other similar writers,
are dreams which merit only scorn or indignation. Finally,
all those who have wished to depart from what Moses has
left us in Genesis, have lost themselves in their vain reasonings.
Let one not say that Moses has wished to make only
Christians and not Philosophers. Instructed by the revelation of the Author of Nature, well-versed in all the sciences
of the Egyptians, who were most enlightened in all those
which we cultivate today, who, better than be, could teach
us something certain as to the history of the Universe?
His system, it is true, is very fit to make Christians; but
is this quality, which is lacking in most of the others,
incompatible with truth ? Everything in it announces the
grandeur, the omnipotence and wisdom of the Creator; but
at the same time, everything manifests to us the creature,
• Dmclplee of Arlatotle. It wu cuatomary for the llluter to Instruct bJa dUclplea
wllDe -lktnc with them In the countey. From thll the et,.mology of the word
l'erlpatetlclan, from the Greek to trolk.
&. 1!.
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such as he is. God spoke and all was made: Dixit et fada
That was enough for Christians, but not for
Philosophers. Moses adds whence this world bas been
derived; what order it has pleased the Supreme Being to
place in the formation of each kingdom of Nature. He does
more: he declares positively what is the principle of all that
which exists, and what gives life and movement to each
individual. Could he say more in so few words? Could one
demand from him that he should describe the anatomy of all
the parts of these individuals; and if he had done so, would
one have had more faith in him? One wishes to examine;
and that because one doubts. One doubts through IGNoRANCE; and on such a foundation what system can one erect
which will not soon fall in ruins?
The wise man could not better designate this kind of
architects, these makers of systems, than by saying that God
has given over the Universe to their vain reasonings, (Ecclu.
ck. III, 11. II). Let us say more: there is no one, versed in
the Science of Nature, who does not recognize Moses as a
man inspired of God, as a great philosopher and a true
physicist. He has described the creation of the World and
of Man with as much truth as if he had assist~d in person.
But let us confess, at the same tjme, that his writings are so
sublime, that they are not with~n the comprehension of all;
and that those who combat him, do so because they do not
understand him, because the shadows of their ignorance
blind them, and their systems are only mad dreams of a bead
inflated with vanity and diseased with too much presumption.
Nothing more simple than Physics. This subject, although
very complicated to the eyes of the ignorant, has only a
single principle divided into parts, some more subtle than
others. The different proportions employed in the mixture,
the reunion and combinations of the more subtle parts with

.runt, (Gen. I).
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those which are less so, form all the individuals of Nature,
and as these combinations are almost infinite, the number of
Mirts • or Composites is also infinite. t
God is an eternal Being, an infinite Unity, the radical
Principle of all: His essence is a great light, His power is
omnipotence, His desire a perfect good, His absolute will an
accomplished work. To him who would know more, there
remains only astonishment, admiration, silence and an impenetrable abyss of glory. Before Creation, He was as if
folded within Himself and sufficient into Himself. In
creation, He brought forth this great work which He had
conceived for all Eternity. He developed Himself by a
manifest extension of Himself, and rendered actually material this ideal world, as if He had wished to render palpable
the image of His Divinity. This is what Hennt)s has wished
to make us understand, when he says that God changed
form: that then the World was manifested and changed into
Light, (Divine Pymander, cluzp. I). It appears probable that
the Ancients understood something like this, by the birth of
Pallas, issuing from the brain of Jupiter, with the aid of
Vulcan, or Light.
Not less wise in His combinations than powerful in His
operations, the Creator has established such order in the
organic mass of the Universe, that superior things are mixed
without confusion with inferior ones, and become similar to
them by certain analogy.t The extremes are very closely
bound by an imperceptible mean, or a sacred knot,§ of that
• We baTe adopced tbla ortbograpbJ for deai&J~&ctng, wJtboa' contaaton, bodlea
formed b7 tbe uaoclatlon of dl1reren' elemenw; M!xw are wba' modern obemlatry
calla composed eaba~oea, or compoalwa.-E. B.
t Pbenomenaln mawrlal bodlea and In organic bodlea have for oondiUona tbe
- e elemenw and tbe aame elemenW)'propertlea. It w tM ~qftM
ClrrG~ent ttACch cau.tU the dljf~.- Cu. t7DII BUlfAJlD.
t 'lbe fandamen~ dogma of tbe Occ:al' Sc:lenc:ea Ia reaumed ID tbe well-blown
apborlam : "HarmonJ reaalte from t.be analogJ of contraries."-&. B.
t 'lbla tec:re' bond, uniting law a ~ani\J aU oppoal*• wbet.ber pb)"alcal or
metepbJBic:al, c:onatl,awt t.be Oll&liD AlloAlr11M, tbe UnCwrtal Solwnt of .AJcbJ·
mlaw.- B. B.
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adorable Workman, so that all obeys the direction of the
Supreme Moderator, while the bond of the different parts
can be broken only by Him who has combined them. Herm~s was right in saying that "that which is below is like
that which is above, in order to perfect all the admirable
things which we see ", ( Ta/Ju/a Smarag-dina).

Some Philosophers have supposed a Matter
existing before the elements; t as they did
not understand it, they have spoken of it
in a very obscure manner. Aristotle, who appears to
have . believed the World eternal, speaks of a universal
First Matter, yet, without daring to entangle himself
in the dark windings of the ideas which be had of it, he
has expressed himself in regard to it in a very ambiguous
manner. He regarded it as the principle of all sensible
things, and seems to wish to imply that the elements were
formed of a kind of antipathy, or repugnance, which was
found between the parts of this Matter, (de Orlu et ltlkntN,
B II, Cltap. I-2). He would have reasoned better, if he bad
seen only sympathy and perfect harmony; since one see• no
opposition in the elements themselves, although one usually
thinks that fire is opposed to water. One would not be
mistaken, if he noticed that this pretended opposition comes
. , tile

•tm ..tt«.•

• The l'lnc Kaccer, or Pri- Matmca, or 8)'11, 18 the Coemtc E\ber, the Gnad
T e l - of Berm•. 'Die Alchemical 'Dieorlee are founded upon t.be UDIC)' of
macwr; t.be ArtUicen recoplzed bac one Co~mlc elemenc, a chemical abloluce
which t.be)' uamed A&ot.b. The dogma of t.be uniC)' of maccer, afcer baTID« been
rejecced bJ modern cbeml8tl')', 18 now apiD anractiDc the acceuUou of actentllla.
'ftle UDit)' of Kauer wu a,.mbollcall)' repreaented b)' a Serpent biting tea tall, t.be
circle beiDg t.bellleroglJPhlc of t.be conUnDlt)' of m&cerlal &rauformaUou t.broqla
a lftdaal. Imperceptible progreealou.
S. B.
tIn HermeUc PbD-pbJ, t.be elementa mean ce11&1D concUClou lD wbAcll boiUee
are fOUDil: t.beJ are t.be eqaiT&lenta of Solid, Llqatd, o-u, ecc.
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only from the aim of their qualities and the difference of
subtlety of their parts, since there is no water without fire.
Thales, Heraclitus, Hesiod, have regarded water as the
First Matter of things. Moses appears, (Genesis, Cluzp. 1),
to favor this idea by giving the names Abyss and Water to
this First Matter; not that he understood water as the
element which we drink, but as a kind of smoke, a humid
vapor, thick and dark, which is condensed, more or less,
according to the greater or less density of the things which
has pleased the Creator to form from it. This mist, this
immense vapor, was condensed or rarefied into a universal
chaotic Water, which thus became the principle of all for the
present and for the future, (CostniJjJ. Tract 4).
In its beginning this Water was volatile, as a mist; condensation made of it a matter more or less fixed. But whatsoever may have been this Matter, the first principle of
things, it was created in shadows too thick for the human
mind to see clearly. Only the Author of Nature knows it,
and in vain would theologians and philosophers wish to
determine what it was; yet, it is very probable that this dark
abyss, this chaos, was an aqueous, or humid, matter, since it
would be more easily rarefied and condensed, and consequently more suitable, because of these qualities, for the
construction of the heaven and earth.
The Sacred Scripture calls this unformed mass sometimes
Empty Earth and sometimes Water, although it was actually
. neither one nor the other, but only in potentiality. It would,
then, be permissible to conjecture that it could have been
almost like fumes, or a thick vapor, stupid and inert, torpid
. by a kind of cold, and without action, until the same Word
· which created this vapor, infused in it a vivifying spirit,
· which became visible and palpable by the effects which it
· produced.
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The separation of the waters above the firmament from
the waters below, of which mention is made in Genesis,
seems to have been made by a kind of sublimation of the
more subtle and more tenuous parts, from those which were
less so, almost as in a distillation, where the spirits rise and
separate from the heavier, more terrestrial parts, and occupy
the upper part of the vase, while the grosser ones remain at
the bottom.
This operation could have been made only by the aid of
that luminous spirit which was infused in the mass. For
Light is an igneous spirit, which by acting on this vapor, and
in it, rendered some parts heavier by condensation, and
opaque by their closer adhesion; this spirit drove them
toward the inferior region, where they kept the shadows in
which they were first buried. • The parts more tenuous, and
which had become more and more homogeneous by uniformity of their tenuity and purity, were elevated and
pressed towards the upper region where, being less condensed, they permitted a freer passage to Light, which was
manifested in all its splendour.
·
That which proves that the dark Abyss, the Chaos, or the
World's First Matter, was an aqueous and humid mass, is
that, besides the reasons which we have brought forward,
we have a palpable instance under our eyes. The property
of wateris to run, to flow, so long as heat animates and holds
it in its fluid state. The continuity of bodies, the adhesion
of their parts, is due to the aqueous humour. It is the
ciment which unites and binds the elementary parts of
bodies. So long as it is not separated from them entirely,
they preserve the solidity of their mass. But if fire warms
•TblaUDtvenal IJcbt, when ooutdered pardcnlarl7 u the main meal-forming
a«ent, Ia called AzOTH, or 8opble Mercurr. n Ia the menacrum, the Untnnal
8olven\, \be bond of nnlon, or lD • - m,aclc cerma, \be Oolmlc Ether dJDUDiaed.
DaGUAJTA.
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these bodies beyond the degree necessary for their preservation in their state of actual being, it drives away, rarefies
this humour, makes it evaporate, and the body is reduced to
powder, because the bond which united its parts no longer
exists.
Heat is the instrument which fire employs in its operations;
it even produces by this means two effects, opposite in
appearance, but conformable to the laws of Nature, and
representing to us that which bas taken place in the disentanglement of chaos. In separating the most tenuous, the
most humid part from the most terrestrial, heat rarefies
the first and condenses the second. Thus, by the separation
of the heterogeneous, is made the union of the homogeneous.
Indeed, we see in the world only water, more or less condensed. Between the heavens and the earth, all is smoke,
mist, vapors, pressed from the center, the interior of the
earth, and elevated above its circumference in the part which
which we call air. The weakness of the organs of our senses
does not permit us to see the subtle vapors, or emanations
of celestial bodies,· which we call influences, and which
mingle with the vapors sublimating from sub-lunar bodies.
The eyes of the mind must aid the weakness of the eyes of
the body.
At all times bodies exhale a subtle vapor, which is manifested more clearly in summer. The warm air sublimatejl
the waters into vapors, and attracts them to itself. When,
after a rain, the rays of the sun beam upon the earth, one
sees it smoke and exhale itself in vapor. These vapors hover
in the air in the form of fogs, when they do not rise far above
the surface of the earth: but when they mount to the middle
region, one sees them Boat, here and there, in the form of
clouds. Then they are resolved into rain, snow, hail, etc.,
and fall to return to their origin.
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The workman feels this to his great inconvenience, when
be works vigorously. Even the idle man feels it in great
heat. The body perspires always, and the transpiration
which often runs from the brow manifests this sufficiently.
Those who have accepted the fantastical ideas of the
rabbis, have believed that there existed, before this First
Matter, a certain principle, more ancient than it, to which
they have very improperly given the name of Hy/6. • It was
less a body than an immense shadow; less a thing, than a
very obscure image of a thing, which one could rather call a
gloomy phantom of being, a very black night and the retreat
or center of shadows, finally, a thing which exists only in
potentiality, and which the human mind could imagine only
in a dream. But even the imagination could represent it to
us, only as a man born blind represents to himself the light
of the sun. These votaries of the rabbis have seen fit to say
that God drew from the First Principle a gloomy, formless
abyss as the matter from which would be derived the elements and the world. But finally, everything announces to
us that Water was the first principle of things.
The Spirit of God which moved upon the waters, ( Gm.,
dt. I), was the instrument which the Supreme Architect
used, to give form to the Universe. It diffused Light
instantly, reduced from latent into actual existence the
germs of things, up to this time confused in chaos, and, by a
constant alternation of coagulations and resolutions, it maintains all individuals scattered through all the mass; it
animates each part of it, and by a continual and secret
operation, it gives movement to each individual, according to
the genius and species to which it has appointed it. It is,
properly speaking, the soul of the world; and he who ignores
or denies it, ignores the laws of the Universe.
•Word derived from tbe Greek ~).jj. ud which elptfteafOIWt, ohaol, oontualon.
I\ Ia alao tbe name ctven b7 tbe Alohemlaw \0 tbe matter of tbe PhUoaopher'a
8\0ne.-Pene\y,lo lJid. MvtJto·H-., p. 106.
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To this First Motive or principle of generation and transformation is joined a second
material one, to which we give the name of
Nature. The eye of God, always attentive to His work, is,
properly speaking, Nature herself, and the laws which He
has placed for her preservation, are the causes of all that
which takes place in the Universe. The Nature which we
have just called a second material motive, is a secondary
nature, a faithful servant who obeys exactly the order of her
Master, ( Cosmopol Tract. 2), or an instrument guided by the
hand of a Workman, incapable of making a mistake. This
nature, or Second Cause, is a Universal Spirit, which has a
vivifying and fertilizing property of the Light created in the
beginning and communicated to all parts of the Macrocosm.
Zoroaster and Heraclitus have called it an igneous Spirit, an
invisible Fire, and "tlu Soul of the World." It is of it that
Virgil speaks when he says, (Eneid. I. 6): from the beginning
a certain igneous spirit was infused into the heaven, the earth
and sea, the moon and the Titan ian, or terrestrial bodiesthat is to say, the minerals and metals, to which one has
given the names of planets. This Spirit gives them life and
preserves them. The Soul, diffused through every body,
gives movement to all the mass and to each of its parts.
Whence have come all kinds of living beings, quadrupeds,
birds, fishes. This igneous Spirit is the principle of their
vigor; its origin is celestial, and it is communicated to them
through the germ which produces them.
The order which reigns in the Universe is only a consequence of the eternal laws. All the movements of the
different parts of its mass depend upon them. Nature forms,
alters, and disintegrates continually, and her moderator,
everywhere present, repairs continually the transformations
of the work.
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One may divide the Wor!d into three regions•, the superior,
the middle, and the inferior. The Hermetic Philosophers
give to the First the name of INTELLIGIBLE, and say that it is
spiritual, immortal or unalterable; it is the most perfect
region.
The Middle is called CELESTIAL: it encloses bodies less
perfect and a quantity of spirits. It is necessary to notice
that the Philosophers do not understand by these spirits,
immaterial or anrelic spirits, but simply physical spirits, such
as the igneous spirit scattered throughout the Universe; such
is also the spirituality of their superior region. This region
being in the middle, participates in the character of both the
superior and inferior. It serves as the means to unite these
two extremes, and as the canal by which the vivifying spirits
which animate all the parts of the inferior region are communicated to it. It is subject only to periodical changes.
The Inferior or ELEMENTARY, contains all sublunary bodies.
It receives from the two others vivifying spirits only to
return them. This is why all is changed, all is corrupted,
all dies; there is no generation which is not preceded by
corruption; and no birth which is not followed by death.
Each region is subject to and dependent upon the one
superior to it, but they act in concert. The Creator alone
bas the power of annihilating beings, as He alone has had
the power of drawing them from nothingness. The laws of
Nature do not permit that that which bears the character of
being, or substance, should be subjected to annihilation;
which has caused Hermt)s to say, (PY"'flnd.), that nothing
dies in this world, but that all passes from one state of being
to another. Every Mixt is composed of elements, and
resolves finally into these same elements, by a continual
rotation, as said Lucretius:
•Tb-t.hree dlvlaloua are ldeuttcal wtth tboae adop&ed b7 the Kabballna, who
dh1de t.he ODinree lD t.hree worlda: A.rchetJP&l, Aauataad Elemental.
E. a.
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Huic acudit uti quicque in sua cfWjHJm n1num
Dissolvat natura,· neque ad niltilum inten'111111 res.

There existed then, in the beginning, two principles: the
one luminous, approaching spiritual nature; the other material and dark. The first, the principle of light, of movement
and of beat; the second, the principle of shadows, of torpor
and of cold, (Cosmopol Tract/.),· the former, active and masculine; the latter, passive and feminine. From the first
comes the movement for generation in our elementary world,
and from the second proceeds the alteration, whence death
bas taken its origin.
All movement is made by rarefaction and condensation,
(Beecker, Physica Su~lerranea). Heat, the effect of sensible
or insensible light, is the cause of rarefaction, and cold
produces contraction or condensation. All generations, vegetations and accretions are made only by these two means;
because these are the first two dispositions by which bodies
were affected. Light is diffused only by rarefaction; and
condensation, which produces the density of bodies, has
alone arrested the progress of light, and preserved the
shadows.
When Moses said that God created the heavens and the
earth, be seems to have wished to speak of the two formal
and material, or active and passive, principles which we have
explained, and be does not appear to have understood by the
earth, that arid mass which appeared after the waters were
separated from it. That of which Moses speaks is the material principle of all that which exists and comprehends the
globe terra-aqua-aerian. The other has taken tts name
from its dryness, and in order to distinguish it from the mass ·
of waters: el vocavit Deus aridam terram, congregationesque
aquarum maria, (Gen., cltap. I).
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The Air, Water and the Earth are only the same matter,
more or less tenuous and subtilized, in proportion as it is
more or less rarefied. The Air, as the principle most
approaching rarefaction, is the most subtle, Water comes
next, and then Earth. As the object which I have, in giving
these abridged principles of Natural Philosophy, is only to
instruct the amateurs of Hermetism, I will not enter into
the details of the formation of the stars and their movements.

Light, after having acted upon the parts of
the dark mass, which were nearest to it, and
' " J!tfccte.
having rarefied them more or less in proportion to their distance, finally penetrated even to the center,
in order to animate it in its entirety, to fertilize it, and to
make it produce all that which the Universe presents to our
eyes. Thus it pleased God to fix its natural source in the
sun, yet without collecting it there entirely. It seems that
God had wished to establish it as the only dispenser of light,
in order that the light created by an unique God, Himself
the Increate Light, should be communicated to creatures by
a single agent, as if to indicate to us its first origin.
From this luminous torch all the others borrow their light
and the brilliancy which they reftect upon us; because their
compact matter produces in regard to us the same effect as
a spherical polished mass, or a mirror on which the rays of
the sun fall. We must judge of celestial bodies as of the
moon, in which sight alone reveals to us solidity, and a
property common to terrestrial bodies of intercepting the
rays of the sun, and of producing shadow, which property
belongs only to opaque bodies. One must not conclude from
. , Slollt an'
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this that the stars and planets are not transparent bodies;
since clouds, which are only vapors of water, also make a
shadow intercepting the solar rays.
Some Philosophers have called the sun the soul of the
world, and have supposed it placed in the middle of the
Universe, as it would be easier for it to communicate everywhere its benign influences from a center. Before having
received them the Earth was in a kind of idleness, or as a
female without the male. As soon as it was impregnated by
them, it produced immediately, not simple vegetation as
formerly, but animated and living beings, animals of all
species.
Thus the animals were the fruit of light, and having all
the same principle, how could they, according to the common
opinion, be antipathetic and contradictory? It is from their
union that all bodies are formed according to their different
species, and their diversity arises only from the greater or
less proportion of each element in their composition.
The First Light had scattered the germs of things into the
matrix which was fit for each one; that of the sun has
fertilized them and made them germinate. Each individual
preserves within himself a spark of that Light, which reduces
germs from latency into activity. The spirits of living beings
are raised of this Light, and the soul of Man is a ray, or
emanation, of the Increate Light. God, that eternal, infinite, incomprehensible Light, could He manifest Himself to
the world except by light? and must one be astonished if He
has infused so many beauties and virtues in His image,
which He has formed Himself, and in which He has established His throne: In sole posuit ta!Jnnaculum suum, (Psalm
I8.)
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God in materializing Himself, to speak thus,
by the Creation of the World, did not think
that it was enough to have made such beautiful
things, He wished to place upon it the seal of His divinity,
and to manifest Himself still more perfectly by the formation of Man. To this end, He made him in His image, and
in that of the ~orld. He gave him a soul, a mind and a
body ; and of these three things, united in the same subject,
He constituted humanity.
He composed this body of a clay extracted from the purest
substance of all created bodies. He drew his mind from all
that which is most perfect in Nature, and He gave him a
soul made by a kind of extension of Himself. It is Hermes
who speaks: "Mens, ~ Tat, ex propn·a essentia Dei est. Aliqua
siquidem est Dei essentia. Qualisromque !amen ille sit, lttec
ipsum sola abso/ut~ novit. Mens itaque ab e1unti0! Dei ltabitu
non est pmcisa : Quin etiam velut diffusa, so/is splmdoris ilutar.
HO!c autem mens in hominibttS quidcm Deus est,· ea de causa
homines dii sunt, ac ipsorum ltumanitas divinitati est confinis,"
(Pymand.,cap.ll) The Boov represents the sublunary world,
composed of Earth and Water; it is because of this that it
is composed of the dry and humid, or of bone, of flesh and
of blood.
The MrNo,• infinitely more subtle, holds the middle place
between the soul and the body, and serves as a bond to unite
them, because one can join two extremes only by a mean.
It is this, which by its igneous virtue, vivifies and moves the
body under the direction of the soul, of which it is the minister; sometimes, rebellious to its orders, it follows its own
fantasies and inclinations. It represents the firmament, the
•What Pernety calls MrsD answen to tbe Amell Bodv of tbe Kabb&llata; the
"Pl1r'Vprlt" of the Splrltla\A, equlllbrtattng tann between the matarlal body and the
pure Spirit. It Ia tbe M,.,, Ru4A, of tbe Kabb&lab; the Mnqa Sharlro of I:Mtana
PbUoeopby.
K.B.

...
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constituent parts of which are infinitely more subtle than
those of the Earth and Water.
Lastly, the SouL is the image of God Himself, and the
Light of Man.
The body draws its nourishment from the purest substance
of the three kingdoms of Nature, which pass successively
from one into the other to end in Man, who is the complement, the end and the epitome.
Having been made of Earth and Water, it can be nourished only by an analogous substance, that is to say Water and
Earth, and it could not fail to resolve into them.
The mind is nourished by the Spirit of the Universe
and by the quintessence of all that which constitutes
it, because it has been made from it. The soul of man
communicates with the divine Light from which it derives
its origin.
The preservation of the body is confided to the mind. It
works over the gross nourishment which we take from vegetables and animals, in the laboratories in the interior of the
body. It separates the pure from the impure; it keeps and
distributes, through the different circulatory systems, the
quintessence analogous to that from which the body has been
made, in order to increase its volume, or to maintain it ; it
rejects the impure and heterogeneous by means destined for
this purpose.
It is the true ARCHEus• of Nature, which van Helmont,
(Traite des Maladies,) supposes placed in the orifice of the
stomach ; but of which he seems not to have had a clear idea,
• PhJilclata aud partlcularlJ 8pacrtc PhUoaopbera call tbla tbe Untnraal and
Particular Agent; It Ia tbat wblcb Induce• movement In Nature and cauaee tile aeeda
and genu of alllublDD&rJ belnp to reproduce and multlplJ tbetr apect-.
PfJmtlty "' Dfl:t. llfii.A.

a-.
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since he has spoken of it in such a confused manner as to be
almost unintelligible...
This Archeus is an igneous principle, the principle of heat,
of movement and of life, which animates bodies and preserves its manner of being as long as the weakness of its
organs permit. It is nourished by principles analogous to
itself, which it attracts continually by respiration: this is
why death succeeds life almost immediately when respiration
is intercepted.
The body is by itself a principle of death, analogous to
that formless, cold and dark mass, from which God fonned
the World. It represents shadows. The mind is derived
from and participates in this matter, animated by the spirit
of God, which in the beginning moved upon the waters, and
which by its diffused light, infused into the mass that heat,
producer of movement and life in all nature, and that fertiJiz.
ing virtue, principle of generation, which furnishes to each
individual the means of multiplying its species.
Infused into the womb with the germ which it animates,
it works there to fonn and to perfect the dwelling which it
is to inhabit, according to the quality of the materials furnished, the geographical conditions and the specification of
matter. If the materials are of good quality, the building
will be more solid, the temperament stronger and more
vigorous. If they are bad, the body will be weaker, and less
fit to resist the perpetual assaults which it will have to sustain as long as it will exist. If the matter is susceptible of a
more perfect organization, the mind will be able to exercise
its action with all the liberty and ease possible. Then the
progeny who will proceed from it will be more alert, and the
•Tbe Reader will dlaconr, through tbe embaruaed muuer in which PemtotJ
bimeelf here, that the ARCBIIt:8 II tbat ume nervoua (?)force which 11
concentrated In tbe Solar Pluua, tbat part of our orpnllm which II the theatre of
tbe oocult Ufe of tbe Initiate.
esp~

a. a.
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mind will manifest itself in the actions of life with more
brilliancy. But if something is wanting, if the matter is
gross and terrestrial, if this mind is weak in itself, because
of its little strength or quantity, the organs will be defective,
or vitiated ; the mind can only work feebly in its abode ; the
progeny will be more or less stupid. The soul which will be
infused into it, will not be less perfect, but its minister, being
able to exercise its functions only with difficulty-because of
the obstacles which it meets at each step-will not appear in
all its splendour and will not be able to manifest itself as it
is. The cabin of a peasant, even the house of a merchant,
would not announce the dwelling of a king, although a king
should make his abode there. In vain will he have all the
qualities required to reign gloriously, in vain will his minister
be intelligent and capable of aiding his sovereign ; if the
constitution of the state is bad, if they cannot command
obedience, if there is no remedy, the state will not be
splendid; all will go wrong, all will decline; it will go to its
destruction without one being able to deny the existence of
the sovereign, or to blame him for the lack of glory and
splendour. One will render, even to the king and his minister,
the justice which is due to them.
Thus one sees why reason is manifested in children only
at a certain age, and in some sooner than in others; why, in
proportion as the organs are weakened, the reason appeared
to be weakened also: Corpus quod corrumpitur aggravat
animam, et terrellll inlta!Jitatio deprimit sensum multa cogitantem, (Sap./.) A certain time is necessary for the organs to
be strengthened and perfected. They are finally consumed ;
they fall into decay and are destroyed. Even if the state
were at its highest degree of glory, if it begins to decline, if
its destruction is inevitable, the king and his minister, with
all the care and aptitudes possible, will be able, at most, only
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to make from time to time efforts, which will manifest their
talents, but which will not suffice to arrest the ruin of the
state.
Howsoever little an intelligent man looks into himself, and
makes the analysis of his composition, he will soon recognize
these three principles of his humanity, really distinct, but
united in a single individual, (Nicolas Flame/, Explanation of
Figures, Cltap. 7).
Let the pretended strong minds, the materialists, ignorant
and little accustomed to reflect seriously, consider tltemselvu
in good faith, and follow step by step this little detail of
Man, and they will soon recognize their mistake and the
weakness of their principles. They will see that their ignorance causes them to confound the king with the minister,
and the subjects, the Soul with the mind and the body.
Finally, that a prince is responsible both for his own actions
and those of his minister, when the latter acts by his order,
or with his consent and approbation.
Solomon confounds the errors of the materialists of his
time, and teaches us at the same time that they reasoned as
foolishly as those of our day :"They have, said be, (Sap. c. 2), spoken as madmen who
think evil, and have said:,. Our Life is short and tedious, and in the death of a man
there is no remedy: neither was there any man known to
have returned from the grave.
"For we are born at all adventure: and we shall be hereafter as though we had never been; for the breath in our
nostrils is as smoke, and a little spark in the moving of our
Jteart :
"Which, being extinguished, our body shall be turned into
ashes, and our spirit shall vanish as the soft air. . . •
"Come on, therefore, let us enjoy the good things that are
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present: and let us speedily use the creatures like as in
youth .. • .
" Such things they did imagine, and were deceived: for
their own wickedness hath blinded them.
"As for the mysteries of God, they knew them not:
neither hoped they for the wages of righteousness, nor discerned a reward for blameless souls.
"For God created man to be eternal, and made him to be
an image of his own eternity.''
One sees clearly in this chapter the distinction between
mind and soul. The former is an igneous vapour, a spark,
a fire, which gives animal life and movement to bodies, and
vanishes in the air when the organs are destroyed The
Soul is the principle of the actions of the will and of reason,
and survives the destruction of the body and the dissolution
of the mind.
Consequently this chapter explains these words of the
same author, (Ecc/esiast. chap. Ill, v. I9) : "For that which
" befalleth the sons of men befalleth beasts; even one thing
"befalleth them; as the one dieth, so dieth the other; yea,
"they have all one breath; so that a man has no preeminence
"over a beast: for all is vanity." This igneous vapour, this
spark of light animates the body of Man and puts in play all
its resources. In vain will one seek for the particular place
where the soul makes its residence, while it commands as a
master. It is the particular abode of this spirit which it
would be necessary to seek; but vainly would one wish to
determine it. All the parts of the body are animated by it;
it is diffused everywhere. If the pressure of the pineal
gland,• or the callous body, arrests the action of this spirit,
it is not because it dwells there in particular, but because
• Deecanee placed the a.& of the eoulln tbe brain, tn the amall gland called
OlandulG pWIGIC., attuted between the Optic Thall"'' and COI'J'O"I quGCirigefftffta.
E. B.
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the resources which the spirit employs to put in play the
machine, end there mediately or immediately. Their action
is hindered by this pressure; and the spirit, although diffused
everywhere, can no longer make them act.
The tenuity of this igneous vapour is too great to be
apparent to the senses, except by its effects. The minister
of God and of the Soul in Man, it follows in the animals only
the impressions and laws which the Creator has imposed
upon it in order to animate them, to give them the movement
conformable to their species. It accommodates itself to all,
and is specified in man and the animals according to their
organs. Whence comes the conformity which is noticeable
in a great number of the actions of men and beasts. God
uses it as an instrument by means of which the animals see,
taste, smell and hear. He has constituted it under His orders
the guide of their actions. He specifies it in each of them
according to the different functions which it has pleased Him
to give to their organs. Whence the difference of their characters, and their different manners of acting, yet always
uniform as to each one in particular, taking always the same
road to arrive at the same aim, when no obstacles are found
in it.
This spirit, which is usually called instinct, when animals
are spoken of, determined and almost absolutely specified in
each animal, is not so in Man, because the spirit of Man is
the epitome and quintessence of all the spirits of animals.
So man has not a particular character which is peculiar to
him, as each animal has: every dog is faithful, every lamb is
gentle, every lion is bold, every cat is treacherous; but man
is all at the same: time, faithful, indiscreet, treacherous, intemperate, gentle, furious, bold, timid, courageous; circumstances, or reason, decide always what he is at each instant
of life, and one never sees in any animal those varieties
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which one finds in Man. because he alone possesses the germ
of all. Each man would develop it, and would convert it
from potentiality to actuality as the animals, when the
occasion would present itself, if this spirit was not subordi·
nated to another substance superior to itself. The Soul,
purely spiritual, holds the reins. It guides the spirit, and
conducts it in all its deliberate actions. Sometimes it does
not give it time to communicate its orders, and to exercise
its empire. It acts of itself; it puts in play the resources of
the body, and Man then acts simply as an animal. These
actions one calls first impulse, • and those which one makes
without reflection, such as coming, going, eating, when one
is worried by some serious affair which occupies him entirely.
The animal obeys always, infallibly, his natural inclination,
because it tends only to the preservation of its transient,
mortal existence, in which lies all its happiness and welfare.
But Man does not always follow this inclination; because,
while be is disposed to preserve that which is mortal in himself, he feels also another desire which disposes him to work
for the felicity of his immortal part, to which he is certain
that be owes the preference.
Thus God has created Man in His image, and bas formed
him as the abr~g~ of all His works, and the most perfect of
material beings. One calls him rightly: Microcosm. He is
the center where all ends: he contains the quintessence of
the entire Universe. He participates in the virtues and
properties of all individuals. He has the fixedness of the
metals and minerals, the vegetability of the plants, the
sensitive faculties of the animals, and besides, an intelligent
and immortal Soul. The Creator has placed in.him, as in the
box of Pandora, all the gifts and virtues of .things superior
• J'or &be RlldJ of &beM IDvolan&ary acw, lmmedla&e ....an of 1Uft«i: ..4ctioft, &be remarkable woru of Dr. Papu: 7'nlfU c1e PAr~ ~. 7'nlfU
Mlthodfq!U de SeCMC!8 Oonlte, e&e.
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and inferior. He finished His work of creation by the
formation of Man, because it was necessary to create all the
Universe in stupendous proportions before reducing it in
hominal limits. And as the Supreme Being, Himself without beginning, was yet the beginning of all, He wished to
place the seal of His work on an individual, who, not being
able to be without beginning, was at least without end as
Himself.
Therefore let not man dishonor the Model of which he is
the image. He should think that he has not been created to
live solely according to his animality, but according to his
humanity, properly speaking. Let him drink, let him eat;
but let him pray, let him subdue his passions, let him work
for eternal life; in this he will differ from the animals, and
will be really a man.
The body of Man is subject to change and entire dissolution, as other composites. The action of heat produces this
change in the manner of being of all sublunary individuals,
because their mass being a composition of parts more materia], less pure, less connected, and more heterogeneous than
those of the stars or planets, is more susceptible to the effects
of rarefaction.
This alteration is in its progression a real corruption,
which is made successively, and which, by degrees, Jeads to
a new generation, or new manner of being; for the harmony
of the Universe consists in a different and gradual interior
formation of the matter which constitutes it.
This change of form takes place only in the bodies of this
inferior world. The cause is not, as some have thought, the
contradiction or opposition of the qualities of matter, but its
own essence, dark and purely passive, which, not having in
itself power to acquire a permanent form, is obliged to
receive these different and transient forms of the principle
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which animates it; always according to the end whiCh bas
pleased God to give to the genera and sp~cies.
To supply this original defect of matter, from which even
the body of Man bas been formed, God placed Adam in a
Terrestrial Paradise, so that he could combat and conquer
this caducity by the use of the fruit of the Tree of Life, of
which be was deprived, in punishment for his disobedience,
and be was condemned to undergo the fate of other individuals whom God had not favored with this aid.
The Pn'ma Materia from which all has been made, which
serves as a basis for all the composites, seems to have been
so mingled and identified in them, after it had received its
form from Light, that it could not be separated from them
without causing their destruction. Nature has left us an
example of this confused and formless mass, in that dry wat",
which does not moisten, which may be seen rising from
mountains, and which exhale from some lakes, impregnated
with the germs of things, and which evaporates at the least
beat. This dry water is that which forms the basis of the
Ars Magna, according to all Philosophers. He who would
know how to unite this volatile matter with its male, to
extract from it the Elements, and to separate them philosophically, could flatter himself, so says d'Espagnet, (Endzirid. Plzys. restit. can. 49.), that he had in his possession the
most precious secret of nature, and even the epitome of the
essence of the heavens.
Thus Nature employed from the beginning
only two simple principles, from which all
that which exists was made, namely, the
passive Prima Materia, and the Luminous Agent which gave
•to the Alchemical Tbeorr, . , . Albert Pollecm, the four Elemeoca, not &DT
more thaD the dlree PrlDclplea, repreeeo\ panicalar aubataocea; they are limply
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it form. The Elements proceeded from their action, as
secundary principles, from the different mixture of which
was formed a Secunda Materia• subject to tbe vicissitudes of
generation and corruption.
In vain will one imagine to be able by the aid of chemical
art to arrive at and separate the Elements absolutely simple
and distinct from each other. The human mind does not
even know them. Those to w~ich the profane gives the
name of elements, are not really simple and homogeneous:
they are so mingled and united as to be inseparable.
The perceptible bodies of the earth, the water and tbe
air, which in their spheres are really distinct, are not the
first and simple elements which Nature employs in her
different generations. They seem to be only the matrix of
others. The simple Elements are imperceptible, until their
union forms a dense matter, which we call body, to which
are joined the gross elements as integral parts. Ex insmsi·
bilibus namque omnia confiteare principii's constare, (Lucre!.
lib. 2). The elements which constitute our globe are too
crude and impure to form a perfect generation. Unseasonably the chemists and physicists attribute to them the properties of the parent-Elements: the Prima Materia and Luminous Agent. The latter are as the soul of the composites,
the former only the body. Art is ignorant of the first, and
would work in vain to resolve the Mixts into them: this is
the work of Nature alone.
On these principles the ancient Philosophers distinguished
only three Elements, and imagined the Universe governed by
ata&Q of matter, almple modalltlea. Water Ia IIJDODJIDOU wfth the liquid awe.
Earth with the aoltd; Air wfth the gueoua ud Fire with that of a vel)' aubtle
paeou &tate, auch u a gu ezpanded by the action of heat ••• Moreover, &I.emenu repreaent, by uteD&Ion, phJSlcal qualltle1 1uch u heat, (Fire); dl)'ll- and
aolldlty, (Barth); molltUre and autdlty,(Water); cold and aubWity, (Air); Zolimu
pve~ to their e-ble the name of Tetnuomr.
( 7'MorNa fit 8~ . . ..4/eAftltUC..)
• 8ecllllda Katerla, or 8-' '" lllltGU.
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three gods, children of Saturn, whom they called sons of
Heavens and Earth. The Egyptians, from whom the ancient
Greek Philosophers derived their systems, regarded Vulcan
as the father of Saturn, if we believe Diodorus of Sicily.
Doubtless this is the reason which led them not to place Fire
in the number of Elements. But as they supposed that the
Fire of Nature, the principle of elementary Fire, had its
source in the Heavens, they gave the government of it to
Jupiter; and, as a scepter and distinctive mark, they armed
him with a thunderbolt with three darts, and gave him for a
wife his sister Juno, whom they imagined to preside over
the Air. Neptune was placed over the sea, al)d Pluto over
the infernal regions. The poets adopted these ideas of the
Philosophers, who, knowing Nature perfectly, saw fit to make
only a trine division of it, persuaded that the accidents,
which distinguish the inferior region of the air from the
superior, did not form a sufficient reason to make a real
distinction. They saw in them only a difference of dry and
humid, siccum and ltumidum, of heat and cold united; which
made them imagine the two sexes in the same Element.
Each of the three brothers had a three-pointed scepter as a
mark of his empire, and to indicate that each Element, as
we see it, is a composition of three. They were, properly
speaking, brothers, since they were derived from the same
principle, sons of the Heavens and the Earth, that is to say,
the first animate matter from which all has been made.
Pluto is called the god of riches and the master of the
infernal regions, because the earth is the source of riches,
and because nothing torments men as does the thirst for
wealth and ambition.
It is not more difficult to apply the rest of the Fable to
Physics. Several authors have interested themselves in this
matter, and have demonstrated that the ancients proposed
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only to instruct by the invention of these fables. The Her·
metic Philosophers, who claim to be the true disciples and
imitators of Nature, made a double application of these principles: seeing in the processes and progress of the An Magna
the operations of Nature, as in a mirror; they no longer
distinguished the one from the other, and explained them in
the same manner. Then they compared all that which takes
place in the Mag-istery, to the successive stages of the creation of the Universe, by a certain analogy which they thought
to remark in them. Is it surprising that all their fictions
have had these two things for an object? If one reflected,
one would not find much of the ridiculous in their myths. If
they personified all, it was to render their ideas more
obvious; and one would soon recognize that the ridiculous
and licentious actions, which they attributed to these imaginary gods, were only the operations of Nature, which we see
daily without noticing them. Wishing to explain themselves
only by allegories, could they suppose things done otherwise
and by other actors? Does not our ignorance of Physics
give us the foolish privilege of mocking them, and imputing
to them ridicule, which they could perhaps easily turn upon
us if they were on the earth, to speak in the fashion of the
present century? The analysis of the composites, or Mixts,
gives us only the siccum and ltumidum ,· whence one must
conclude that there are only two perceptible Elements in the
composition of bodies, namely, Earth and Water. But the
same experiment shows us that two others are concealed in
them. The Air is too subtle to strike our eyes: hearing and
touch are the only senses which demonstrate to us its existence. As to the Fire of Nature, it is impossible for Art to
manifest it, except by its effects. .
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The Earth is naturally cold, because of its
participating more of the nature of the opaque
and dark Primal Matter. This cold makes the
body heavier and denser; and this density renders it less
penetrable to Light, which is the principle of heat. It has
been created in the midst of the waters, with which it is
always mixed; and the Creator seems to have made it dry on
its surface, only to render it suitable for the abode of vege·
tables and animals.
The Creator has made the Earth spongy, so that the Air,
Water and Fire might have free access, and that the interior
Fire, which was infused into it by the spirit of God before
the formation of the Sun, (Cosmopol. Tract 4), could press
from the center to the surface by its pores the virtues of the
Elements, and exhale those humid vapors, which corrupt the
germs of things by a slight putrefaction, and prepare them
for generation. These germs thus prepared receive the
celestial and vivifying heat, and even attracted by a magnetic
love, the germ develops, and the seed produces its fruit.
The heat peculiar to the Earth, is fit only for corruption.
Its moisture weakens it, and could produce nothing unless
aided by the celestial heat, pure and without mixture, which
leaves to generation, by exciting the action of the internal
fire, by developing it, by expanding it, and by drawing it, to
speak thus, from the center of the seed, where it lies torpid
and concealed. These two heats by their homogeneity work
in concert for the production and preservation of the Mixts.
All cold is contrary to production. When a matter is of
this nature, it becomes passive, and is fit for production only
as long as it is aided and corrected by an outside force.
The Author of Nature, d~signing the Earth to be the womb
of the composites, warms it consequently, continually by the
heat of the Celestial and Central Fire, and joins to it the
.
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humid nature of Water; so that, aided by the two principles
of generation, the warm and the humid, it is not sterile,
and becomes the Vase in which are conceived all the
generations, (Cosmop. ibid). One says for this reason, that
the Earth contains the other Elements.
It can be divided into two classes, the pure and the
impure. The first is the basis of all the composites, and
produces all by the mixture of Water and the action of Fire.
The second is the garment of the first; it enters as an
integral part in the composition of individuals.
The pure is animated by a Fire which vivifies the Mixts,
and preserves them in their manner of being, as long as the
cold of the impure does not rule, or as long as it is not too
much excited and tyrannized over by the artificial and
elementary fire, its fratricide. That which is visible in the
Earth is fired, and that which is invisible is volatile.

The density of Water holds the middle
place between that of the Air and that of
the Earth. It is the Mmstrum• of Nature,
and the vehicle of the germs. It is a volatile body, which
seems to flee from the attacks of fire, and evaporates at the
slightest heat. It is susceptible of all forms, and more
changeable than Proteus. Water is a mercury, which,
partaking sometimes of the nature of a terra-aqueous body,
sometimes of that of an aqua-aerian body, attracts and seeks
the virtues of things superior and inferior. It becomes, by
this means, the messenger of the gods and their mediator;
• Or Sol-It-" One hall alao ginn Uae name ot ..veneen-, ho-ver lmproperlf,
to Ve,etable and HetalUc wacen, which are reprded u Uae temlatne prtDCiple ot
u.- two retpa, and tn wblch 18 placed Uae mauer to be dt.olved."
'Perne'J, Dkt. M.,UW.Herm., p 282.
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through it is maintained the commerce between the heavens
and the earth.
An unctious phlegm is diffused in Water, (Memoire de
f Acatlemie de Berlin). M. Eller has recognized it in his
observations: "A water," said he, "very pure and free from
all heterogeneous parts, (in the manner of the common
chemist), can suffice for vegetation. It furnishes the earth,
the basis of the solidity of plants: it diffuses in it that
inflammable, or oily part, which one finds in it."
Let us take some earth, after having been washed in lye
and parched by fire, in which we are certain that there is no
germ of plants, let us expose it to the air in a vase, and let
us be careful to water it with rain water, it will produce little
plants in great number; proof that it is the vehicle of germs.
As Water is of a nature closely approaching that of the
First Matter of the World, it becomes easily its symbol, or
image. The chaos, whence all was derived, was like a vapor,
or a humid substance, similar to a subtle smoke. Light
having rarefied it, the heavens were formed of the most
subtilized portion ; the Air of that which was less so; the
elementary Water of that which was a little more terrestrial;
and the Earth, of the densest, and as freces, (Raymond Lully,
Testam, Auc. Theor.). Therefore Water partaking of the
nature of the Air and Earth, is placed in the middle. Lighter
than the Earth and heavier than Air, it is always mixed with
both. At the least rarefaction it seems to abandon the Earth
to take the nature of the Air; it is condensed by the least
cold, it quits the Air, and unites itself with the Earth.
The nature of Water is rather humid than cold, because
it is thinner and more open to the Light than the Earth.
Water bas preserved the humidity of the Prima Materia and
of chaos; the Earth bas retained its cold.
The siccity is an effect of cold as of beat, and moisture is
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the principal subject on which beat and cold act. When the
latter is powerful, it condenses the moisture; we see it in
snow, ice and bail. From this comes the fall of leaves in
autumn. If the cold increases, winter succeeds, the moisture
in the plants congeals, the pores close, the stalk becomes
weak through lack of nourishment : they finally wither. If
the winter is severe, it bears the dryness even to the roots :
it attacks the vito-ltumidum ,· and the plants perish. How
can one say after this that cold is a quality of Water, since
it is its enemy, and since Nature does not suffer that an
Element act upon itself. One speaks, it seems to me, more
correctly, when one says that the cold has bumed the plants.
Cold and heat burn equally, but in a different manner; heat
by expanding, and cold by contracting the parts of the Mixts.
That which Water presents to us visibly is volatile; its
interior is fixed. The Air tempers its humidity. That which
the Air receives from Fire, it communicates to Water, which
in turn communicates it to the Earth.
One may divide this Element into three parts; the pt1re,
the purer, and the pt1rest, (Cosmopol., of Water),· from the
latter the heavens have been made; from the purer, the Air;
and the simply pure bas remained in its sphere: it is the
ordinary Water, which forms only one globe with the Earth.
These two Elements united make all, because they contain
the two others. From their union is born a mud, which
Nature uses to form all bodies. This mud is the Matter
from which will evolve all generations. It is a kind of chaos,
in which the Elements are confounded. Our first father
has been formed from it, as well as all the generations which
have followed him. From the sperm and the menstrum is
formed a mud, and from this mud an animal.
In the production of vegetation the seeds putrefy and
change into a slime before germinating. It is then consoli-
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dated and grows into a vegetable body. In the generation
of the metals, Sulpltur and Mercury resolve into a viscous
Water, which is a true slime. The decoction coagulates this
Water, fixes it more or less, and from it results the minerals
and the metals. In the Sophie Work, one first forms a slime
of two substances, or principles, after having purified them.
As the four Elements are found in them, the Fire preserves
the Earth from submersion and entire dissolution : the Air
maintains the Fire; the Water preserves the Earth against
the violent attacks of the Fire; and acting thus in concert
upon each other, there results from them a harmonious
whole, which composes what is called the Pltilosoplters Stone,
or the Microcosm.

The Air is light, and is not visible; but it
contains a substance which corporifies itself,
which becomes fixed. Its nature is midway
between that which is above and that which is below it; for
this reason it takes easily the qualities of its neighbours.
Whence come the changes which we experience in the low
regions, those of cold, as well as those of beat.
The Air is the receptacle of the germs of all, the sieve of
Nature, by which the powers and influences of other bodies
are transmitted to us. It penetrates all. It is a very subtle
smoke; the fit subject of light and of shadows, of day and
night. A body always full, transparent, and most susceptible
of foreign qualities, as well as most ready to abandon them.
The Philosophers call it Spirit, when they treat of the Ars
A-lagna. It contains the vital spirits of all bodies; it is the
aliment of fire, of vegetation and of animals, who die when
deprived of it. Nothing would be born in the world without
•
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its penetrating and altering force; and nothing can resist its
rarefaction.
The superior region of the Air, next to the moon, is pure
without being igneous; as has been long taught in the
schools, according to the opinion of some of the ancients.
Its purity is contaminated by none of the vapours which rise
from the lower region.
The middle region receives the most subtle sulphurous
exhalation, free from the gross vapours. They wander in it,
and are set on fire from time to time by their movements
and the different shocks which they undergo among themselves. These are the different meteors which we perceive
in the middle region.
In the lower region, the vapours of the earth rise and
mingle. They are condensed by the cold and fall by their
own weight. Thus Nature purifies Water to render it fit for
her productions. This is why one distinguishes the superior
waters from the inferior. The latter are near the earth, they
are supported upon it as on their foundation and form only
one globe with it. The superior waters occupy the lower
region of the air, where they are raised in the form of
vapours and clouds, and where they wander at the will of the
winds. The air is full of them at all times; but they are
manifest to our sight only in part, when they are condensed
into clouds. This is the consequence of creation. God
separated the waters of the firmament from those which were
below. It should not be surprising that all the waters,
united, have been able to cover the entire surface of the
earth, and to cause an universal deluge, since they covered it
before God had separated them, ( Gm. Clltlj. V). These humid
masses which hover over our heads are like travellers, who
go to collect the riches of all countries, and return to benefit
their native land.
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Some of the ancients placed Fire as a fourth
Element, in the highest region of the Air, because they regarded it as the lightest and
most subtle. But the Fire of Nature does not differ from
the Celestial Fire; this is why Moses makes no mention of it
in Genesis, because he had said that Light was created on
the first day.
The fire which we use ordinarily is partly natural and
partly artificial. The Creator has placed in the sun an
igneous spirit, the principle of movement and of gentle heat,
such as is necessary to Nature for her operations. It communicates it to all bodies, and by exciting and developing
the Fire which is innate in them, it preserves the principle
of generation and of life. Each individual partakes of it
more or less. He who seeks in Nature another element of
Fire, is ignorant of what the sun and light are.
It is placed in the Hoist Radical as its proper seat. With
animals it seems to have established its chief domicile in the
heart, which communicates it to all parts, as the sun does to
all the Universe.
The Fire of Nature is her first agent. It reduces the
germs from potentiality to actuality. As soon as it no longer
acts, all apparent movement and al1 vital action ceases. The
principle of movement is light, and movement is the cause
of heat. This is why the absence of the sun and of light has
such a great effect upon bodies. Heat penetrates to the
interior of the most opaque and hardest substances, and
animates the hidden and torpid nature. Light penetrates
only transparent bodies, and its property is to manifest the
perceptible accidents of the composites. Thus the sun is the
first natural and universal agent.
In departing from the sun light strikes the dense bodies,
the celestial as well as the terrestrial; it places their faculties
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in movement, carries them with it, reflects them and diffuses
them in the upper Air as well as in the lower. Air having a
disposition to mix with the Water and the Earth, becomes
the vehicle of these faculties, and communicates them to the
bodies which are formed of them, or which are by analogy
most susceptible of them. These are the faculties which are
called influences. Many natural philosophers deny their
existence, because they do not know them.
One divides Fire into three kinds, the Celestial, the
Terrestrial, or Simple, and the Artificial. The first is the
principle of the other two and is divided into Universal and
Particular. The Universal diffused everywhere, excites and
puts in movement the forces of bodies ; it wa~ms and preserves the germs of things infused into our globe, destined
to serve as their makers. It develops the particular Fire;
it mixes the elements and gives form to matter.
The particular Fire is innate, and implanted in each
mixture with its germ. It acts little, except when excited;
it then does, in the part of the Universe, what the sun, its
father, does in the whole.
Everywhere there is production, there must be Fire, as the
efficient cause. The ancients thought as we:
lnde lt0111inum pemdumqw genus, vilteqw flolantum,
Et qute mannoreo Jeri monstra sub tequore pontus.

lgneus est il/is vigo,., et ctekstis origo
Semeni!Jus.
- Virg. £neid. /. 6.
But it is surprising that they have admitted a contradiction
between Fire and Water, since there is no Water without
Fire and since they always act in concert in the generations
of individuals.
Every discerning eye must, on the contrary, remark a love,
a sympathy which causes the preservation of the Universe,
the cube of Nature, and the strongest bond, to unite the
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Elements and the superior with the inferior things. This
love is, to speak thus, what we should call Nature, the
Minister of the Creator, who employs the Elements to
execute His will according to the laws which He has imposed
upon them. Everything is done in the World in peace and
unity, which cannot be an effect of hatred and contradiction.
Nature would not be so like to herself in the formation of
individuals of the same species, if all was not done in concert. We would see only monsters proceed from the heterogeneous germs of fathers perpetually hostile, constantly at
war with each other. Do we see the animals work through
hatred and contradiction for the propagation of their species?
Let us judge the other operations of Nature by this : her
laws are simple and uniform.
Let philosophy cease to attribute the alteration, the corruption, the decay of the Mixts to a pretended antagonism of
the e!ements; it is found in the penury and weakness peculiar
to the First Matter; for in chaos Frigida non pugnabant
cali'di's, ltumentia sicci's. All was cold and humid, qualities
which belong to Matter, considered as feminine. The warm
and the dry, masculine and formal qualities, have come to it
from Light, from which it has received its forms. Thus it
is only after the retreat of the Waters that the Earth was
called arid or dry.
We see continually that heat and dryness give form to
everything. A potter would never succeed in making a vase,
if dryness does not give to the clay a certain degree of adhesion and solidity. If the earth is too moist, too soft, it is a
mud, which has no determined form.
Such was chaos, before the heat, or Light, had rarefied it,
and caused the evaporation of a part of its moisture. The
parts drew closer together, the clay of chaos became earth,
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and an earth of a consistency fit to serve as the material in
the formation of all the composites in Nature.
Thus heat and dryness are only accidental qualities of the
First Matter. It bas been endowed with them on receiving
its form, (Genesis, Cluzp. /). Thus it is not said in Genesis
that God found chaos very good, as He did Light and other
things. The abyss seems to have acquired a degree of perfection, only when it began to produce. Confusion, lack of
form, and opaque density, a coldness, a crude moisture, and
powerlessness, were its characteristics; qualities which indicate an ill body, inclined to corruption. It has preserved
something of this original fault, and has infected with it all
the bodies which have proceeded from it, to be placed in this
lower region. This is why all the composites have a transient manner of being, in regard to the determination of their
individual and specific form.
Howsoever opposed light and shadow may seem to be,
since they have concurred, the one as agent, the other as
patient, in the formation of the Universe, they have made by
this agreement of their contrary qualities, an almost unalterable treaty of peace, which has passed into their homogeneous family of the Elements, whence has resulted the peaceful
generation of all individuals. Nature is pleased in combination and does all by proportion, weight and measure, and not
by contradiction.
Est modtu in rebtu sun/ certi dmique fines,
Quos ultra citraq11e nequit cotUistere rectum.
-Hor. Arl. Poat.
Each element has, peculiar to itself, one of the qualities of
which we speak. Warmth, dryness, cold and moisture are
the four wheels which Nature employs to produce the slow,
graduated and circular movement which she seems to affect
in the formation of all her works.
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Fire, her universal agent, is the principle of elementary
fire. The latter is nourished by all fat matters, because all
that which is fat is of a humid and aerial nature. Although,
externally, it may appear dry to us, as sulphur, gunpowder,
etc., experience teaches us that this exterior conceals a fat,
oily moisture, which is resolved by the action of beat.
Those who have imagined that it was formed in the airprinciple of bard bodies such as aerolites, have been mistaken, if they have regarded them as terrestrial bodies. It is
a substance which belongs to the gross element of Water: a
fat, viscous humour, enclosed in the clouds as in a furnace,
where it condensed and mixed with the sulphurous exhalations, which are warm and very inflammable. The air,
which is too much compressed by this condensation, is rarefied by beat, and produces the same effect as gunpowder in
a bomb: the vessel breaks, the fire diffused in the air, freed
from its bonds by this movement, produces that light and
noise, which often startle the most intrepid.
Our artificial and common fire bas properties exactly contrary to the Fire of Nature, although derived from it. It is
the enemy of all production; it is maintained only by the
ruin of bodies; it is nourished only by rapine; it reduces all
to as'hes, and destroys all that which the other forms. It is
a parricide; the greatest enemy of Nature; and if we did not
know bow to oppose obstacles to its fury, it would destroy
all Is it surprising that the "broilers" • see all perish in
their bands, their property and health vanish in smoke, and
useless ashes as their only resource?
M. Stahl is not the first, as M. Pott states, who bas given
reasonable and connected ideas as to the substance of Fire
which is found in bodies; but be is the first who bas reasoned
•Quck .A.lohe.m.s..
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concerning it under the name of Pltlogiston.• One has seen
the sentiment of the Hermetic Philosophers on this subject.
It is only necessary to open their books to be convinced
that they know this agent of Nature perfectly; and that
M. Pott states unseasonably that the authors anterior to
M. Stahl lost themselves in continual obscurity and innumerable contradictions. Perhaps he speaks only of the common
chemists and physicists; but in that case he should have
made an exception of the Hermetic Chemists, whom be bas
doubtless read, and whom he has so happily met, in his
Treatise on Fire and Li'glzt, printed with the French translation of his Li'tltogeognosi'a. M. Stahl had studied them carefully. He furnishes a proof of this, not only by having
reasoned as they on this matter, but by the great number of
quotations which he has made from them in his Treatise entitled: Fundamenta Cltemite dogmatictz et upnimentalis. He
gives to Mercury the name Dry Water, name which the Hermetic Philosophers give to theirs. Basil Valent in, Philalethes, and several others, are quoted in this respect. He
even distinguishes the common chemist from the Hermetic
Chemist, (pari I,page I24), by naming the first Pltysi'd communes, and the second Clzymici alii. In the same part of the
same work, (page 2), he says that Isaac of Holland, Arnaud
de Villeneuve, Raymond Lully, Basil Valentin, Trith6me,
Paracelsus, etc., have made themselves commendable tn
Chemical Art.
Far from scorning and rejecting as faults, as do so many
others, all that these authors say, this able man contents
• Fixed nre, nre IDhereus to bodln. It Ia the lllftammr.ble matser, or SalpburprlDclple of IUbiiCaDCel. , , , Tbla quality Ia fOUDd Ill all the belllp ID Na&ure. 1\
abouDde Ill the tatt)' or oU)' p&I'SI of the &Dim&l, these pane the moat eueoepUble of
blllammatlou. ll. Wlpacber, <~ fmprfm• parm« 1M Bu-tt. d4 C1ltrmM
d4 11Mrh4w), reprd1 the &Dim&l eplrltl u au tcuoae matser, to wblcb be ,..,... tile
umeof.d~P~

Peruet)', DC«. llrt»H-. p. 211.
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himself with speaking as they, and says, {1. 18J), that they
have expressed themselves in enigmas and allegories, in
order to conceal their secret from the people, and that they
seem to have affected contradiction only to place ignorant
readers upon the wrong track. He enlarges still more on
this matter, (p. 2I9), where he calls the Hermetic Chemists
by the name of Philosophers. One can employ this denomination after such a great man. We will have occasion to
speak of Mr. Pott, in treating of Light and its effects.
The proximity of the Water and the Earth causes them to
be almost always mingled. The Water dilutes the Earth;
the Earth thickens the Water; from them is formed clay. If
this mixture is exposed to a lively beat, each visible element
returns to its sphere, and the form of the body is destroyed.
Placed between the Earth and the Air, Water is really the
cause of the revolutions, the disorder, the tumult, and the
ruin which we remark in the air and the earth. It obscures
the air by black and dangerous vapours, it inundates the
earth: it carries corruption into both, and by its abundance
or scarcity, it disturbs the order of the seasons and of Nature.
Finally, it is the cause of as many misfortunes as benefits.
Some of the ancients have said that the sun presided
especially over Fire, and the moon over Water, because they
regarded the sun as the source of the Fire of Nature, and
the moon as the principle of moisture. This bas caused
Hippocrates to say, (Li!J. I, tk Diat4.), that the elements of
Fire and of Water could do all, because they contained all.

§

Sublimation, distillation and concoction are
.
three instruments or methods of operatmg
which Nature employs to perfect her works.
By the first she throws off the superfluous moisture, which
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would smother the Fire, and binder its action in the earth,
its matrix.
By distillation she returns to the earth the moisture of
which vegetation, or beat, have deprived it. Sublimation is
made by the elevation of vapours in the air, where they are
condensed into clouds. The second is made by rain and
dew. Fair weather succeeds rain. and rain fair weather,
alternately; a continual rain would inundate everything:
perpetual fair weather would wither all. Rain falls drop by
drop, because if poured down too abundantly it would destroy
all, as a gardener who would water his grains _by bucket full.
Thus Nature distributes her benefits with weight, measure
and proportion.
Concoction is a digestion of the crude humours instilled in
the bowels of the Earth, a ripening, and a conversion of this
humour into food by means of its secret fire.
These three operations are so connected, that the end of
one is the beginning of the other. The aim of sublimation
is to convert a heavy thing into a light one; and exhalation
into vapour; to reduce a thick and impure substance, and to
despoil it of its fzces ;• to cause these vapours to assume the
virtues and properties of superior things ; and finally to free
the Earth of a superfluous humour which would hinder its
·
productions.
Scarcely are these vapours sublimated, when they are condensed into rain, and spiritual and invisible though they
were, they become a moment after a dense and aqueous
body, to fall again on the Earth and to soak it with the
celestial nectar by which it bas been impregnated during its
abode in the air. As soon as the Earth has received it,
Nature works to digest and to ripen it.
• Wblcb Sir Riple)' calla TtrN cfaMnato, IS Ia al10 deei«Uced u Coput More-.
'lbe7 are die bewroceneoaa pane of a Compoalw, dloee wblob relll&lll from die
body atcer die ellmbl&&loa of lu pare pbBoiOpbloal alemeau.
&. B.
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Each animal, the lowest worm, is a little world in which
all these things take place. If man seeks the world outside
of himself, he will find it everywhere. The Creator has made
an infinity of them from the same matter; their form alone is
different. Thus humility becomes Man, and glory belongs
to God only.
Water contains a ferment, a spirit, a life, by which it has
become impregnated while wandering through the air, which
proceeds from the superior natures to the inferior, and
.which is finally deposited in the bosom of the Earth.
This ferment is a germ of life, without which men, animals
and vegetables could not live and could not produce. Everything in Nature breathes; and man does not live by bread
alone, but by this aerial spirit which be continually
inhales.
God and Nature, His minister, alone know how to command the primal material elements of bodies. Art could not
approach them. But the three, which result from them,
become sensible in the resolution of the Mixts. Chemists
name them Sulpltur, Salt and Mercury. • These are the elements prindpied. Mercury is formed by the mixture of
Water and Earth; Sulphur, of Earth and Air; Salt, of Air
and Water condensed. The Fire of Nature is added to these
as a formal prlnciple. Mercury is composed of an oily,
viscous Earth and a limpid Water; Sulphur of very dry,
very subtle Earth, mixed with the moisture of the Air;
• SvlpAw tn a meC&l repreeensa 118 colour, combuUbllltr, 118 faculty of attack·
lac other met&Ja, IU 1a&nln-.
M~: 118 br11U&Dc7, TOI&tWtJ, fll81bllltJ,III&lleab01t)".
SaU: meauuultblg61llphuraud Men.'UI'J.-81llphur, Mercui'J, 8&1$ are couequntiJ abetract wordl aentuc to dealgaate the~ of propei'Uel.
r. JoiUTet-Cuteiot: CoMIMftt em ~ .AlcAtauu, Parta. 1881.
Tbe Uulnnal 8ulpbur II luvarllbiJ couldered u the father. To a cerwln
point of view,llercui'J II tbe mother,and 8alt tbe child.
StciMffillf de 6VGitca: Lo Clf( de la JlogN NtriN, p. '127.
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Salt of a thick, ponderous Earth and a crude Air which
finds itself entangled with it. (See the Pkysique Souterraitu,
by Beecher).
Democritus• has said that all the Mixts were composed of
atoms; this belief seems not to be far from the truth, when
we notice what reason dictates and experience demonstrates
to us. This philosopher, as the others, has verified, under
this obscure manner of explaining himself, the true mixture
of the Elements, which in order to be conformable to the
operations of Nature, must be made intimately, or, as we say,
per minima ct aclu indivisibilia corpuscula. Without this the
parts would not make a continuous whole. The Mixts are
resolved into a very subtle vapour by artificial distillation;
and is not Nature a more skilful workman than the most
experienced man ? This is all that Democritus has wished to
say.

§

We noticethreemannersof being,(Cosm~.
. Nov. /um. Ckem. Tr. 7), which constitute three
genera, or three classes, called Kingdoms, the
Animal, the Vegetable and the Mineral. Minerals are produced in the earth alone; vegetables have their roots in the
earth, and rise in the water and the air; animals are born in
the air, the water and the earth; and air is a life-principle of
all.
Whatsoever different the Mixts appear to be as to their
exterior form, they do not differ in principle, ( Cosm~. Troct.
2); the Earth and Water serve as a basis for all, and the Air
enters into their composition only as an instrument, as does
Fire. The Light acta upon the Air, the Air on the Water,
• Greek ll,nacocue ud Alc!lem-, bona ba n , _ • B. c.. foullder of Clle
alollt~

..,.e-.
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the Water on the Earth. Water often becomes the instrument of mixture in works of Art, but this mixture is only
superficial; we see it in bread, bricks, etc. There is another
intimate mixtion which Beecher calls Central, (Pitys. sub.
s~ct. 1., dt. 4). It is that one by which the Water is so mixed
with the Earth that they can not be separated without destroying the form of the Mixt. We will not enter into the
detail of the different degrees of this cohesion, as we wish to
be brief. All this can be seen in the work just quoted.

1M tbe JDUrcrcncee betWeen tbe ltbr« 'lctngOoms.

We say ordinary of minerals that they exist,
and not that they Jive, as we say of animals
and vegetables; nevertheless we may say that
the metals derive life in some manner from the minerals,
either because in their generation there is, so to speak, a
union of male and female 'under the name of Sulphur and
Mercury, which by fermentation, circulation and continuous
concoction, are purified by the aid of the Salt in Nature,
and finally are formed into a mass which we call metals; or
because the perfect metals contain a principle of life, or
innate Fire, which become weak and without movement
under the bard exterior which encloses it; a principle which
is concealed there as a treasure, until being freed by a
philosophical solution of this exterior, it is developed and
exalted by a vegetative movement, to the highest degree of
perfection which Art can give it.
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A vegetative soul or spirit animates plants;
by it they grow and multiply. But they are
deprived of the feeling and movement of
animals. Their germs are hermaphrodite, although naturalists have remarked two sexes in almost all vegetables. The
vegetative and incorruptible spirit is developed in the fermentation and putrefaction of the germs. When the grain
decays in the earth without germinating, this spirit joins its
sphere again.
.

Animals have, above minerals and vegetables,
a sensitive soul, the principle of their life and
movement. They are, one may say, the complement of Nature as far as sublunary beings are concerned.
God has distinguished and separated the two sexes in this
kingdom, so that from two there should come a third. Thus
in the most perfect things is manifested more perfectly the
image of the Trinity.
Man is the sovereign prince of this lower world. All his
faculties are admirable. The troubles which rise in his mind,
his agitations, his anxieties are as the winds, the lightnings,
the thunders, the whirlwinds and meteors which take place
in the Macrocosm. His heart, his blood, all his body even,
are agitated by them, but they are as the trembling of the
earth and everything proves in him that he is truly the
epitome of the Universe. Was not David right in exclaiming that God is infinitely admirable in all His works, (Psa/111

9I,

fl.

6 and I38,

fl.

I4)!

§

All perfect Mixts which have life, have a
soul, or spirit, and a body. The body is composed of clay, or Earth and Water; the soul,
which gives form to the Mixts, is a spark of the Fire of Nature,
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or an imperceptible ray of Light, which acts in the Mixts
according to the actual arrangement of the Matter, and the
perfection of the specific organs in each of them. If the
beasts have a soul, it di1fers from their mind only in degree.
The specific forms of the composites, or, if one prefers,
their soul, preserve some knowledge of their origin. The
soul of Man reflects often upon the divine Light. It seems
to wish to penetrate into that sanctuary, accessible to God
alone: it strives continually to reach it, and finally returns to
it. The souls of animals, these beings, which a secret motive
of Heavens has placed here below, and which derive their
organization from the treasures of the sun, the souls of
animals seem to have a sympathy with this star by the different omens of its rising, of its setting, even of the movement of the heavens, and of the changes of temperature in
the air, which their movements announce to us.
Supported by the air, and almost entirely aerial, the souls
of vegetables push the head of their stalk as high as possible,
as if eager to return to their native land.
Rocks, stones, formed of Water and of Earth, are baked in
the earth as in a potter's oven, this is why they incline to the
earth as if making parts of it. But the precious stones and
metals are more favored by celestial influences; the first are
as the tears of Heaven, and a congealed celestial dew; for this
reason the Ancients attributed to them so many virtues. The
sun and the stars seem to have also a particular care for the
metals, and one would say that Nature leaves to them the
duty to give them their form. The soul of metals is, we may
say, imprisoned in their material envelope; the Philosopher's
Fire can draw it from this envelope and make it produce a
son worthy of the sun, and an admirable quintessence, which
draws Heavens near to us.
Light is the principle of life, and shadow of death. The
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souls of the Mixts are rays of Light, and their bodies are
abysses of shadows. Everything lives by Light, and everything which dies is deprived of it. It is because of this principle, to which we pay so little attention, that we say commonly of a dead man, i/ a perdu Ia /umi~re, (be bas lost the
light); and as Saint John says, "Ligltt is tlte life of men,''
(Evang., cit. I).
Each composite has faculties which are peculiar to it. As
far as animals are concerned, we need only to reflect upon
their actions to be convinced of this. The time of mating,
which is so well known to them, the just distribution of parts
in the progeny; the use which they make of each member;
the attention and care which they give to the nourishment
and defense of their young; their different affections, of
pleasure, of fear, of good will toward their masters, their disposition to receive instructions, their skill in procuring the
necessaries of life, their prudence in shunning that which
could injure them, and many other things which an observer
may notice, prove that their soul is endowed with a kind of
reasoning~

Vegetables have also a mental faculty, and a method of
knowing and foreseeing. The vital faculties are with them
the care of producing their like, the multiplicative, nutritive,
augmentative, sensitive and other virtues. Their idea is
manifested in the presage of the weather, and the knowledge
of the temperature which is favorable to them to germinate
and shoot forth their stalks; their strict observation of
climatic changes, as laws of Nature, in the choice of the
aspect of the heavens which is suitable for them; in the
manner of burying their roots; of elevating their stalks; of
extending their branches; of developing their leaves; of forming and coloring their fruits; of transmuting the elements
into food; of infusing into their germs a prolific virtue.
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Why do certain plants grow only in certain seasons,
although one sows them as soon as they are mature, or they
are sown by the natural fall of their grains ? They have their
vegetative principle, and yet they will develop it only at
certain times, unless art furnishes them that which they
would find in the season suitable for them. Why does a plant
sown in bad ground, adjacent to good soil, why does it direct
its roots to the side of the latter ? What teaches an onion
placed in the earth, germ downwards, to direct it towards the
air? Why do ivy and other plants of the same species, direct
their feeble branches towards the trees which can sustain
them? Why does the pumpkin push its fruit with all its
strength towards a vase of water placed near it ? What is it
that teaches plants, in which one remarks the two sexes, to
place themselves almost always the male near the female,
and often very much inclined toward each other? Let us
confess that all this passes our understanding; that Nature
is not blind, and that she is governed by Wisdom .

._...ttoll

Everything returns to its principle. Each
..a ~
individual exists in potentiality in the mat., die -.u.
erial world before appearing in its individual
form, and will return in its time and in its order to the point
whence it has departed, as the rivers in the sea, to be born
again in their turn, (Eccles., ch. I. v. 5). It is perhaps thus
that Pythagoras understood his metempsychosis which has
not been comprehended.
When the Mixt is dissolved, because of the weakness of
the corruptible elements which compose it, the ethereal
part abandons it, and returns to its native country. Then
derangement, disorder and confusion take place in the parts
. , die
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of the corpse, because of the absence of that which preserved
order in it. Death, corruption, take possession of it, until
this matter receives anew the celestial inftuences, which
reuniting the scattered Elements, will render them suitable
for a new generation.
This vivifying spirit does not separate from matter during
generative putrefaction, because it is not an entire and
perfect corruption, as that which produces the destruction of
the Mixt. It is a corruption combined and caused by this
same spirit, to give to matter the form which suits the individual which it is to animate. It is some time in a state of
inactivity, as we see in the germs; but it only needs to be
excited. As soon as it is, it places the matter in movement;
and the more it acts, the more it acquires new forces until it
has finished the perfecting of the Mixt.
Let the materialists, the ridiculous partisans of chance in
the formation and preservation of composites, examine what
we have said, and reftect upon it seriously and without preju·
dice; and let them then say how an imaginary being, can be
the dficient cause of something real and so well combined.
Let them follow this Nature step by step, her processes,
the means that she employs and her results. They will see,
if they do not close their eyes to the light, that the generation of the composites has a determined time; that everything
in the Universe is made by weight and measure, and that
only an Infinite Wisdom could preside over it.
The Elements begin their generation by putrefaction.
They are resolved into a humid nature or First Matter; then
chaos is made, and from this chaos generation. Thus rightly
do Physicists say that preservation is a continual creation
since the generation of each individual corresponds to the
creation and preservation of the Macrocosm. Nature is al·
ways consistent; she has only one right way, from which
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she departs only because of insurmountable obstacles, then
she makes monsters.
Life is the harmonious result of the union of Matter with
Form, which constitutes the perfection of the individual.
Death is the appointed limit where the disunion and separation of Form from Matter takes place. One begins to die as
soon as this separation begins, and the dissolution of the Mixt
is the end.
Everything which lives, whether vegetable or animal, has
need of nourishment for its preservation, and there are two
kinds of food. Vegetables are nourished not less on air than
on water and earth. The bosom of the earth would soon be
exhausted if not continually replenished with the Ethereal
Milk. Moses expresses this perfectly in the terms of the
benediction which he gave to the sons of Joseph: De bmedictione Dqmini terra I'J"us ,· de pqmis ctZii el rore altjue a!Jysso
sub.faccnte, de pqmis fructuum Solis et Luna,· de pomis collium
tZternorum, de vertice antiquqrum montitmt: et de frogibus
terrtr, et de plmitudine I'J"us, etc., (Deuter. JJ).
Would Nature have taken the care to place the langs,
those admirable and indefatigable bellows, near the heart
simply to refresh it? No, they have a more important office:
it is to inhale and to transmit to the heart this ethereal
spirit, which comes to the aid of the vital spirits; repairs
their loss and multiplies them sometimes. This is why we
breathe oftener when much agitated, because a greater waste
of spirits then takes place, and Nature seeks to repair this
loss.
Philosophers give the name of spirits, or spiritual natures,
not only to immaterial beings, who can be known only by
the intellect, such as angels and demons, but also to those
which, although material, cannot be perceived by the senses
because of their great tenuity. Pure air, or Ether, is of this
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nature, as are the influences of celestial bodies, Innate Fire,
seminal, vital, vegetable spirits, etc. They are the ministers
of Nature, who seems to act upon Matter only by means of
them.
The Fire of Nature is manifested in animals only by the
heat which it excites. When it is withdrawn death takes its
place, the elementary body or corpse remains entire until
putrefaction begins. This Fire is too weak in the vegetables
to become apparent even to the sense of touch.
We do not know what is the nature of common fire; its
matter is so tenuous that it is manifested only by the other
bodies to which it attaches itself. Coal is not fire, nor is the
wood which burns, nor the flame, which is only an inflamed
smoke. It appears to be extinguished and to vanish
when food is lacking to it. It must be an effect of Light
on combustible bodies.

I ~ ..... I

The origin of Light proves to us its spiritual
nature. Before matter began to receive its
form, God created Light; it was immediately
diffused in matter, which served as the wick for its maintenance. The manifestation of Light was, we may say, the
act which God exercised upon Matter; the first marriage of
the Creator with the creature, of the spirit with the body.
At first diffused everywhere, Light seemed to collect in the
sun, as several rays unite in a point. The light of the sun
is consequently a luminous spirit, inseparably attached to

•It t. the UDlvenal Ajtent, the Unlvenal Plutlc Mediator, the common,_.,.
tacle of vibration•, of Movement and of the Images of J'orm, M&Ja.
Tbla Unl venal Agent, t. the Od "rU of the Hebrewa and of Chevalier de Bel~
bach. the Astral Light of the Marttnfata. The oae and manlpulat.lon of tbu forH
cooatltutea the Grand Arcanum of Practlcalllaglc.
F. Jollfvet-~ Comment Oft ci4Meftt A/.cA._wu, p . 2112.
The Unlvenal Light when magnetizing the world, u called A8tral LICht ; when
l\ forma the metala, It t. named AzOTH or SofJA~ 111-.,. • • •
6"plltu Uft.
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this star, whose rays are clothed with particles of Ether in
order to become sensible to our eyes. They are streams
which flow continually from an inexhaustible source, and
which diffuse themselves throughout the vast extent of the
Universe.
Yet, we must not conclude that these rays are purely
spiritual. They are corporified with Ether, as the flame with
the smoke. If we furnish in our hearths a perpetually smoky
fuel we will have a perpetual flame.
The nature of Light is to flow continually: and we have
agreed to call rays those eftluxions of the sun mixed with
Ether. Yet, we must not confound Light with the ray,
or with the splendour and brightness. Light is the cause;
brightness the effect.
When a lighted candle is extinguished the igneous and
luminous spirit, which inflames the wick, is not lost, as is
commonly believed. Its action simply disappears when
food is lacking to it. It is diffused in the air, which is the
receptacle of Light, and of the spiritual nature of the material
world.
So bodies return by resolution to the matter whence they
have been derived; so also, the natural forms of individuals
return to the universal forms, or Light, which is the vivifying
spirit of the Universe. One must not confound this spirit
with the rays of the sun, since there are only the vehicle pf
it. It penetrates even to the center of the earth, when the
sun is not on our horizon.
Light is for us a vivid image of Divinity. Divine love
being unable, to speak thus, to contain itself in itself; has
been diffused outside itself and multiplied in creation. So
Light is not confined to luminous bodies: it is scattered, it
is multiplied, it is as God, an inexhaustible source of benefit.
It is communicated always without any diminution; it seems
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even to acquire new strength by this communication, as a
master who, by imparting knowledge to his pupil, strengthens
his own.
This igneous spirit, born into bodies by the rays, is easily
distinguished from them. The latter are communicated only
as long as they find in their way no opaque bodies which
arrest their course. The former penetrates even the most
dense bodies, since we feel the beat on the side of a wall
opposite to that on which the rays fall, although they have
not been able to penetrate it. This beat exists even after the
rays have disappeared with the luminous body.
Every transparent body, glass especially, transmits this
igneous and luminous spirit without transmitting the rays:
this is why the air, which is behind, in furnishing a new body
to this spirit, becomes illuminated and forms new rays, which
are diffused as the first ones. Besides, every transparent
body, while serving as a means to transmit this spirit, not
onlyfinds itself enlightened, but becomes luminous; and this
increase of brightness is easily manifested to those who notice
it. This augmentation of splendour would not take place, if
the transparent body transmitted the rays as it receives them.
Mr. Pott appears to have adopted these ideas of the Hermetic Philosophers regarding Light, in his Essay: Of clu,ica/
and physical observations on tlu properties and effects of Light
a11ti Fire. He has agreed perfectly with d'Espagnet, whose
sentiments I here analyze and who lived about a century and
a half ago. The observations which this learned professor
of Berlin brings forward, all agree in proving the truth of
what we have said. He calls Light the great and marvellous
agent of Nature. He says that its substance, because of the
tenuity of its parts, cannot be examined by number, measure
or weight; that chemistry cannot expose its exterior form,
because it cannot be thought of in any substance, much less
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expressed; that its dignity and excellence are announced in
the Sacred Scriptures, where God causes Himself to be called
by the name of Light and of Fire: since it is said that God
is Light, that He dwells in Light; that Light is His Vestment; that life consists in Light, that He makes His angels
flames of Fire, etc., and finally, that several persons regard
Light rather as a spiritual being than a corporeal substance.
In reflecting on Light, the first thing, says this author,
which is presented to my eyes and my mind, is the Light of
the sun ; and I presume that the sun is the source of all the
Light found in Nature; that all Light returns to it as in its
circle of revolutions, and that from it it is sent anew upon
our globe.
I do not think, adds be, that the sun contains a burning,
destructive fire; but it encloses a substance luminous, pure,
simple and concentrated, which enlightens all. I regard
Light as a substance which delights, which animates, and
which produces brightness; in a word, I regard it as the first
instrument which God employed, and as the one which He
still employs in Nature. Whence comes the worship which
some pagans have rendered to the sun; whence the fable of
• Prometheus, who stole Fire from Heaven, to communicate it
to the earth.
Although Mr. Pott does not approve apparently, be does,
in reality, support the sentiment of those who make Ether a
Yehicle of the substance of Light, because, says he, they multiply beings without necessity. But if Light is a simple being,
as be avows, could it be manifested except through some
sensible substance? It bas the property of penetrating very
subtle bodies by its tenuity, which is superior to that of the
air, and by its progressive movement, which is more rapid
than we can imagine; but he does not dare to decide whether
it is due to a spiritual substance, although he is certain that
the moving principle is as ancient as this substance itself.
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· Movement, as movement, does not produce Light, but
manifests it in suitable substances. It shows itself only in
mobile bodies, that is to say, in an extremely subtle matter,
adapted to the rapid movement, whether this matter flows
immediately from the sun, or its atmosphere, and penetrates
to us; or whether, (which appears, says he, more probable),
the sun puts in movement those extremely subtle substances
of which our atmosphere is full.
This is, then, a vehicle of Light, and a vehicle which does
not differ from Ether; since this Savant adds, further on:
"It is also the cause of the movement of Light whic" acts on
our Ether, and which comes principally and most e.fficacious(r
from the sun." This vehicle is not, even according to him, a
being multiplied without necessity.
He distinguishes Fire from Light, and notes their differences; but after having said that Light produces brightness,
he here confounds the latter with the luminous principle, as
one may conclude from the instances which he relates. I
would have concluded from them that there is a Fire and a
Light which do not burn, that is to say, which do not destroy
the bodies in which they are adherent; but not that there is
a Light without Fire. This lack of distinction between the
principle, or cause of the splendour and brightness, and the
effect of this cause, is the source of an infinite number of
errors in regard to this matter.
Perhaps it is only the mistake of the translator who may
have employed the terms Light and brightness, indifferently
as being synonymous. I would be much inclined to believe
this, since Mr. Pott, immediately after having related the
different phenomena of phosphorescent subst:mces, rotten
wood, glow worms, burned clay rubbed, etc., says, that the
substance of Light in its purity, or separated from every
other body, does not permit itself to be perceived; th:n we
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treat it surrounded by an envelope, and that we know its
presence only by induction. This is to distinguish Light,
properly speaking, from the brightness which is the effect of
it. With this distinction it is easy to explain a great number of phenomena which would remain incomprehensible
without it.
Heat, although the effect of movement, is, we may say,
identified with it. Light being the principle of Fire, is the
principle of movement and of heat. The latter being only a
lesser degree of Fire, or the movement produced by a more
moderate Fire, more distant from the affected body, it is to
this movement that water owes its fluidity, since without
this cause it becomes ice.
One must not confound elementary Fire with the fire of
the cook-stove, and one must observe that the former
becomes an actual burning fire only when combined with
combustible substances; of itself it gives neither flame, nor
Light. Thus the Phlogiston, or a substance oily, sulphurous,
resinous, is not the principle, but simply the matter suitable
to maintain and manifest it. •
The arguments of Mr. Pott prove that the opinions of
d'Espagnet and other Hermetic Philosophers, in regard to
Fire and Light, are very reasonable and confonilable to the
most exact Physico-chemical observations, since they agree
with this learned professor of Chemistry in the Academy of
Sciences and Belles-Lettres of Berlin. So these Philosophers understood Nature: and since they understood her,
why not try to lift the obscure veil under which they have
concealed her processes by their enigmatical, allegorical and
• A aubltance quite aualogoua to the Pblloaopber'a J'lre Ia 0X)'JteD, a cu
without the p..-ence of wblcb combu~on II lmpoulble, although lncombuetlble
"eelf; and quite oppoelte to Hydrogen, which bumaln the atr althonch Incapable
ot maiDaiDIDg combuatlon.
B. B.
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mythical discourses, rather than to scorn their reasonings
because they appear unintelligible, or to accuse them of
ignorance and deceit?
The igneou~ spirit, the vivifying principle
gives life and vigour to the Mixts, but this
ot GDtrtt.
Fire would soon consume them, if its activity
was not tempered by the aqueous humour which binds them
together. This moisture circulates continually in all"things.
It makes a revolution in the Universe, by means of which
some of the Mixts are formed, or nourished, or even increased in volume, while its evaporation and absence causes
others to perish.
All the machinery of the world composes only one body,
all the parts of which are bound by means which partake of
the nature of the extremes. This bond is hidden, this knot
is secret; but it is not the less real, and it is by means of it
that all these parts lend themselves to mutual aid, since there
is a relation, and a true commerce between them. The
emissary spirits of the superior natures make and maintain
this communication; some go away while others come; some
return to their source while others descend from it; the last
come takes their place, the others depart in their turn, still
others succeed them; and by this continual flux and reflux
Nature is renewed and maintained. These are the wings of
Mercury, by the aid of which this messenger of the gods
made such frequent visits to the inhabitants of the Heavens
and the Earth.
This circular succession of spirits is made by two means,
rarefication and condensation, which Nature employs to
spiritualize bodies and to corporify spirits; or, if one wishes,
to thin the gross elements, to open them, to elevate them to
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the subtle nature of spiritual matters, and then make them
return to the nature of the gross and corporeal elements.
They undergo continually such metamorphosis. The air furnishes water a thin aerial substance which begins to corporify; water communicates it to the earth, where it is corporified
still more. It then becomes food for mineral and vegetables.
In the latter it becomes stalk, bark, leaves, flowers, fruit, in
a word, a corporeal palpable substance.
In the animal, Nature separates the most subtle, the most
spiritual part of solid and liquid food, to change it in the
principle of nourishment. It changes and specifies the
purest substance into sperm, flesh, bone, etc., and leaves the
grossest and most heterogeneous parts for the excrements.
Art imitates Nature in her resolutions and compositions.

The life and preservation of individuals consists in the close union of form and matter.
. The knot, the bond, which forms this union,
consists in that of the Innate Fire with the Humid Radical.
This humidity is the purest, the most digested portion of
matter, and an oil extremely rectified by the alembics of
Nature. The germs of things contain much of this Moist
Radical, in which a spark of celestial Fire is nourished; and
when placed in a suitable matrix, causes, when constantly
aided, all that is necessary for production.
We find something immortal in this Humid Radical; the
death of the Mixts does not cause it to vanish or to disappear.
It resists even the most violent fire, since it may be found in
the ashes of burned corpses.
•

•Or Jl'c-u. MoUture. U lethe Meroaey of the Pblloeophen, Which lethe bllill
of all the belap of the three klucdome of Nature; but which le more particularly
&be 8NC1 aad bull of metal~ whea pblloaophlcally prepared for Hermetic Work.
Prmtlly. Diet. JlvtJl. H - . p. :.o"J.
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Each Mixt contains two moistures, the one of which we
have just spoken, and an elementary moisture, in part aqueous,
in part aerial. The latter yields to the violence of fire; it
vanishes in smoke, in vapours, and when it is entirely evap·
orated the body is only ashes, or parts separated the one from
the other.
Not so with the Moist Radical; as it constitutes the basis
of the Mixts, it braves the tyranny of fire, it suffers martyr·
dom with insurmountable courage, and remains obstinately
attached to the ashes of the Mixt; which indicates plainly its
great purity.
Experience bas shown to glass-makers, people usually very
ignorant concerning Nature, that this Moisture is concealed
in ashes. They have found by means of fire the secret of
manifesting it, so far as art and the violence of artificial fire
are capable. To make glass the ashes must be fused, and
there could be no fusion where there is no moisture.
Without knowing that the salts extracted from ashes
contain the greatest virtue of the Mixts, laborers bum the
stubble and grass to increase the fertility of their fields.
Proof that this Humid Radical is inaccessible to the attacks
of fire; that it is the principle of generation, the basis of the
Mixts, and that its virtue, its active fire, remains torpid only
until the earth, common matrix of principles, develops its
faculties, which we see daily in seeds.
This Radical Balm is the ferment of Nature, which is
scattered through the whole mass of individuals. It is an
ineffaceable tincture, which has the property of multiplying
and which penetrates even its grossest detritus, since one
employs it successfully to manure lands and to increase their
fertility.
One can rightly conjecture, that this basis, this root of
the Mixts, which survives their destruction, is a part of the
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First Matter, the purest and indestructible portion stamped
with the seal of Light from which it received form. For the
marriage of this First Matter with its form is indissoluble,
and all the elements corporified as individuals derive their
origin from it. Indeed was not such a matter necessary to
serve as the incorruptible basis, and as the cubic root to
corruptible Mixts, to be able to be their principle, constant,
perpetual and yet material, around which would turn continually the vicissitudes and changes which material beings
experience daily?
If one was permitted to conjecture and to penetrate the
obscurity of the future, would one not say that this unalterable
substance is the foundation of the material world, and the
ferment of its immortality, by means of which it will exist
even after its destruction, after having passed through the
tyranny of fire, and after having been cleansed of its original
defects, in order to be renewed and to become incorruptible
and unalterable for all eternity?
It seems that Light has as yet worked only upon it, and
that it has left the rest in shadows. So it preserves always
a spark of it, which it is only necessary to excite.
But the Innate Fire is very different from Moisture. It
partakes of the spirituality of Light, and the Humid Radical
is of a nature midway between the extremely subtle and
spiritual matter of Light, and gross, elementary, corporeal
matter. It partakes of the nature of both, and connects
these two extremes. It is the seal of the visible and palpable
treaty of light and shadows; the point of union and of
commerce between the Heavens and the Earth.
Thus one cannot, without error, confound this Humid
Radical with Innate Fire. The latter is the inhabitant, the
former the habitation, the dwelling. It is, in all the Mixts,
the laboratory of Vulcan; the hearth on which is preserved
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that immortal Fire, the prime-motor created from all the faculties of individuals; the universal Balm, the most precious
Elixir of Nature, the perfectly sublimated Mercury of Life,
which Nature distributes by weight and measure to all the
Mixts. He who will know how to extract this treasure from
the heart, and from the hidden center of the productions of
this lower world, to despoil it of its thick elementary shell,
which conceals it from our eyes; and to draw it from the dark
prison in which it is enclosed and inactive, may boast of
knowing how to make the most precious MEDICINE to relieve
the human body.

.

*

.

.

.

.

The superior and inferior bodies of the
1Mrmont
World having the same source, and the same
~~ tbc 'lllnl.cnc.
• • l
matter as a prmc1p
e, have preserved a sympathy which causes that the purest, the noblest, the strongest,
communicate to those who are less so all the perfection of
which they are susceptible. But when the organs of the
Mixts are badly arranged, naturally or through accidents,
this communication is hindered: the order established for
this commerce is deranged; the feeble, being less aided, ~
comes weaker, succumbs, and becomes the principle of its
own ruin, mole ruit st~cl. (Cosmo;. Troct 2).
The four qualities of Elements, cold, heat, dryness and
moisture, are, we may say, the harmonic tones in Nature.
They are not more contrary than the grave tone in music is
to the acute; but they are different, and separated by inter. , tbc
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vals, or middle tones, which connect the two extremes. ] ust
as by these middle tones a very beautiful harmony may be
composed, so Nature can combine the qualities of the Elements, so that from them may result a temperament• which
constitutes that of the Mixts.

Properly speaking, there is no repose in
Nature, (Cosmop. Tract ~~. She cannot remain
·
idle; and if she shoulJ1permit real repose to
succeed Movement for a single instant, all the machinery of
the Universe would fall in ruin. Movement has, we may
say, drawn it from nothingness; repose would replunge it
into nothingness. That to which we give the name repose,
is only Movement less rapid, less sensible. Movement is
then continual in each part as in the whole. Nature acts
always in the interior of the Mixts. Even corpses are not in
repose, since they are corrupted, and since corruption cannot
take place without Movement.
Order and uniformity reign in the manner of Movement,
the machinery of the World; but there are different degrees
in this Movement, which is unequal and different in different and unequal things. Geometry even demands this law
of inequality: and we may say that celestial bodies have an
equal Movement in geometric ratio, namely, in proportion
to the difference of their size, their distance and their
nature.
We easily perceive in the course of the seasons that the
methods which Nature employs differ only in appearance.
•Temperament, lD Mule, Ia tbe 1111111e given by tbe tbeorlata of the XVUitb
century, to tbat which modern mualclane call TonaJutf, vts., "tbe euemble of the
my.teriou lawa which govern tbe n.pporta utaUnc beCWMn BOQDda, whetber
beard auceaalvel)" or elmultaneoualy."
B. B.
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During the winter she appears without Movement, dead, or
at least torpid. Yet, it is during this tkad season, (morle
saison), that she prepares, digests, covers the seeds, and
disposes them for generation. She gives birth, to speak
thus, in the spring; she nourishes and rears in the summer.
She even ripens certain fruits; she keeps others for the
autumn, when they have need of a longer digestion. At the
end of this season everything decay.s, in order to be disposed
for a new generation.
Man experiences in this life the changes of the four
seasons. His winter is not the time of old age, as we usually .
say, it is that which he spends in the womb of his mother
without action and in shadows, because he has not yet
enjoyed the benefits of solar light. Scarcely is he born when
he begins to grow: he enters into his spring; which lasts
until he is capable of ripening his fruits. Then his summer
succeeds; he strengthens himself, he digests, be develops the
principle of life which is to give it to others. When his fruit
is ripe, autumn takes possession of him; he dries up, he
withers, he bends towards the principle to which his nature
draws him, he falls into it, he dies, he is no more.
From the unequal and varied distance of the sun proceed
the differences of the seasons. The Philosopher who wishes
to imitate the processes of Nature in the operations of the
Great Work, must meditate on them very seriously.
I will not here enter into the detail of the different Movements of celestial bodies. Moses has explained only that
which concerns the globe we inhabit. He has said almost
nothing of other planets, doubtless in order that human curiosity should find matter for admiration, rather than subjects
for dispute. The inordinate desire to know all still tyrannizes
over the feeble mind of Man. He does not know how to
conduct himself, yet he is mad enough to prescribe for the
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Creator rules to conduct the Universe. He makes systems,
and speaks in such a decisive tone, that one would say that
God bas consulted him to draw the world from nothingness,
and that be bas suggested to the Creator the laws which
preserve the harmony of its general and particular Movements. Happily the arguments of these pretended philosophers have no effect upon this harmony. We would have
reason to fear consequences as grievous for us, as those
which one draws from their principles are ridiculous. Let
us calm ourselves: the world will continue in its course as
long as it will please its Creator to preserve it. Let us
not lose the time of a life as short as ours in disputing
about things of which we are ignorant. Let us rather seek
the remedy for the ills which overwhelm us: let us implore
Him who bas created the Medicine of tlte Eartlt, to permit us
to know it; and that after having favored us with this wonderful knowledge we should use it only for the advantage of
our neighbour, through love of the Sovereign Being, to whom
alone be glory through all the ages.
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HE aim of this Art is to discover the source of long
life and riches, two foundations upon which the happiness of this human existence rests. It has always been a mystery; and those who have treated ofit, have in all times spoken
of it, as a Science, the practice of which contains something
surprising, and the result of which partakes of the nature of
the miracle in itself and in its effects. God, the Author of
Nature, whom the Philosopher proposes to imitate alone, can
enlighten and guide the human mind in the search for this
inestimable treasure, and in the labyrinth of the operations
of this Art. So all these authors recommend one to address
one's self to the Creator, and to demand from Him this favor
with much fervor and perseverance.
Should we be surprised that the possessors of such a beau.
tiful secret have veiled it in the shadows of hieroglyphics,
fables, allegories, metaphors and enigmas, in order to keep
the knowledge of it from the multitude? They have written
only for those whom God deigns to enlighten concerning it.
To decry them, to declaim strongly against the Science,
because one has made useless efforts to obtain it, is a low
vengeance; it is to hurt one's own reputation, it is to publish
one's own ignorance, and powerlessness to succeed. Let one
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raise his voice against those vulgar chemists, those souflla~n,
those burners of charcoal, who, after having been duped by
their own ignorance, seek to make dupes of others. I would
willingly join this class of critics. I would even wish for the
voice of Stentor to make myself better heard. But who
are those who concern themselves with speaking and writing
against Hermetic Philosophy? People who are ignorant of
it, I wager, even of its definition; people whose ill-humour is
excited by prejudice. I appeal to their good faith; let them
seriously consider whether they understand that which they
criticize; have they read and re-read twenty times and more,
the good authors who treat of this subject? Who among
them can flatter himself that he knows the operations and
processes of this Art? What <Edipus has given them knowledge of its enigmas, and its allegories? What sibyl has
introduced them into its sanctuary? Let them remain then
in the narrow sphere of their knowledge: ne sutor ultra crepidam. Or, since it is the fashion, let them bark after such a
great treasure which they despair of obtaining. Poor consolation, but the only one which remains to them. And would
to God that their cries could be heard by all those who waste
their wealth in the pursuit of that which escapes them,
instead of knowing the simple processes of Nature.
Monsieur de Maupertuis thinks differently of it. Under
whatsoever aspect one considers the Philosopher's Stone,
one cannot, says this celebrated Academician, prove the
impossibility of obtaining it, but its value, adds he, is not
enough to balance the slight hope of finding it, (Lettns).
M. de] usti, Director-General of the mines of the EmpressQueen of Hungary, proves not only the possibility of it; but
its actual existence, in a discourse which he has given to the
Public, the arguments of which are founded on his own
experience.
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Worship God alone; love Him with all your
heart, and your neighbour as yourself. Have
always the glory of God as the aim of all your
actions; call upon Him; He will hear you, glorify Him, He
will exalt you.
Be slow in speech, and action. Do not rely upon your
own prudence, upon your knowledge, or upon the word and
riches of men, especially of the great. Put your trust in
God alone. Cultivate the talent which He has intrusted to
you. Be avaricious of time; it is infinitely short for a man
who knows bow to use it. Do not put off until to-morrow,
which is not yours, that which you should do to-day. Associate with the good and the wise. Man was born to learn;
his natural curiosity is a palpable proof of this; and to stagnate in idleness and ignorance, is to degrade humanity. The
more a man knows the more closely he approaches the
Author of his being, who knows all. Therefore profit by the
knowledge of the Wise; receive their instructions with gentleness, and their corrections always in good part. Flee
from the association of the wicked, the multiplicity of affairs,
and the multitude of friends.
Sciences are acquired only by study, by meditation, and
not by dispute. Learn a little at a time; repeat often the
same study; the mind can do all when concentrated upon
one sole object, but nothing when trying to embrace too
many.
Knowledge, joined to experience, forms the truest wisdom.
Lacking it, one must have recourse to opinion, to doubt, to
conjecture and to authority.
The subjects of Science are God, the Universe, or Macrocosm, and Man. Man bas been made for God, Woman for
God and Man, and the other creatures for Man and Woman,
(Sap. Cluzp. 9• 11. 2andfoi/Qw.), so that they should make use
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of them for their occupations, their own preservation, and
the glory of their common Author. Above all act so as to be
always in harmony with God and your neighbour. Vengeance is a weakness in Man. Never make an enemy; and
if one does evil to you, it would be better and more noble, to
avenge yourself by doing good to him.

There are two kinds of sciences, not more.
Religion and Physics; that is to say, the Scitbc lldcncct.
ence of God and the science of Nature: all
others are only branches of these. There are even spurious
ones; they are errou rather than sciences.
God gives the first in its perfection to Saints and the children of Heaven; enlightens the mind of man so that it may
acquire the second, and the Demon throws into it clouds to
suggest the spurious ones.
Religion comes from Heaven, it is the true Science,
because God, the source of all truth, is its Author. Physics
is the knowledge of Nature, with it Man can do wonderful
things. Mens ltumana mirabilium effectrix.
The power of Man is greater than one would imagine. He
can do all with the help of God, nothing without it, except
evil.
Jlpboritm.

et tbc 1tnttb of

§

The first step to wisdom is the fear of God,
the second the knowledge of Nature. By it
we ascend even to the knowledge of her
Author, (St. Paul, Rom. Cit. I, v.20). Nature teaches
to the discerning the Hermetic Philosophy. The long
.
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work is always Nature's; she works simply, by degrees,
and always by the same means to produce the same result.
The work of Art is shorter; it outstrips Nature. The work
of God is done in an instant. Alchemy, properly speaking,
is an operation of Nature, aided by Art. It places in our
bands the Key of Natural Magic, or Physics, and renders us
wonderful to men, by elevating us above the masses.

EJ

The statue of Harpocrates, who had one hand
over his mouth, was, among the ancients, the
emblem of secrecy, which is strengthened by
silence, and becomes weaker and vanishes by revelation.
Jesus Christ our Saviour, revealed our Mysteries only to His
disciples, and spoke always to the people through allegories
and parables, Vobis datum ut noscere mysteria regni ctrlorum.
. . . Sine parabo/is non loquebatur eis, (Matth. Cit. I3, v. I I.Hark cit. IV. v. II.-Mattlt. cit. I3, v. 34).
The Priests, among the Egyptians; the Magii, among
the Persians; the Mecubales and Kabbalists, among the
Hebrews; the Brahmins, in India; the Gymnosopbists, in
Ethiopia; the Orpheuses, the Pythagorases, the Platos, the
Porphyrys, among the Greeks; the Druids, among the Westem races; have spoken of the Secret Sciences only through
enigmas and allegories; if they bad stated their true object,
there would have been no Mysteries and the sacred would
have been confounded wttb the profane.

The requirements necessary in order to
arrive at this Secret, are: the knowledge of
Nature and of one's self. One may not
understand the first perfectly, or even the second, without
the aid of Alchemy. The love of wisdom, the horror of
ofllrmt1141
at tile tkact.
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crime, and of falsehood, the avoidance of cacochemists, the
association of the wise, the invocation of the Holy Spirit;
not to add secret to secret, to attach one's self only to one
thing, (because God and Nature delight in unity and simplicity), such are the conditions necessary for obtaining the
divine revelation.
Man being the epitome of all Nature, must learn to know
himself as the summary, the miniature of Nature. By his
spiritual part he is allied to all immortal creatures, and
by his material part, to all that which is transient in the
Universe.

§

From all material things ashes may be made;
from ashes one makes Salt, from Salt one
separates Water and Mercury, from Mercury
one composes an Elixir, or a quintessence. A body is· placed
in ashes to be cleansed of its combustible parts; in Salt, to
be separated from its earthly parts ; in Water, to decay and
putrefy; and in Spirit to become quintessence.
The Salts are the Keys of Art and Nature; without knowledge of them it is impossible to imitate her in her operations.
We must know their sympathy and antipathy with the metals
and with themselves. There is, properly speaking, only one
Salt in Nature, but it is divided into three kinds to form
the principles of bodies. These three are NITRE, TARTAR
and VITRIOL; all the oth~rs are composed of them.
NITRE• is made from the first Salt by attenuation, subtilization and the cleansing from the crude and cold terrestrial
parts, which are mixed with it. The sun concocts it, digests
it in all its parts, makes in it the union of the Elements, and
•

•It Ia tbe ~
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impregnates it with seminal powers, which it bears with the
rain into the earth, the common matrix.
The Salt of TARTAR • is the same matter more digested
by the heat of the matrix in which it was placed, because
this matrix serves as a furnace in Nature. Thus from Nitre
and from Tartar vegetation is formed. This salt is found
wherever Nitre has been deposited, but especially on the
surface of the earth, where dew and rain furnish it abundantly.
VITRIOL is the same Salt Nitre, which, having passed
through the nature of Tartar, becomes a mineral salt by a
longer coction in hotter furnaces. It is found abundantly in
the cavities and openings of the earth, where it is united
with a viscous humour which renders it metallic.

From the salts of which we have just spoken,
and from their vapours is made the Mercury
which the ancients have called mineral sp~rm.
From this Mercury and from Sulphur, whether pure or impure, are made all the metals, whether in the interior of the
earth, or on its surface.
When the Elements, corporified by their union, take the
form of Saltpetre, or Tartar, and of Vitriol, the Fire of Nature,
excited by solar heat, digests the humidity which the dryness
of these salts attracts, and separating the pure from the impure, the Salt from the Earth, the homogeneous parts from
the heterogeneous, it thickens the mineral sperm into quicksilver, then into a metal pure or impure, according to the
mixture and to the quality of the matrix.
The diversity of Sulphur and of Mercury, more or less
pure, and more or less digested, their union and their differ• A Bolven&, aooordiD« to BuU ValentlD and a Cew other Phlloeopben.
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ent combinations give rise to the numerous family of
the mineral kingdom. Stones, marcassites, minerals, differ
according to the variety of their matrices and the greater or
less degree of coction.

Philosophers have seemingly spoken of
this Matter only to conceal it ; at least wben
there is a question of designating it particularly. But when they speak of it in general they enlarge
very much upon its qualities and properties; they give to it
all the names of the individuals of the Universe, because
they say it is the principle and basis of them. "Investigate,
"says the Cosmopolite, (Tract. I), and see if what you pro"pose to do, is conformable to what Nature can do. See
" what materials she employs, and what vase she uses. If
"you wish to do only what she does, follow her step by step.
" If you wish to do better, see what can best serve for this
" purpose; but remain always in natures of the same kind.
"If, for example, you wish to press a metal beyond the per"fection which it has received from Nature, you must take
"your materials from the metallic kingdom, and always a
" male and a female, without which you will not succeed.
"For you would endeavor in vain to make a metal with
"grass, or with an animal; just as it would be impossible to
" produce a tree from a dog or other animal."
This Primal Matter is commonly called Sulphur and
Quicksilver. Raymond Lully, (Codicil. c. 9,) calls them the
two extremes of the STONE and of all the metals. Others
Itt tbc lllattet of tbc

•
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•The matter of the Gr..at Work wu Gold aud Silver united to Mercury aud prepared In a apeclal manner. Gold wu cboeeu for Ita abuuclauce of t;ulpbnr, snver
u contAining a very pure Mercury, u for qulckaU,·er, It repreaeuted tbe Salt, w-ll
for unltbog both 8Dipbur aud Mercury.
ALJIZilT PO IIIlO~: ~ Dt S~•·
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say, in general, that the sun is its father and the moon its
mother; that it is male and female; that it is composed of
four, of three, of two and of one • and all this to conceal it.
It is found everywhere, on the earth, on the sea, on the
plains, on the mountains, etc. The same author who says
that their Matter is unique, says also that the STONE is composed of several individucii principles. All these contradictions are only apparent, because they .do not speak of Matter
from a single point of view; but in Tegard to its general
principles, or to the different states in Which it is found in
its operations.
It is certain that there is only one principle in all Nature,
and that it is the same in the STONE as in other things. It
is necessary then to know how to distinguish what the Philosophers say of Matter in general, from what they say of it
in particular. There is also only one fixed spirit, composed
of a very pure and incombustible fire, which has its seat in
the Humid Radical of the Mixts. It is more perfect in gold
than in anything else, and only the Mercury of the Philosophers has the property and power of drawing it from its
prison, of corrupting it and disposing it for generation.
Quicksilver is the principle of volatility, of malleability, and
of minerality; the fixed spirit of gold can do nothing without
it. The gold is moistened, re-incnukd, volatilized and submitted to putrefaction by the oper~tion of Mercury; and the
latter is digested, thickened, dned and fixed ay the <feration
of Sophie ·Gold, which rendws•it by this means a metallic
tincture.
Taken together, th~y form the Mercury and the Sulphur
of Philosophers. But it is not enough that a metallic Sulphur
enters into this Work as a leaven, there must also be one as
• Tbat Ia eo aay of tbe four Elemeota, of tbe Tbree Prtoctplea, of tbe Ftxed aod
tile VolatUe aod of ODe QJijqoe Matter.
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a sperm or germ of a sulphurous nature to unite with the
germ of the mercurial substance. This Sulphur and this
Mercury have been wisely represented with the ancients by
two serpents, the one male, the other female, twisted around
the golden rod of Mercury. This rod is the Fixed Spirit, to
which they must be attached. These are the serpents sent
by Juno against Hercules when this hero was still in his
cradle.
This Sulphur is the soul of bodies, and the principle of the
exuberation of their tincture; • common mercury is deprived
of it; common gold and silver have it on) y for themselves. t
The mercury suitable for the Work, must first be impregnated with an invisible Sulphur f (d' Espagwt, can. .]0). in
order that it may be more disposed to receive the visible
tincture of perfect bodies, and that it may be able then to
communicate it with interest.
Many chemists sweat blood and water to extract the tincture from common gold; they imagine that by torturing it
they can make it disgorge and that then they will find the
secret of augmenting and multiplying it, but
Spes tandem Agnco/as vanis eludit aristis.
Virg. G~org.
For it is impossible for the solar tincture to be entirely
separated from its body. Art could not undo in this class
that which Nature has so well united. If by means of fire,
•1bla TlDcture Ia extnleted from Gold.
ALIIIrllT Poll8011.

t Gold and 8Uver prepared Cor the Work were called Sophie Gold and Sllnr.
lbcept Dative cold and aUver, whJcb are aufllclentl)' pure, Ul- metala were arat
purUied: sold b)' cementation, oranumon,.. 11tlver b)' coupeUatlon, that Ia to ..,.,
b)' lead.
(Jollft.W Qutdoi. )

l 8)' dluolvlug In warm mercuey pure, red bot sold In tbe proportion or one
pan or sold to seven parte or dlatUied merciii'J'. See SecrtltG ~ of SL
Tbomaa Aqulnaa.
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or by the corrosion of strong waters (acids), they succeed in
drawing from gold a colored and permanent liquor, it must
be regarded simply as a portion of the body, and not as its
tincture; for that which constitutes the Tincture, properly
speaking, cannot be separated from the gold. It is this
term, Tincture, which causes the illusion of most Artists. I
concede that it is a Tincture, at least they will agree that it
is altered by the strength of fire, or the strong waters, that
it cannot be useful in the Work, and that it could not give to
volatile bodies the fixity of the gold from which it was separated. For these reasons d'Espagnet, (Can.J4), advises them
not to waste their silver and gold in a work so laborious, from
which they could derive no advantage.

The ancient Philosophers concealed the true name of the Matter of
the Magnum Opus with as much care
as the Modern. They spoke of it only in allegories and
symbols. The Egyptians represented it in their hieroglyphics under the form of an Ox, which was at the same time the
symbol of Osiris and Isis, whom they supposed to have been
brother and sister, husband and wife, both grand-children of
the Heaven and Earth. Others have given to it the name of
Venus. They have also called it Androgynous, and Andromeda, wife of Saturn, daughter of the god Neptune; Latona,
Maya, Semele, Leda, Ceres, and Homer has honored it more
than once with the title of Mother of the gods. It has also
been known under the names of Rhea, dolO .,..-. pcir, meaning,
fusible earth, and finally by an infinity of other feminine
names, according to the different circumstances in which it
is found in the successive operations of the Work. They
Bndcnt l>bllotopbleal
'IU111a olwft to
tbt. lllattCT,
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personified it, and each circumstance furnished them a subject for numerous allegorical fables, which they invented as
seem good to them.
Hermetic Philosophy wishes that the Latten, (name which
it has also pleased them to give to their Matter), be composed of a gold and silver, crude, volatile, unripe and full of
blackness during the putrefaction, which is called Belly of
Saturn, from which Venus was engendered. This is why
she is regarded as born of the philosophic sea. The salt
which was produced from that sea, was represented by
Cupid, son of Venus and Mercury; because then Venus signified Sulphur and Mercury, Quicksilver or Sophie Mercury.
Nicolas Flame) has represented the First Matter in hieroglyphic figures, under the form of two dragons, the one
winged, the other wingless, to signify, said he, (Explicah'on
des St'gnes. Cit. 4), "the fixed principle, or male, or Sulphur;
" and by that which has wings, the volatile principle, or
"moisture, or female, or Quicksilver. These are, adds he,
"the Sun and Moon of Mercurial source; the serpents and
"dragons, which the ancient Egyptians have painted in a
"circle, the head biting the tail, to indicate that they were
"derived from the same thing and that it was sufficient to
"itself and that in its contour and circulation it perfected
" itself. These are the dragons which the ancient Philoso"pher- Poets have placed to guard the golden apples of
"the Hesperidian Virgins, and those on which Jason, in his
"search for the Golden Fleece, poured the liquor prepared
" by the beautiful Medea : dissertations with which the
"books of Philosophers are so filled, that there is no Phil" osopher who has not written of them, from the truthful
" Hermes Trismegistus, Orpheus, Pythagoras, Artephius,
"Morianus, and others, up to the present time.
" These are also the two serpents sent by } uno, who is the
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"metallic nature, which the strong Hercules, that is to say,
"the Sage, was to strangle in his cradle: I mean to con"quer and to kill, to make them decay, rot and engender at
"the beginning of his work. These are again the two ser" pents attached to the caduceus of Mercury, with which he
"exercised his great power and transformed himself as he
"wished."
The tortoise was also with the Ancients the symbol of
Matter, because it bears on its shell a kind of representation
of that figure 'lz of Saturn. This is why Venus was sometimes represented, (Plutarch us. in jmzceptis conmJJ.), seated on
a Goat, the head of which as that of the Ram presents almost
this figure ~ of Mercury, and with her right foot supported
upon a tortoise. One sees in a philosophical emblem an
Artist preparing a sauce for a tortoise from grapes, and a
Philosopher questioned as to what Matter was, responded :
Testudo so/is cum pinguedine vitis.
Among the Aborigenes the figure 'lz of Saturn was held
in great veneration; they placed it on their medals, their
columns, their obelisks, etc. /Is reptismtaient Satume sous
Ia figure d' rm 'l'ieillard, ayant cependant un air male et vigourrox, qui laissait couler son urine m forme dejet d' eau; c'etait
da11S cette eau qu'ilsfaisaient consi'stcr Ia mcilleure partie de
leur medecine et de leurs rickesses. Others added the plant
called Moly!Jdenos, or saturnian plant, whose root they said
was of lead, the stalk of silver and the flowers of gold. This
is the same of which mention is made in Homer under the
name Moly, (Odyss. B. IO, v. p!!, etc).
Les Crees invent~rent aussi une infinite de fables d cette occasion, etform~rent m · coMqucnce le nom de Mercure de M1Jpck,
inguin, et de K~, puer, parce que le Mercure philosophique
ut une eau, que plusimrs at1teurs, et partimli~rcmcnt Ra)'m01ul
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Lulie, (Lib. Secretomm and Alibz) ont appele urine d'e".fanl.
De lil aussi Ia fable d'Orion, engendre de 1'11nne de Jupiter, de
Neptune et de Mercure.

Philosophers, always careful in concealing
their Matter as well as their processes, call it
!llmplc. ·
indifferently, in all the states in which it is
found in the course of the operations. They give to it for
this purpose many names in particular which suit it only in
general, and never has a Mixt had so many names. It is one
thing and all things, they say, because it is the radical principle of all the Mixts. It is in all and like to all, because it
is susceptible of all forms, before it is restricted to some
class of individuals of the three kingdoms in Nature. When
it is limited to the mineral kingdom, they say that it is like
to gold, because it is the basis, the principle and the mother
of it. This is why they call it crude gold, volatile gold,
unripe gold, leprous gold. It is analogous to the metals,
being the Mercury of which they are composed. The spirit
of this Mercury is so congealing that it is called the father
of stones, the precious as well as the common. It is the
mother who conceives them, the humidity which nourishes
them, and the Matter which forms them.
The minerals are also formed from it; and as Antimony is
the Protheus of chemistry, and the mineral which has the
greatest number of properties and virtues, Artephius has
named the Matter of the Great Work: Antimony of the parts
of Saturn. But although it gives a true Mercury, we must
not imagine that this Mercury is derived from common
Antimony, nor that this is the common mercury. Philalethes
assures us, (Introitus apcrtus, etc.), that in whatsoever mantl)attcr Is all
anb
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ner one treats common mercury, one will never make from it
Sophie Mercury. Cosmopolita says that this is the true
Mercury, and that common mercury is only its illegitimate
brother, (Dialog. Mercur. Alkemislte et Naturt:e. ). When .the Mercury of the Sages is mixed with silver and gold, it is
called the Electra of Philosophers, their brass, their latten,
their copper, their steel; and in operations, their venom,
their arsenic, their orpiment, their lead, their Jatten which it
is necessary to whiten; Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, the
Moon and the Sun.
This Mercury is an ardent water, which has the power of
dissolving all the composites, minerals and stones. And all
that which resists other solvents, or strong waters, can be
dissolved by the Scythe of Old Saturn; which has caused the
name of Universal Solvent to be given to it.
Paracelsus, in speaking of Saturn, expresses himself thus:
"It would not be dpropos, that one should be instructed CQn" cerning the properties concealed in Saturn; and of all that
"which can be done with and through him. If it was gener" ally known, all alchemists would abandon every other
"matter to work only upon this," (Ctzlttm Plti/osoplt. Can. de
"Satumo)."
I will finish what I have to say concerning the Matter of the
Great Work by stating certain materials which sot~JIIeurs generally use in making the golden medicine or the Philosopher's
Stone, and which are excluded by some Hermetists. "I have,
"said Sir Ripley, made many experiments on all the things
"which Philosophers name in their writings, to make gold and
"silver, and I wish to recount them to you. I have worked
"on cinnabar, but it was worth nothing, and on sublimated
"mercury which costs me much. I made many sublimations
"of spirits, of ferments, of iron salts, of steel, and of their
"dross, believing by this means and through these matters
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"to succeed in making the Stone; but I saw finally that I
"had lost my time, my trouble and my expense. Yet I
"foJlowed exactly all that which was laid down by these
"authors; and I found that all the processes which they
"taught were false. I then made strong waters, corrosive
"waters, ardent waters, with which I worked in different
"manners, but always to no purpose. I had recourse after
"this to egg shells, to sulphur, to vitriol, which mad artists
"take for the Green Lion of the Philosophers, to arsenic, to
"orpiment, to salammoniac, salt of glass, to alkali salt, to
"common salt, to mineral salt, to saltpetre, to salt of soda,
"to salt attincar, to salt of tartar and to salt alembrot; but,
"believe me, be on your guard against all these matters.
"Flee from the metals imperfectly rubified, the odor of mer" cury, sublimated or precipitated mercury, you would be
"deceived in them as I have been. I have tried all, the
"blood, the hair, the soul of Saturn, the marcassites, the
"ees ustum, the saffron of Mars, the scales and the dross of
"iron, litharge, antimony, all this is not worth a rotten fig.
"I have worked much to obtain the oil and water of silver,
" I have calcined this metal with a prepared salt, and without
"salt, with eau-de-vie; I have used the corrosive oils, but all
"this was useless. I have employed the oils, milk, wine,
"rennet, the sperm of the stars which fall on the earth,
"celandines, secundines, and an infinity of other things, and
"I have derived no advantage from them. I have mixed
"mercury with the metals, I have reduced them to crystals,
"imagining to do something good, I have sought in theashes
"even, but believe me, for goodness sake, flee from such
"foolishness. I have found only one true work."Bernard Trevisan expresses himself in almost the same
manner: "And thus, says he, we have seen and known many
"workmen in these amalgamations and multiplications in
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"white and red, with all imaginable materials and with all
"the trouble, perseverance and constancy possible; but never
"have we found our gold, or silver multiplied by a third, a
"half, or any part. And although we have witnessed so many
"albifications and rubifications, receipts, sophistications in
"so many countries, as well in Rome, Navarre, Spain, Tur" key, Greece, Alexandria, Barbary, Persia, Messina, Rhodes,
"France, Scotland, in Palestine and surrounding countries,
"as in all Italy, Germany, England and almost around the
" world; never have we found people working, except on
"sophistical materials and matters, herbal, animal, vegetable
"and seeds, and mineral stones, salts, alums and strong
" waters, distillations and separations of the elements and
"sublimations, calcinations, congelations of quicksilver by
" herbs, stones, waters, oils, manures and fire, and strange
"vessels, and never have we found people laboring on the
"right matter. We found indeed in these countries those
cc who knew the Philosopher's Stone, but never could we
"make their acquaintance.... And I began then to read
"books before working more, thinking within myself that
cc through men I could not succeed; for if they knew it they
"would never reveal it; ... thus I looked where their books
" most agreed; then I thought that here must be the truth :
"for they can state truth only in one thing. And thus I
"found truth. For where they agreed there was the truth;
" although one names it in one manner, and another in
"another; yet it is all one substance in their words. But I
"knew that falsity was in diversity and not in harmony;
"for if it was truth, tluy would speak only of tme matter, what" soever names and figures they might adopt. • . . And in
" truth I believe that those who have written their books
"parabolically and figuratively, in speaking of hair, of blood,
"of urine, of sperm, of herbs, of vegetables, of animals, of
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"plants and of stones and minerals such as salts, alums,
"copperas, attraments, • vitriols, borax and magnesia, and
"any stones and waters whatever; I believe, I say, that this
"has cost them nothing: or that they have taken no trouble:
"or that they are too cruel, t . . . for know that no book
"declares in true words, unless by parables, as signs. But
"Man must think and revise often the possible meaning of
"what they say, and must regard the operations by which
"Nature conducts her works.
"Wherefore I conclude, and believe me: Leave sophis"tications and all those who believe in them: Flee from
"their sublimations, conjunctions, separations, congelations,
11 preparations, disjunctions, connections and other decep"tions. . . . And let those keep silent, who affirm a tincture
11 other than ours, which is not true and brings no profit.
"And let those keep silent who speak of a sulphur different
''from ours, which is concealed in Magnesia, (Philosophical);
11 and who wish to derive quicksilver except from the Red
11 Servant; and other water than ours, which is permanent,
"which unites only to its proper nature, and moistens noth.. ing save that which is one with its own nature.
"Abandon alums, vitriols, salts and all attraments, borax,
.. all strong waters, animals, beasts, and all that which may
•• be derived from them; hair, blood, urine, sperms, flesh,
"eggs, stones and all minerals. Leave all metals alone:
"although they constitute the entrance of the work, accord" ing to the sayings of the Philosophers. Our Matter must
"be composed of argmt vive; and argent 1.tive is found espe"cially in metals, according to Geber, according to the Grand
"Rosary, according to the Code of all Truth, according to
"Morianus, Haly, Calib, Avicenna, Bendegid, Esid, Sera" pion; according to Same, who wrote the book called Lilium,
•VItriols.
t In bldlnc tbeluecret.
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"according to Euclides, in his seventh chapter of Retracta·
"tions, and according to the Philosopher (Aristotle) in the
" third of Meteors. • . . And for this, say Aristotle and Dem" ocritus, in the Book of Pltysics, chap. III of Meteors, let
"alchemists rejoice; for they will never succeed in ripening
"the form of the metals, until they reduce them to their
"first Matter, ..• or know, as says in Turba Noscus, who
"was king of Albania, that from man comes only men; from
"bird only birds, and from beast only beasts, and that
"Nature perfects herself only in her own species." ( Pltilo"sophie des Mltaux).
That which we have just quoted from these two authors is
a lesson for SoujJleurs. It indicates to them clearly that
they are not on the right road; arid can serve at the same
time as a hindrance to those who would desire to deceive,
because whenever a man will promise to make the Stone
with the matters above excluded, one may conclude that be
is either ignorant or a rogue. It is clear also by all this reasoning of Trevisan that the Matter of the Great Work must
be of a mineral and metallic nature; but what this Matter is
in particular, no one has said exactly.

§

Basil Valentin, (Addition aux Douse Clefs),
says that he who has flour will soon have
dough, and he who has dough will soon find
an oven to cook it. It is as if he said that the Artist who
possesses the true Sophie Matter will not be troubled about
working with it; it is true, if one believes the Philosophers,
that the execution of the Work is a very easy thing, and
that more time and patience than expense is required; but
this must doubtless be understood of certain circumstances
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of the Work, and when one has reached a certain point.
Flamel says, (Explication tks Figures Hi8rog/ypltiques),· that
tlu preparation of the agents is more di.fficult titan anything else
in tlte world. Augurellus, (Citrysqp., 1. 2), assures us that
an Herculean work is necessary.
Alter iNZuratam Mto tk vertice pel/em
Principium vc/11t ostendit, quod sumere possis;
Alter onus quantum su!Jeas.
And d' Espagnet does not hesitate to say that there is
much work to be done, (Can. p): "In the Philosophical Sub"limation of Mercury, or the first preparation, the work of
"a Hercules is necessary, for without it Jason would never
"have dared to undertake the conquest of the Golden
"Fleece." Yet we must not imagine that this sublimation is
made in the same manner as chemical sublimation. So he
bas been careful to call it Pltilosopltical. It must be understood, from what he says afterwards, that it consists in the
dissolution and putrefaction of Matter; because this sublima·
tion is nothing else than a separation of the pure from the
impure; or a purification of Matter, which is of such a nature
that it can be sublimated only by putrefaction. D'Espagnet
then quotes the following words of Virgil. The poet, says
he, seems to have touched something of the nature of the
quality, and of the culture of the Philosophical Earth in
these terms:
Pingue solum primis extn~~p/o d mensi/Jus anni
Fortes inver/ant Tauri:
. • . Tunc zepltyro putris se gk/Ja resolvit.-Georg. I.
Thus solution is the Key of tlte Work. All Philosophers
agree and all speak in the same manner on this subject.
But there are two labours in the Work, one to make
the Stone, the other to make the Elixir. It is necessary first to begin by preparing the agents; and of this prep-
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aration Philosophers have not spoken, because all depends
on it, and because the second work is, according to them,
only child's play and an amusement for women. Yet the
operations of the second work must not be confounded with
those of the first, although Morien, ( Entretients du Roi
Calid), assures us that the second work, which he calls " Disposition,'' is only a repetition of the first. Yet we may
believe that it is not such a painful and difficult thing, since
they do not say a word about it, or speak of it only to conceal it. Whatsoever this preparation may be, it is certain
that it must begin by the dissolution of Matter, although '
several have given to it the name of calcination or sublimation; and since they have not wished to speak clearly of it,
we may, at least, from the operations of the second "disposition," draw inductions by which we may enlighten ourselves
concerning the operations of the first.
The first step is to make Sophie Mercury, or the Solvent,
from a matter which encloses in itself two qualities, and
which is part volatile, and part fixed. That which proves
that there must be a dissolution, is that Cosmopolita tells us
to seek a matter from which we may be able to make a
Water which dissolves gold naturally and without violence.
But a matter may be reduced to water only by dissolution,
unless one employs the distillation of common chemistry,
which is excluded from the Work.
It is well to remark here that all the terms of common
chemistry, which the Philosophers employ in their books,
must not be taken in the ordinary sense, but in the Phikr
sophie sense. This is why Philalethes warns ua,(Enarratio
Metlwd. trium Geori medicin. ), that the terms distillation,
sublimation, calcination, assation, reverberation, dissolution,
descension, coagulation, are only one and the same operation, made in one Vase, that is to say, a concoction of
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Matter; we will see the differences between them, later on,
when we will speak of each one in particular.
Yet, it must be remarked that the demonstrative signs of
the Work, of which Philosophers make mention, refer especially to the second work. One will observe also that
the greatest number of Hermetic Authors commence their
treatises with this second operation, and that they suppose
their Mercury and their Sulphur already made; that the
descriptions which they give in their enigmas, their allegories, their fables, etc., are almost all drawn from that which
takes place in this second "disposition " of Morien; whence
arise the apparent contradictions which are found in their
works, where one says that two matters are necessary,
another only one, another three, another four, etc. Thus in
order to express one's self in conformity with the ideas of
the Philosophers, it is necessary to follow them step by step;
and as I do not wish to depart at all from their principles,
or from their manner of deducing them, I will copy them
word for word, so that the reader may not regard the explanations which I will give of the Fables as a pure production
of my imagination. Basil Valentin is one of those who
makes the greatest application of the Fables in his Treatise
on tlte Twelve Keys,· but he employs them to form his own
allegories, and not to make apparent the intention of their
authors. Flamel, on the contrary, quotes some of them from
time to time in the sense of their authors, therefore I will
quote him here oftener than the others; and this Treatise
shall be composed in the following pages of his own words.
The two Dragons, which he has taken for a hieroglyphic
symbol of Matter are, says he, (Loco cit.): "The two ser" pents sent by Juno, who represents the metallic nature,
"which the strong Hercules, that is to say, the Wise must
"strangle in his cradle: I mean by this to conquer and to
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"kill, to make them rot, corrupt and engender at the begin" ni11g of !tis work." This is the Key of the Work, or the
dissolution announced, the Serpents, the Dragons, the
Chimera, the Sphinx, the Harpies and other monsters of the
Fable whom one must kill, and as putrefaction succeeds
death, Flamel says: " That it is necessary to cause them to
"rot and to disintegrate. Being then placed together in the
"vessel of the Sepulchre, they tear each other cruelly and
"by their great poison and furious rage, they never leave off
"from the moment when they have seized each other, (unless
"cold hinders them), until both are covered in all the parts
"of their bodies with their venom and the blood of their
"mortal wounds, and finally killing each other, they are
"choked with their own venom, which changes them after
"their death, into a permanent aqua-viva. This water is,
"properly speaking, the Mercury of the Philosophers. These
"are, adds be, those two sperms, masculine and feminine,
"described in the beginning of my Pltilosopltic Summary,
"which ~re engendered, (say Rhasis, Avicenna and Abra"ham the Jew), in the loins and entrails, and from the oper" ations of the four Elements. These are the Humid Radi" cal of the metals Sulphur and Argent-vive; not the common
"sulphur and quicksilver, which are sold by druggists; but
"the ones which give to us those two beautiful and dear
"bodies which we love so much. These two sperms, said
·" Democritus, are not found on the earth of the living.
"Avicenna says this also, but be adds that they are collected
"from the waste matter of the Sun and Moon."
Putrefaction is declared in the following terms: " I have
''pictured these two sperms in the form of Dragons, because
"of their offensive smell similar to that of the Dragons, and
"because the exhalations which mount in the matrass, are
"dark, black, blue and yellowish. . . . The Philosopher never
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"smells this odour, unless he breaks the vessels; but he
"judges of it simply by sight and the change of colours,
"which proceeds from the rottening of this confection." Let
the chemists, or souffieurs, who seek for the Philosophical
Stone in their calcinations and their crucibles judge from
these words of Flame}, whether their operations are conformable to his; and whether they are right to expose themselves to breathe the vapours of the ill-smelling arsenical
matters on which they work.
The putrefaction of the Matter in the Vase is then the
principle and the cause of the colours which are manifested,
and the first permanent one which must appear is the black
colour, which they call simply the Black, and by an infinity
of other names, which one will see later on in the course of
this work, or in the Dictionary of Terms peculiar to
Hermetic Philosophers, which immediately follows it. •
This colour signifies then putrefaction and degeneration
which ensues, and which is given to us by the Dissolutitm of
our perfect Body. The following words indicate that Flame}
speaks of the second operation, and not of the first: "This
"Dissolution comes from the external heat, which aids, and
"the interior igneity, and sharp, wonderful power of the
"poison of our Mercury, which resolves into pure dust, even
"into impalpable powder, whatever resists it. Thus the heat
"acting on and against the Humid Radical, metallic, viscous
"and oleaginous, produces the blackness of the Matter. It is
"that black veil with which the ships of Theseus returned
"victorious from Crete, and which caused the death of his
"father. Thus it is necessary that the father should die, in
•DtOTJO:!flU.UU: lilYTBI>-B&IUlln'lQUIHIGN klquel em trout'~~ Z. ~~~
du poitM, Z. Mltu.plloru, Z. Emq- fit lal T - barbaru, du PAUt»op~Ne
H~ ~CqtMI par .Dfml.AIItoCM-.TCJNpA Prnt~tr, ~ .BbMd~ • Ia
~de Sq.VIt-IICJvr.
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"order that from the ashes of this phrenix another should
"rise, and that the son should be king."
The true key of the Work is this blackness at the beginning of its operations, and if another colour, red or white
appears before this one, it is a proof that one has not succeeded, or, as our author says : " One must always wish for
"thjs blackness, and certainly he who does not see it during
"the days of the Stone, whatsoever other colour he may see,
"fails entirely in the Magistery, and can not perfect it with
"this chaos. . . . And truly, I say again, that even if you
" would work on true Matter, if, at the beginning, after hav" ing placed the confections in the philosophical egg, that is
"to say, sometime after the fire has irritated them, if you do
"not see this Head of tlu Crow, nigrum nigro., nigrius, (le
"noir du noir tr~s noir ), it is necessary to begin again; for
"this fault is irreparable. Especially must one fear an
•• orange or reddish colour; because if in the beginning you
"see it in the egg, doubtless you bum, or have burned the
"spirit and vivacity of the Stone."
The bluish and yellowish colours indicate that the putrefaction and the dissolution are not yet finished. The Blackness is the true sign of a perfect solution. Then the Matter
is dissolved into a powder more subtle, to speak thus, that
the atoms which float in the rays of the sun, and these
atoms are changed into permanent water. The Philosophers
have given to this Dissolution the names, Deatle, Destrnction
and Perdition, the Infernal Regi011S, Tarlarus, Sltadows,
Niglet, Obscure Vest, Sepukhre, Tomb, Venimous Water,
Cltarcoal, Manure, Black Earlie, Black Veil, Sulpleurous Earlie,
Melancleoly, Black Magnesia, Clay, Stinking Mmstru11m,
Smoke, Lamp-Black, Venimous Fire, Cluud, Lead, Black Lead,
Philosopkcr's Lead, Saturn, Black PO'lllder, Contemptible
Tlting, Vile Tieing, Seal of Hennes, Stinking Sp;n·t, Subli-
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mated Spirit, Eclipsed Sun or Eclipse of tlu Sun and Moon,
Corruptio11, Black Bark, Sea:foam, Covering of tlte Vase,
Capitalofthe A lcmbic, Naptlta, Uncleanliness of tlte Dead, COtfJse,
Oil of Saturn, Nigrum-Nigro-Nigrius. They have designated it by all the names which can express, or designate
corruption, dissolution and blackness. This is what has
furnished the Philosophers with the materials for so many
allegories on the dead and the tomb. Some have even
named it Calcination, Denudation, Separation, Trituration.
Assation ,· because of the reduction of the matters to a very
subtle powder. Others, Reduction to Prima Materia, Malefaction, Extraction, Commirion, Liquefaction, Conversion of tlu
Elements, Subtilizati'on, DivisiOn, Humati'on, lmpastati'on, and
DistillatiOn. Others, Xir, Cimmarian Sluulows, Abyss, Gmeration, Ingression, Submergion, Complexion, Conjunction,
lmpregnati'on. When heat acts on these matters, they are
changed first into powder, and oily, gluey water, which rises
as a vapour to the top of the vase, and descends again in dew
or rain, to the bottom, (Arlepltius,) where it becomes almost
as an oily black broth. This is why it has been called Sublimation and Volatilization, Ascension and Descmsion. The
water then coagulating more and more, becomes like black
pitch, which has caused it to be named fetid and stinking.
It gives forth a musty odor of sepulchres and tombs.
Herm~s has called it the Em·tlt of leaves, " but its true name,
"says Flame), is Latten wltidz it is necessary to whiten. The
"Ancient Sages, adds he, have described it in the history of
"the Serpent of Mars, which had devoured the companions
"of Cadmus, who killed it by piercing it with his lance
"against a hollow oak. • Remark this Oak."
• Jl'umr.c:e of tbe Wlae. It Ia epokeo, In tbe Jl'able, of a hollow O&k apiDA w)ajcb
Cadmue rao tbroocb the Dracoo wblcb bad devoured bla comp&DJou. 'lbe llllaoe
wblcb Cadmue oeed Ia Fire, the Serpent •lcDlllee llerctUJ. The boUow O&k beiDc
the Secret Furnace of the Sacee. ooe uodentaocla wbr the Aocleote collMCft&ed It
to &b-, wife of saturo.
Peruet7, Dke, llfiUII>-B-.
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But to arrive at this putrefaction we must have an agent,
or Solvent, analogous to the body which is to be dissolved.
The latter is the soluble body, called masculine germ; the
other is the dissolving spirit, called feminine germ. When
they are united in the vase, Philosophers give them the name
REBIS; this is why Merlin has said :
Res rebis est bina, conjuncta sed /amen una.
Philalethes, (Vera confect. lapid. P!tilosop!t. p. 13 and following), expresses himself thus on the subject of this Solvent:
"This feminine germ is one of the chief principles of our
"Magisterium; therefore, it is necessary to meditate deeply
"upon it, as upon a matter, without which one cannot suc" ceed, since although mercury, it is not indeed a natural
"argent-vive, but a certain mercury fit for a new generation;
"and which besides its purity, demands a long and wonder,, ful preparation, which leaves to it, in its integrity, its
"homogeneous mineral quality. For if one takes from this
"dissolving spirit its fluidity and mercuriality, it becomes
"useless for the Philosophic Work, because it has lost
"thereby its dissolving nature; and if it were changed into
"powder, in any manner whatever; if it is not of the nature
"of the soluble body, it is lost, it has no longer any relation
"or proportion with it, and must be rejected from our Work.
"Those think madly and wrongly who alter the Quicksilver
"before it is united with the metallic species. For this
"Quicksilver which is not common mercury,is the Matter of
"all the metals, and we may say their Water, because of its
"homogeneity with them. It becomes invested with their
"nature in its mixture with them, and takes all their quali"ties, because it resembles celestial Mercury, which becomes
"similar to the qualities of the Planets with which it is in
"conjunction.''
No water can dissolve radically and naturally the metallic
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species.. unless it is of their nature, and can be congealed
with them. It must pass into the metals as a food which is
incorporated with them, and forms with them only one substance. Therefore be who will take from quicksilver its
humidity by means of salts, vitriols, or other corrosive substances, acts as a madman. Those are not the less deceived,
who imagine to extract from natural mercury a limpid and
transparent water, with which they can make wonderful
things. Even if they would succeed in making such a water,
it would be worth nothing in the Work.

1Dc11nttlone ad
l>fopccticJ of
'ltbtt JIDctellrtl·

Mercury is a thing which dissolves the
metals by a natural dissolution, and which
leads their spirits from potentiality to actu-

ality.
Mercury is that thing which renders the material of the
metals lucid, clear and without shadow, that is to say, which
cleanses them from their impurities, and draws from the
interior of the perfect metals their nature and germ which is
hidden there.
Dissolving Mercury is a dry vapour, not at all viscous,
having much acidity, very subtle, very volatile to fire, having
a great property of penetrating and of dissolving the metals.
In preparing it, and in making this dissolution, besides the
length of the work, one runs a very great danger, says Philaletbes. Consequently be advises one to take care of his eyes,
his ears and his nose.
The confection of this Mercury, adds the same author, is
the greatest secret of Nature, one can scarcely understand it
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except by the revelation of God, or of a friend; for one will
never succeed by the guidance of books alone.
Dissolving Mercury is not the Mercury of the Philosophers
before its preparation, but only afterwards, and it is the
beginning of the medicine of the third order. •
Those who instead of this Mercury employ for the Philosophic Work natural mercury, or sublimated, calcined or
precipitated mercury are greatly deceived.
Dissolving Mercury is an element of the earth in which it
is necessary to sow the grain of gold. It corrupts the Sun,
putrefies it, resolves it into Mercury, and renders it volatile
and like to itself. It is changed into Sun and Moon, and
becomes as the mercuries of the metals. It draws out the
souls of the bodies, takes them away and concocts them.
For this reason the ancient Sages said that the god Mercury
attracted the soul of living bodies and led them to the kingdom of Pluto. This is why Homer often calls Mercury,
(A'pyuo6v,,s), Arquicida.
The Dissolving Mercury must not be dry, for if it is, all
the Philosophers assure us that it will not be suitable for
dissolution. It is necessary then to take a feminine germ,
in form similar to that of the metals. Art renders it the
Menstmm of the metals; and by the operations of the first
medicine, or from its imperfect preparation, it passes through
all the qualities of the metals even to those of the sun. The
sulphur of the imperfect metals coagulates it, and it takes
the qualities of the metal whose Sulphur has coagulated it.
If the Dissolving Mercury is not animated, in vain will one
employ it for the Work, universal or particular.
The Dissolving M~rcury is the unique Vase of the Philosopher in which all the MagisteriuM is accomplished. Phil• llDIOiliJI OW Tim TlllaD OllDU. It Ia the prepara&loD of the 8toDe wblch
PhUo.opben Dallle MultfplCt>atkm. • • • 'l'hla llecllciDe carrlea the 8toDe to IC. perfectloD aDd multlpllealt both ID qll&lltltJ &Dd ID qualltJ •••• It Ia &lao Dallleci
M.udu qf CM ~ tmt.er.
Pffrftd.lJ DC«. Mf/UI.O·B-.
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osophers have given to it different names, of which the following are most used:
Vinegar of Pltilosoplten, Field, Aludel, Water, Water of
Art, Ardent Water, Divine Water, Fountain Water, Purifyi~~g
Water, Permanent Water, First Water, Simple Water, Bath,
Heaven, Prison, Superior Eye-lid, Sieve, Smoke, Humidity,
Fire, Artificial Fi·re, Corrodin% Fire, Unnatural Fire, Humid
Fi·re, Jordan, Liquor, Crude Ve%elao/e Liquor, Moon, Malin;
Lunar Malter, Fi·rst Power, Motlur, Crude Men:ury, Preparin% Mercury, First Minister, Fugitive Servant, Nymplt.s, Baccltantes, Muses, Woman, Sea, Crude Spirit, Concocted Spirit,
Sepulchre, Sperm of Men:ury, Stygian Water, Oestriclz stomach, Vase, Philosoplurs Vase, lnspec/Qr of concealed Things,
Crude Quicksilver takm simply from its mine.
But one must not forget that this Mercury is not that
which is sold in apothecary shops.
When the conjunction of Mercury with the soluble body
is made, the Philosophers speak of the two as of one thing;
and then they say the sages find in Mercury all that is necessary for them. Therefore one must not permit one's self to
be deceived by the diversity of names; and to warn against
error of this kind some of the principal names are here given:
Thickened Water, Our Water, Second Water, Arcanum,
Ar%ml-vive, Goodness, Goodness wlziclt !UJS several names,
Cluzos Hyle, Our Compost, Our Confection, Confused Body,
Mixed Body, Copper, Ais of the Philosoplten (Sophie Brass),
Lattm, Manure, Aqueous Smoke, Durnin% Humidity, Strange
Fire, Unnatural Fi·re, Stone, Mineral Stone, Unique StoM,
Unique Matter, Confused Matter of the Metals, Menstrum,
Second Menstrum, Mine, Our Mine, Mine of the Metals, Mercury, Thickened Men:ury, Piece of Money, Egg, Plzilosopluls
Egg, Root, Unique Root, Stone /mown in tlu Cltapters of Books.
Finally it is with this mixture, or Mercury, that most
authors begin their books and treatises on the WoRK.
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There are three kinds of matrices, the first
is the Earth, the universal matrix of the
world, the receptacle of the Elements, the
great vase of Nature, the place where the corruption of the
germs takes place, the sepulchre and living tomb of all creatures. It is eipecially the matrix of the vegetable and
mineral.
The second matrix is the Uterus in the animal kingdom;
that of the birds is the egg, and the matrix of gold and silver,
is the rock alone.
The third, that of the mineral kingdom, is known by few
persons. The womb being with the sperm the cause of the
specification of the metal.
The knowledge of this precious Vase, and of the fixed and
saxatilic • spirit implanted within it, was one of the greatest
secrets of the Kabbalah of the Egyptians. It was necessary
to seek a Vase analogous to that which Nature employs for
the formation of the metals; a Vase which should become
the matrix of the golden Tree of the Philosophers; and one
has found no better one than glass. They have added to this
the manner of sealing it, in imitation of Nature, so that it
should exhale none of the principles. For, as says Raymond
Lully, the composition which is made from the substance of
the exhaled vapours falling upon the corrupted matter, to
moisten and to dissolve it, is putrefaction. This Vase must,
then, have a form suitable to facilitate the circulation of the
spirits, and must be of a thickness and a consistency capable
of resisting their strength.
•rrvm t.be LaUD s-euu, which reetd• Ill atoaee.
of1lrtau
1tbat of 1Utarc.
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The Philosophers so introduced this Vase in
their allegories that one could not have the
least suspicion as to the idea which they bad
of it. Sometimes it was a tower, sometimes a ship, here a
coffer, there a basket. Such was the Tower of Danae; the
coffer of Deucalion, and the Tomb of Osiris; the Casket, the
Leather-bottle of Bacchus; the Golden Amphora, or Vase of
Vulcan; the Chalice which Juno presented to Thetis; the
Vessel of Jason; the Swamp of Lerna, which was thus called
from yV.p~ capsa, loculus,- the Basket of Erichtbonius; the
casket in which was enclosed Tennis Triodites with his sister
Hemitbea; the Chamber of Leda; the Eggs from which were
born Castor, Pollux, Clytemnestra and Helen; the City of
Troy; the Caverns of Monsters; the Vases which Vulcan
presented to Jupiter; the . Casket which Thetis gave to
Achilles, in which they placed the bones of Patrocles and of
his friends; the Cup with wbic\1 Hercules crossed the sea to
carry away the oxen of Geryon; the Cavern of Mount Helicon, which served as the abode of Phrebus and the Muses;
finally many other things adapted to the fables which one
invented on the subject of the Great Work. The Bed of
Venus and Mars; the Skin in which Orion was engendered;
the Clepsydra, or Horn of Almathrea, (from JU~•• Ito,,
and ~. water). The Egyptians understood only this by
their Wells, their Sepulchres, their Urns, the Mausoleum in
the form of Pyramid.
But that which has most deceived those who have studied
Hermetic Philosophy in books, is that the Vase of Art and
the Vase of Nature are often not distinguished from each
other. They speak sometimes of one, sometimes of the
other, as the subject leads them, without making any distinction. They mention generally a triple Vessel. Flamel
has represented it in his Hieroglyphics under the figure of a
'Ramctllt"'n

to 1tblt vuc
by tile 2\ndentt.
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writing-desk. "This vessel of earth in the form of a writing.. desk in a niche, is called, says he, the triple-vessel; for in
"its midst there is a shelf, on this shelf a bowl full of warm
"ashes, in which is placed the Philosopher's Egg, that is, a
"matrass of glass which you see represented· in the form of
"a writing-desk, full of the Confection of Art, that is to say,
"of the foam of tke Red Sea and of the fat of the mercurial
"wind." But it appears from the description which he gives
of this triple Vase, that he speaks not only of the Vase, but
of the furnace also.
It is absolutely necessary to know the Vase and its form
to succeed in the Work. The Vase of Art must be of glass
and oval in form;• but for that of Nature, Philosophers tell
us that we must be instructed perfectly concerning its quantity and quality. It is the Earth of the Stone, or the Female,
or the Matrix, in which the germ of the male is received, is
putrefied and disposed for generation. Morien speaks of
the latter in these terms: "You must know, 0 Good King,
"that this Magisterium is the secret of secrets of the Most
"High God; He has confided it to His Prophets, whose souls
"He has placed in Paradise. If the Wise Men, their sue.. cessors, had not comprehended what they said of the
"quality of the Vessel in which the Magistery is made, they
"would never have been able to do the Work. This Vase,
"says Philalethes, is an Aludel, not of glass, but of earth; it
"is the receptacle of the tinctures; and in regard to the
"Stone, it must contain (the first year of the Chaldeans)
"twenty-four full Florentine measures: no more, no less."
The Philosophers have spoken of different Vases to deceive the ignorant.t They have even thought to make a
•"The Vue mua& be round, wlUl a long uecll:, a narrow aperture. made of gl11111,

or of au earth of almllar nature and wbleb mua& poea- l&a eompae&ueu; Ule ortllee
IDU& be -.led."-(&loAcm.)

(Quoted by Peruety In DCctwn. Mvt/1. Berm.)
t .. The V-1 of Ule Ph1loeopbera Ia Ulelr Water," (Herr-, LU<lw pueroruon.)
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mystery of this as of all the rest. This is why they have
given to it different names, according to the different denominations which it has pleased them to give to the several
states of Matter. Thus they have made mention of Alembic,
Cucurbit, of Sublimatory and Calcining Vases, etc.• But
there is only one Vase of Art,t which d'Espagnet, (Can. I/2
and follo'Wing), thus describes : "But all deceit being re" moved we may speak sincerely, one only Vessel of Art
"sufficeth to terminate the Work of the Elixir; for the diver" sity of digestions requireth not the change of Vessels; yea,
"we must have a care lest the Vessel be changed or opened
•• before the First work be ended. You shall choose a form
•• of Vessel round in the bottom (or cucurbit ), or at least oval,
"the neck a hand's breadth long or more, large enough, with
.. a straight mouth made like a Pitcher or jug, continuous and
"unbroken and equally thick in every part, that it may resist
"a long and sometimes an acute Fire. . . The Second Vessel
"of Art may be of Wood, of the trunk of an oak, cut into two
.. hollow Hemispheres, wherein the Philosophers' egg may be
•• cherished till it be hatched."t Tr~visan also makes mention of this Trunk of Oak, in the following terms, (Piti/osQpltie des Metaur, IV Partie): "In order that the Fountain
•• should be more powerful, and that horses and other animals
.. should not walk in it, he erected there a hollow Oak, cut in
"the middle, which kept the sun and its shadow."
Finally, the third Vase is the Furnace, which encloses
and preserves the two other Vases, and the Matter which
they contain. Flamel says that he could never have devined
•"Tbe v-tarequlred fort.be Wort are ll&llled .dltulel, SWt!e, JIO'I'tM,
t.be Matter Ia rround, purttled, and perfected t.beretn." iQilfo,)

~

t" We need but one v-t, one l'urnaee, and one eole operation or rertmen;
t.bat Ia after tbe preparation of t.be Stone," (JI'lot!Ml). Tbe aut.bor of t.be R<*lnu p - . ~ abeolutel)' ID tbe same worda.
Pernet)', foco. de.

t TraulaeloD b)' W, W)'DD WNOOtt, lD Coa.oca-

H~

Vol. I., p. U.
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its form, if Abraham the Jew, had not described it with its
proportionate Fire in his Hieroglyphic Figures. Indeed
Philosophers have placed it in the number of their secrets,
and have named it ATHANOR, because of the fire which is
continually maintained in it, although not equally at all times
because the capacity of the Furnace and the quantity of the
Matter demand a proportionate Fire. For its construction
see d' Espagnet. •

~

Although we have spoken at length of Fire
in the PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS which precedes
~ this TREATISE, yet it is necessary to say a
few words about it, in connection with the Work. We
know three kinds of Fire, the Celestiill, the fire of our stoves
and the Central Fire. The first is very pure, simple and not
burning in itself. The second is impure, thick and burning;
the Central is pure in itself, but it is mixed and tempered.
The first does not generate, and shines without burning; the
•Tbe matter of the l'anlace Ia made of Brick, or of daubed P'..arth, of Pot&er'a
cla:r wen be&Cea and prepared with hora.duag, mixed with hair, ao that It ma:r ooberethe Grmer,and ma:r not be cracked b;rlo~~g heaUDg; let the walla be three or
f01U' tiDg.tl'll thick, to the end that the furaace ma:r be the better able to keep the
beat and wtt.hataad 1\. Let the form of the Furaace be round, the Inward altitude
of two feet or thereabouts, Ia the mldat whereof an Iron or Bruen plate muet be
Mt, of a round vtcure. about the tblcli:Deea of a PeDkDife'e back, Ia a manner po•
the ID&erlor latitude of the Furnace, but a little narrower than It, leet It
toucb the walla; It mut lean upon three or four prope of Iron ftxed to the walla,
and let It be full of holee, that the heat ma:r be the more euU:r carried upwarde b;r
them, and between the &Idea of the ll'uraace and the Plate. Below the PlaCe let
there be a little door lett, and another above Ia the waite of the Funace, that b;r
the tower the Fire ma:r be put ID, and b;r the higher the eemperameot of the heat
ma:r be ..Dalbl;r perceived; at the oppoaiCe part whereof let there be allttlewladow
of the ftgure of a Rhomboid fortUied wiCb glaea, that the light over aga1111t It ma7
• - the ooloure to the e;re. Upon the middle of the aforeeald plate, let the Tripod
of eecreta be placed with a double v-1. Lu\17, let the Furnace be ver;r well cov·
ered with a lbeU or coveriDg r.creeable onto It, and take care that the little doore
be al-ya cloael;r abut, teet the heat eecape.
An EDglllb Traaalatloo of the Herm«w .Aroanum of d' Eepagaet, hJ W. WJ'DD
Weacott Ia ~ HenMtfca, Vol. I., pp. 43-+1.

-me
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second is destructive, and burns while shining, instead of
generating; the third engenders and enlightens sometimes
without burning, and burns sometimes without giving any
light. The first is gentle; the second sharp and corrosive;
the third is salty and sweet. The first is of itself without
colour and without odour; the second is ill-smelling and colored according to its aliment; the third is invisible, although
of all colours and of all odours. The Celestial is known only
by its operations; the second is known through the senses
and the Central by its qualities.
The Fire is very acute in the animals, dull in the metal,
tempered in the vegetable, boiling and burning in the mineral
vapours.
Celestial Fire has for its sphere the ethereal region, whence
it makes itself felt even to us. The Elementary Fire bas
for its abode the surface of the earth, and our atmosphere;
the Central Fire is lodged in the Center of Matter. It is
tenacious, viscous, glutinous, and is innate in matter; it is
digesting, maturing, neither warm, nor burning to the touch;
it scatters and consumes very little, because its beat is tempered by cold.
The Celestial Fire is sensible, vital, active in the animal,
warmer to the touch, less digesting, and is sensibly exhaled.
The Elementary Fire is destructive, of an incredible voracity; it wounds the senses, it burns; it digests, concocts,
and produces n~tbing. It is in the animal what physicians
call febrile heat, and against Nature; it consumes, or divides,
the radical humour of our life.
The Celestial Fire passes into the nature of the Central
Fire; it becomes internal, engendering; the second is external and separating; the Central is internal, uniting and
possessing the quality of rendering matter homogeneous.
The light, or fire of the sun, clothed with rays of ether,
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concentrated and reverberated on the surface of the earth,
takes the nature of Elementary Fire, or of that of our kitchens. This latter passes into the nature of the Celestial Fire
by being dilated, and becomes Central by being concentrated
in matter. We have an example of these three fires in a
lighted candle; its light in its expansion represents Celestial
Fire; its ftame Elementary Fire, and its wick Central Fire.
As the Fire of the animal is given off with an incredible
rapidity especially by constant transpiration, Philosophers
have studied to find some means of repairing this loss; and
understanding well that this reparation could not be made by
that which is impure and corruptible as the animal itself, they
have had recourse to a matter, in which this required heat
was abundantly concentrated. The Art of Medicine, not
being able to binder this loss, and being ignorant of the
means of repairing it, has been contented with meeting the
accidents which destroy our substance, which come either
from the defects of the organs, or from the intemperateness
of the blood, of the spirits, of the humours, from their abundance or scarcity, whence death follows infallibly, unless an
efficacious remedy is applied, remedy which the Physicians
themselves confess to know very imperfectly. •

The reason which induced tbe ancient Sages
to make a mystery of their Vessel, was the
slight knowledge of the manufacture of glass
which one possessed in those times. Later on the man·
ner of making it has been discovered. Therefore the Philosophers have not concealed so much the matter and form
•
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of their Vessel. Not so of their secret Fire; it is a labyrinth
from which the most skilful could not extricate himself.
The fire of the sun cannot be this secret Fire; it is in·
terrupted, unequal; it cannot furnish a heat, uniform in its
degrees, its measure and its duration. Its beat could not
penetrate the thickness of the mountains, nor warm the coldness of marble and of rocks, which receive the mineral
vapours from which gold and silver are formed.
The fire of our stoves hinders the union of the miscibles,
and consumes or causes to evaporate the bond of the constituent parts of bodies; it is their tyrant.
The Central Fire, which is innate in matter, has the property of mixing substances, and of producing; but it cannot be that Philosophic Fire so much praised, which causes
the corruption of the metallic germs; because that which is
of itself the principle of corruption, can be the principle of
generation only by accident : I say by accident, because the
heat which engenders is internal and innate in matter, and
that which corrupts is external and foreign to matter.
This beat is very different in the generation of the individuals of the three kingdoms. The animal possesses it in
a much higher degree than the plant. The heat of the Vase
in the generation of the metal must be proportional to the
quality of the germ whose corruption is very difficult. It is
then necessary to conclude that as there is no generation
without corruption, and no corruption without heat, that the
beat must be proportioned to the germ which is employed
for the generation. •
There are then two heats; a putrifying external heat and
a vital or generative internal heat. The internal Fire obeys
the beat of the Vase until unbound and delivered from

ere.

••• Whenever Ule Stone challgee Ita colour JOU wiU gnlduaiiJ aupeDt Ule
V-1." (1,_ qf BoiiGM.I

uw ever,Uiblc remalu bed lD tbe bottom of Ule
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its prison, it renders itself master of it. The putrifying heat
comes to its aid, it passes into the nature of the vital heat,
and the two then work in concert.
Therefore it is the Vessel which administers the heat suit·
able to corrupt, and the germ which furnishes the Fire suit·
able for generation; but as the heat of this Vessel is not
so well known for the metal as it is for the animal and the
plant, it is necessary to reflect on what we have said concerning Fire in general to find this heat. Nature has so proportioned it in the matrix, as far as animals are concerned, that
it can scarcely be augmented or diminished; the matrix in
this case is a veritable ATHANOR.
As for the heat of the Vase for the corruption of the vegetable grain, very little is necessary; the sun furnishes it
sufficiently. But it is not so in Hermetic Art. The matrix
being the invention of the Artist, must have a fire skilfully
invented and proportioned to that which Nature implants in
the Vase for the generation of mineral matters. An anonymous author says that to know the matter of this fire, it is
enough to know how the Elementary Fire takes the form of
of the Celestial Fire, and all the secret of this form consists
in the form and structure of the A THAN OR, • by means of
which, this Fire becomes equal, gentle, continuous and so
proportioned that the matter may be able to be corrupted,
after which the generation of the sulphur must be made,
which will then take the empire for some time, and will rule
over the rest of the Work. This is why the Philosophers say
that the female rules during corruption, and the hot and dry
male rules during generation.
Artephius is one of those who have treated at length of
efte AUI&Dor of &lie Pbll-s»ben Ia Mt &lie 1ur11ac:e of &lie

-•o~a

cbemuu;
or bula&e On natd!ac Ia iaaiiCJ Ill U. OWil aature . W • reeommeacl &o &lie Beaclt!r &lie p&Ueat
aeclttatioll of &lila part of tbe TreaUM oa tbe Orea& Ar\; we caa _ , . bllll Ulat be
ww be hlll nwanlecl for Ia» ,.W.
L a.

u Ia &lie Sopblo lla&s.r I&Mlt, t.lllm&&ecl b1 &lie PblloeopbiGU J'lre,

.-·
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the Philosophical Fire; and Pontanus confesses to having
been corrected and has recognized his error in the reading of
the Treatise of this Philosopher. This is what he says of it:
"Our Fire is mineral, it is uniform, continuous, it does not
"evaporate unless too strongly excited; it participates of the
"nature of Sulphur; it is derived from another source than
"matter, it destroJS all, it dissolves, congeals and calcines;
"it requires skill to find and to make it; it costs nothing, or
"very little; moreover, it is humid, vapourous, digesting, al" tering, penetrating, subtle, aerial, not violent, not burning,
"surrounding, containing and unique. It is also the fountain
"of Living Water, or Quick-Water, which surrounds and en" closes the place where the King and Queen bathe. This
"humid Fire suffices for all the Work in the beginning, in
"the middle and at the end; because all Art consists in this
" Fire. There is still a natural Fire, a Fire against Nature,
"and an unnatural Fire, which does not burn; finally there is
"a warm, dry, humid, cold fire. Think well on what I have
"just said, and work in the right way, without using any
"strange matter." What this same author then adds is
really an explanation of the three fires; but as he calls them
Fire of Lamps, Fire of Asltes, and the Natural Fire of tJII,.
Waters, one sees that he has wished to deceive; those who
desire a more detailed account of the Philosophical Fire may
have recourse to the Testament of Raymond Lully and
to his Codicil; d'Espagnet speaks also of it from the ninetyeighth to the hundred-and-eighteenth Canon. The other
Philosophers have made almost no mention of it except to conceal it, or have indicated it only by its properties. But in
allegories and fables they have given to this Fire the names
Sword, Lance, Arrows, Javelin, Battle-Ax, etc. ; such was the
one with which Vulcan struck Jupiter to make him give birth
to Pallas; the sword which the same Vulcan gave to Peleus,
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the father of Achilles; the club which he presented to Hercules; the bow which this hero received from Apollo; the
cimiter of Perseus; the lance of Bellerophon, etc. It is the
Fire which Prometheus stole from Heaven; that which Vulcan employed to form the thunderbolts of Jupiter, and the
arms of the gods: the belt of Venus, the golden throne ofthe
Sovereign of the Heavens, etc. Finally,.,it is the Fire of
Vesta so scrupulously preserved at Rome that the vestal virgins whose duty it was to guard it were punished by death if
they permitted it to be extinguished.

§

The Preparation is composed of four parts.
The first is the Solution of the Matter in
Mercurial Water; the second is the Preparation of the Mercury of the Philosophers; the third is the
Corruption; the fourth is the Generation and the Creation of
Philosophic Sulphur. The first is made by the mineral germ
of the Earth; the second volatilizes and converts bodies into
sperm; the third causes the separation and rectification of
substances; the fourth unites and fixes them, which is the
Creation of the Stone. Philosophers have compared the
Preparation to the creation of the world, which was first a
mass, a chaos, an empty, formless and gloomy Earth which
was nothing in particular, but all in general; the second is a
form of heavy, viscous water, full of the occult spirit of its
Sulphur; and the third is the figure of the Earth which
appeared arid after the separation of the Waters.
God spoke, light was made; it departed from its limb, and
was placed in the most elevated region. Then the shadows
disappeared before it; chaos and confusion gave place to
.
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order, night to day, and, to speak thus, nothingness to
existence.
God spoke a second time; the confused Elements were
separated, the lightest took their abode above and the heaviest below; then the earth, freed from its damp abysses·
appeared, became capable of producing all.
This Separation of the Water from the Earth where Air
existed and Fire was diffused, is only a successive change of
Matter under this double form; • which has caused Philosophers to say that Water is the whole foundation of the Work,
without which the Earth could not be dissolved, corrupted,
prepared, and that the Earth is the body in which the Humid
Elements end, congeal and are burned, so to speak, to
assume a more noble existence.
Then a Circulation is made, the first movement of which
sublimates matter by rarefying it; the second thickens it by
congealing; and the whole is finally terminated in a kind
of repose, or rather internal movement, and insensible
concoction of Matter.
The first wheel of this rotation of the Elements, as
d'Espagnet calls it, consists in the Reduction of Matter to
Water, in which generation begins; the eclipse of the Sun
and the Moon then takes place. The second wheel is an
Evacuation of the superfluous humidity, and a Coagulation
of Matter, under the form of a viscous and metallic Earth;
the third wheel causes the Separation and Rectification of
substances; the Waters are separated from the Waters. All
is spiritualized, or volatilized; the Sun and Moon resume
their brightness; and Light begins to appear on Earth. The
fourth wheel is the Creation of Sulphur.
The author we have just quoted says: "The first digestion
"operateth the solution of the Body, whereby comes the first
•'rlla& of Water and E&nh.
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"conjunction of male and female, the commixtion of both
"seeds, putrefaction, the resolution of the elements into
"homogeneous water, the eclipse of the Sun and Moon in
"the head of the Dragon, and lastly it bringeth back the
"whole World into its ancient Chaos, and dark abyss. This
"first digestion is as in the stomach, of a melon colour and
"weak, more fit for corruption than generation. In the
"second digestion the Spirit of the Lord walketh upon the
"waters; the light begins to appear, and a separation of
''waters from the waters occurs; Sol and Luna are renewed;
"the elements are extracted out of the chaos, that being
"perfectly mixed in Spirit they may constitute a new world ;
"a new Heaven and new Earth are made; and lastly all
"bodies become spiritual. The Crow's young ones changing
"their feathers begin to pass into Doves; the Eagle and
"Lion embrace one another in an eternal League of amity.
"And this generation of the World is made by the fiery
"Spirit descending in the form of Water, and wiping away
"Original sin; for the Philosophers' Water is Fire, which is
"moved by the exciting heat of a Bath. But see the separa"tion of Waters be done in Weight and Measure, lest those
"things that remain under Heaven be drowned under the
"Earth, or those things that are snatched up above the
"Heaven, be too much destitute of aridity. The third
"digestion of the newly generated Earth drinketh up the
"dewy Milk, and all the spiritual virtues of the quintessence,
"and fasteneth the quickening Soul to the body by the
"Spirit's mediation. Then the Earth layeth up a great
"treasure in itself, and is made like the coruscating Moon,
"afterwards like to the ruddy Sun; the former is called the
"Earth of the Moon, the latter the Earth of the Sun; for
"both of them are begot of the copulation of them both;
"neither of them any longer feareth the pains of Fire,
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"because both want all spots; for they have been often
"cleansed from sin by fire, and have suffered great Martyr" dom, until all the Elements are turned downwards. The
"Fourth digestion consummateth all the Mysteries of the
"World, and the Earth being turned into most excellent
"leaven, it leaveneth all imperfect bodies because it hath
"before passed into the heavenly nature of quintessence.
"The virtue thereof flowing from the Spirit of the Universe
"is a present Panacea and universal medicine for all the
"diseases of all creatures. The digestions of the first work
"being repeated will open to thee the Philosophers' Secret
"Furnace."•
The entire Philosophical process consists in the solution
of the body and the congelation of the Spirit, and both of
these are made by one operation. The Fixed and the Volatile are closely mixed, but this cannot be done unless the
Fixed is first volatilized. They finally embrace, and by
reduction they become absolutely fixed.
The operative principles which are called also the Keys of
the Work, or the Regimen, are four in number; the first is
Solution, or Liquefaction; the second Ablution; the third
Reduction, and the fourth Fixation. By Solution bodies
return to their First Matter, and become crude again by
Coction. Then the marriage of the male and female is made,
and the Crow is born. The Stone is resolved into four
Elements, which are confounded; the Heaven and the Earth
unite to give birth to Saturn. Ablution teaches to whiten
the Crow t and to cause } upiter to be born of Saturn: this is
done by the changing of body into Spirit. The function of
Reduction, is to return to the body its spirit of which it has
been deprived by volatilization, and to nourish it then on a
•TranllaUoD bT W . 'WJDD Westcott,

~CU.

t'l'be Crow become• tbe Don.-BtGnUlcu ck Ouafta.
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spiritual Milk, in the form of dew, until the little ] upiter has
acquired perfect strength.
"During these last two operations, says d'Espagnet,
"the Dragon descends from Heaven, becomes infuriated
"against itself; it devours its tail, and swallows itself little
"by little, until at last it is changed into stone." Such was
the Dragon of which Homer speaks, (/Iliad, IJ. 2 v . .]06 and
following),· it is the true image, or symbol, of these two operations. "While we were assembled under a beautiful plane" tree, says Ulysses to the Greeks, for the purpose of making
"hecatombs, near a fountain which issued from that tree,
''there appeared a wonderful prodigy. A horrible Dragon,
"with a spotted back, sent by ] upiter himself, came out of
"the base of the altar and ran up the plane-tree. In the top
"of this tree were eight little sparrows with their mother
"flying around them. The Dragon seized them furiously
"and even the mother, who mourned the loss of her little
"ones. After this action the same god who had sent the
"monster rendered it beautiful, brilliant, and changed it into
"a stone before our astonished eyes." I leave it to the reader
to make the application.

$i)eratWe J)rtndl'lee tn J)arttcular.
Common Calcination is simply the death and
the mortification of the Mixt, by the separation of the Spirit, or moisture, which bound its
parts. It is, properly speaking, a pulverization by fire, and
a reduction of the body into lime, ashes, earth, flowers, etc.
Philosophical Calcination is an extraction of the substance
of water, of salt, of oil, of the spirit and the rest of earth, and

EJ
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a change of accidents, an alteration of quantity, a corruption
of the substance, yet in such a manner that all these separate
thin35 may reunite so as to form a more perfect body. Common Calcination is made by the action of the fire of our
cooking-stoves, or of the concentrated rays of the Sun;
Water is the agent of Philosophical Calcination; for this
reason the Philosophers say: Cltemists IJum tvitlt fire, and we
IJum witlt water,· whence one must conclude that common
chemistry is as different from Hermetic Chemistry, as is fire
from water.

Solution, chemically speaking, is an attenuation, or 1iquifaction of matter under the form
of water, of oil, of spirit, or humour. But Philosophical Solution is a reduction of the body to its First Matter, or a natural separation of the parts of the Composite, and
a coagulation of the spiritual parts. This is why Philosophers call it a Solution of the body and a Congelation of the
spirit. Its effect is to liquify, to dissolve, to open, to render
crude, to thin and to free substances of their terrestrial parts,
to dematerialize the Mixt, to convert it into sperm.

EJ

Putrefaction is, we may say, the key of all
the operations, although it is not, properly
speaking, the first. It reveals to us the interior of the Mixt: it is the instrument which breaks the bonds
of the parts; it renders, as Philosophers say, the occult manifest. It is the principle of the mutation of forms, the death
of the accidentals, the first step to generation, the beginning
l)at«ffetfon,
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and the end of life; the mean between the existent and the
non-existent.
The Philosopher expects it when the body, dissolved by
a natural Resolution, is submitted to the action of putrefying
heat. Distillation and Sublimation have been invented only
in imitation of these processes of Nature in regard to the
Elements, the inclination or disposition of which to become
rarified and to ascend, and to become condensed and to descend, causes all the mixtures and productions of Nature.
Distillation differs from sublimation, in that the former
is made by the elevation of humid things, which are then distilled drop by drop, instead of the Sublimation and elevation
of a dry matter which is attached to the vessel. Both of
these are common.
Distillation and Sublimation, philosophically speaking, are
a cleansing, subtilization, rectification of matter.
Coagulation and Fixation are the two great instruments
of Nature and of Art.

The ferment is, in the Work, what the
•C'C"'IIC11tatton.
leaven is in the making of bread. One cannot make bread without leaven, and one
cannot make gold without gold. Therefore gold is the soul
which determines the intrinsic form of the Stone. Let us
not be ashamed to learn to make gold and silver, as the baker
makes bread, ·which is only a composition of water and
kneaded flour, fermented, which differs from the first only
by baking. So the golden medicine is only a composition of
Earth and Water, that is to say, of Sulphur and Mercury
fermented with gold; but with a virgin gold. For as one
cannot make leaven with baked bread, so one cannot make
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a ferment with common gold so long as it remains common
gold.
Mercury, or Mercurial Water, is that water; Sulphur
that flour, which, by a long fermentation, become sour and
are made into leaven, with which Gold and Silver are made.
And as the leaven.may be multiplied eternally, and may serve
always as a material for making bread, so the Philosophical
Medicine may also be multiplied, and serve eternally as the
leaven for making Gold.

The colours which appear in the Philosophical Matter during the course of the operations of the work are the demonstrative
signs, which inform the Artist as to whether he has proceeded in the right manner. They succeed each other
immediately and in order; if this order is disturbed, it is a
proof that one has worked in the wrong way. There are
three principal colours; the first is black, called the Head of
the Crow, and many other names which we have given in the
article, entitled: Key of tlte Work.
The beginning of this blackness indicates that the Fire
of Nature begins to operate, and that the Matter is being dissolved; when this black colour is perfect, the Solution is
perfect also, and the Elements are confounded. The grain
rots in order to be disposed for generation. "He who does
"not know bow to render the matter black cannot whiten it,
"says Artepbius, because blackness is the beginning of the
"whiteness, and is the mark of putrefaction and of alteration.
"It is made thus. In the Putrefaction which is made in our
"Water, there appears first a blackness which resembles a
"greasy broth, on which pepper bas been sprinkled. This
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"liquor, being then thickened becomes as a black earth; it
"turns white by continued coction .•.. and, just as heat,
"acting on the ltttmidum produces blackness, which is the
" first colour to appear, so continued heat produces the white" ness which is the second principle of the Work."
This action of Fire on the kumidum does everything in
the work, as in Nature, for the generation of the Mixts.
Ovid says:
Ubi tcmpcriem st1mpsere ltumorque calorque
Concipiunt: et ab his on'untur cone/a du•bus.Metam. B. I.
During this Putrefaction the philosophic male or Sulphur
is confounded with the female, so they form only one body
which Philosophers call Hermaphrodite; 11 This is, says
"Flamel, (Loco cit.), the Androgynaof the ancients, the Head
"of the Crow, and the converted Elements. In this manner,
" I represent to thee, that thou hast two natures reconciled,
"which may form an embryo in the matrix of the Vessel, and
"may give birth to a very powerful, incorruptible, invincible
"King . . . Our Matter in this state is the serpent Python,
"which having been born from the corruption of the clay of
"the earth, must be put to death, and conquered by the ar" rows of the god Apollo, by the fair Sun, that is to say, by
"our Fire, equal to that of the Sun. These often repeated
"cleansings with the other half, are the teeth of this serpent
"which the wise operator, the prudent Cadmus, will sow in
" the same Earth, whence will spring soldiers who will de" stroy each other, and be resolved into this same kind of
"earth. . . . ] ealous Philosophers have called this confection
"REBIS, and also Numus, Etlulia, Arena, Boritis, Corsuf/e,
11 Cambar, A/bar £ris, Bauderic, Kuku/, Tkabitris, Ebisemeth,
11 /xir, etc., it is this which they have designated as the matter
"to be whitened.'' I have spoken at length of this blackness
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in the article on OPERATIVE PRINCIPLES. The reader may
refer to this.
The second demonstrative sign, or the second principal
colour, is white. Herm~s says, (VII Cltap.) : Know, Son of
Science, that the Vulture cries from the mountain top, I am
the White from the Black; because whiteness succeeds the
blackness. Morien calls this whiteness white Smoke. Alphidius teaches us that this matter, or this white Smoke, is
the root of Art, and the Quicksilver of the Sages. Philalethes, (Narrat. Method. p. 36), assures us that this Quicksilver is the true Mercury of the Philosophers. "This
"Quicksilver, says he, extracted from this very subtle black" ness is the tingent• Mercury of the Philosophers, with its
"white and red Sulphur naturally mixed in their mine."
The Philosophers have given it, among other names, those
which follow :
Wltite Copper, Lamb, Spotless Lamb, Aibatltest, Whitnuss,
Alborach, Holy Water, Heavy Water, Talc, Argent-vive, C()(lg·
u/ated Me1cury, Purified Mercury, Silver, Zoticon, Arsmic,
Otpimml, Gold, Wltite Gold, Azoclt, Bauraclt, Borax, Ox,
Cambar, Caspa, Cemsc, Wax, Cltaia, Comerisson, White Body,
Corps improprement dit, December, E, Electra, Essence, Wltile
Essence, Euphrates, Eve, Fada, Favonius, Foundation cif Arl,
Precious Stone of Givinis, Diamond, Lime, White Gum, Hn-maphrodite, Hce, Hypostasc, Hyle, Enemy, Insipid Milk, Virgin's Milk, Known Stone, Mineral Stone, Unique Stone, Moon,
Full Moon, White Magnesia, Alum, Mother, Unique Malter of
Metals, Preparatory Mean, Mens/rom, Setting Mercury, Oil,
Oleum vivum, Vegetable, Egg, Phlegm, Wltite of Egg, Point,
Root, Root of Arl, Unique Root, Rebis, Salt, Alkali Salt, Salt
Alebrot, Salt Alnnbroth, Fusible Salt, Salt of Nature, Minn'tll
Salt, Salt of tlte Metals, Soap of the Wise, (Sapo Sapimti4),
•TlDgeDt, viz, proper &o commuDlca&e &o Imperfect metala t.be pei"'D&&Ie11t

oolour of elt.her gold or lllver.

E.
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S~b, s~condine, S~dine,

Old Ag~. Setle, s~rin~cle, Fugitiv~ S~if,
Lift Hand, Companion, Sister, Sp~me oftie~ M~tals, Spirit, Tin,
Sublimat~, Juiu, Sulpleur, Wleit~ Sulpleur, Unctious Sulpleur,
Earlie, Ten-~ Feuii/U, Fertile Ea,tlt, Potential Earlie, Field in
wleicle tlte Gold must b~ sown, Tnos, Tincar, Vapqur, Evming
Star, Wind, Virago, Glass, Glass of Pltanzoll, Twmty-one,
Vultur~, Zibaclt, Ziva, Vnl, Wltite Pnl, Nanissus, Lily,
Wleit~ Ros~, Calcined B~, Egr-SiteU, ~tc.
Artephius says that the whiteness arises from the soul of
the body ftoatingon the water as a white cream; and that the
Spirits are then so closely united, that they cannot flee away,
because they have lost their volatility.
The great secret of the Work, therefore, is to whiten the
Latten and to leave all books alone, so as not to be embarassed by reading them, for this reading could give rise to
ideas of useless and expensive work. This whiteness is the
Perfect White Stone; it is a precious body, which when it
has been fermented and has become white Elixir, is full of
an exuberant Tincture which it has the property of communicating to all the other metals. The Spirits, at first volatile,
become fixed. The new body is resuscitated beautiful, white,
immortal, victorious. This is why it has been called R~sur
rection, Li'glet, Day, and all other names which can indicate
whiteness, fixity, and incorruptibility.
Flamel has represented this colour in his Hieroglyphic
Figures, by a woman surrounded by a white roll, to show,
says he," that REars will begin to whiten in this same manner,
"whitening first at the extremities, then all around this
"white circle. The Ladder of Philosophers (Scala Pleilosople.)
"says: The sign of the first part of the Whiteness, is when
"one sees a certain little capillary circle, that is to say, one
"passing over the head, which will appear around the matter
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" on the sides of the Vessel, in a colour approaching orange:'
The Philosophers, according to the same Flamel, have
represented this Whiteness under the figure of a glittering
sword. " When thou wilt have bleached, adds the same author,
"thou bast conquered the enchanted Bulls who threw from
"their nostrils fire and smoke. Hercules has cleansed the
"stables full of filth and blackness. Jason has poured the
"liquor upon the Dragon of Colchis and thou hast in thy
"power the Horn of Amalthrea which, so long as it is white,
"can cover all the rest of thy life with glory, honour and
"riches. In order to obtain it, thou must have fought val" iantly, and as a Hercules for this Achelous, this humid river
"(which is blackness, the black water of the river Esep), is
"endowed with a very great strength, moreover it often
"changes from one form to another.''
As Black and White are, to speak thus, two extremes, and
as two extremes can be united only by a mean, the matter on
leaving the black colour, does not become white immediately;
the grey colour is intermediate because it participates of the
nature of both.
Philosophers have given to it the name of Jupiter, because
it succeeds the black wh~ch they have called Saturn. This
has caused d'Espagnet to say, that the Air succeeds the
Water after it has finished its seven revolutions, which
Flamel has called Imbibitions. 4 The matter, adds d'Espagnet,
being fixed in the bottom of the Vase, Jupiter, after having
put Saturn to flight, takes possession of the kingdom, and
assumes its government. At his advent the Philosophical
Child is formed, is nourished in the matrix, and finally is
born with a face beautiful, brilliant and white as the moon.
•IIIBIBITIO:tr, or Cobobatlou, or SubUmaUoa, Ia \he time of \he operation wbeu
the Matter gives otr vapoun which coudeuslug fall u a ralu upon the Sophie
Earth remalulug lD \he bottom of \he V-1 aud molateua ll, uudl I& Ia perteoU7
•&orated.
PeruetJ.-lHot. II,U..·H-.
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Therefore this white Matter is a universal remedy for all the
maladies of the human body.
Finally the third principal colour is Red. It is the· completion and the perfection of the Stone. This redness is
obtained simply by the continuation of the coction of the
Matter. After the first work, it is called Masculine Sp~rm,
Philosophical Gold, Fire of tlte Stone, Royal Crown, Son of tlte
Sun, Mine of Celestial Fire.
We have already said that most of the Philosophers begin
their Treatises on the Work with the Red Stone. Those
who read these works, could not pay too much attention to
this; for it is a source of errors for them, as much because
they cannot divine in what manner the Philosophers then
speak, as because the operations aad the proportions, of the
matters, which are in the second work, and the making
of the Elixir, are very different from those of the first.
Although Morien assures us that the second operation is only
a repetition of the first, yet it is well to notice, that what they
call Fire, Air, Earth and Water, in one instance, are not the
same things as those to which they give the same names in
the other. Their Mercury is called Mercury in its liquid
form as well as in its dry form. For example, those who read
Alphidius imagine, when he calls the Matter of the Work,
Red Mine, that it is necessary to seek a red matter for the
beginning of the operations; consequently some work on
cinnabar, others on minium, or red lead, others on orpiment, (Auripigment), others on iron rust, because they do
not know that this red mineral is the perfect Red Stone, and
that Alphidius begins his work only with this. But in order
that those who will read this work and who will wish to
operate may not be deceived, we give many of the names
which this Red Stone bears:
Acid, Sltafjmess, Adam, Aduma, Almagra, Altum, Alz~rnard,
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Soul, Ram, Gold, Quick-Gold, Altered Gold, Cancer, Cadmic,
Cameritlt, Bile, Clti!Jur, Asltes, As/us of Tartar, Corsuj/e, Bod)',
Bod)' properly speaking, Red Bod)', Right, Dee!J, Delta!J, SuMmer, Iron, Form, Form of Man, Brotlter, Fruit, Cock, Codls
Comb, Ga!Jricus, Ga!Jrius, Gophrith, Ethiopian Grain, Guwt,
Red Gum, Hageralzamad, Man, Fire, Fire of Nature, lnfinil)',
Youtlt, He!Jrit, Stone, Indian Stone, lndrademe Stone, Lasule
Stone, Red Stone, Goltkn Litharge, Red Litharge, Ligllt,
Morning, Mars, Marteck, Male, Red Magnesia, Metros, Mtile,
Neusis, Oil of Mars, Incombustible Oil, Red Oil, Olive, Perpetual Olive, Orient, Father, A Part, Starry Stone, Phis011,
King, Reezon, Resilience, Redness, Rub}', Salt, Red Salt, Ger~~~,
Sericon, Sun, Sulphur, Red Sulphur, Quick Sulphur, Tamne,
Third, T!tirtemth, Red Eartlt, Tlteriac, Tltelima, T!tion, Tltita,
Toarech, Vare, Vein, Blood, Poppy, Red Wine, Wine,
Virago, Yolk of Egg, Red Vitriol, Cltalcitis, Colcltotar, Cocltineal, Glass, Zaap!t, Zaltau, Zit, Zumech, Zumelazuli, etc.
But all these names were not given to it for the same
reason; the authors, in these different denominations, have
considered it sometimes in regard to its colour, sometimes
in regard to its qualities. For example, those who have
called this Matter: Red Stone, Acid, Adam, Summer,
Almagra, Soul, Ram, Gold, Cancer, Camereth, Ashes of
Tartar, Corsufie, D6eb, Brother, Fruit, Cock, Youth, Kibrit,
Indrademic Stone, Marteck, Male, Father, Sun, Third,
N eusis, Olive, Thion, Glass, Zaaph, have named it thus
because of its change of constitution. Those who have considered only its colour, have called it Red Gum, Red Oil,
Ruby, Sericon, Red Sulphur, Yolk of Egg, Red Vitriol, etc.
"In this operation of Rubifaction, says Flamel, as long as
"thou soakest, thou wilt have little black, but much of violet,
"of blue and of the colour of the peacock's tail: for our
" Stone is so triumphant in dryness, that as soon as thy mer-
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"cury touches it, Nature, rejoicing in its nature, is joined to
"it and drinks it up eagerly; and thus the blackness which
"comes from humidity, can show itself only a little, under
"these violet and blue colours, so long as the dryness
"governs absolutely. . . . But remember to begin the Rubi"faction by the apposition of Orange·red Mercury; but it is
"necessary to pour but little of it in, and only once or twice,
"according to what thou wilt see: for this operation must be
" made by dry fire, sublimation and dry calcination. And,
"in truth, I reveal here a secret which thou wilt find very
"rarely written."
In this operation the Fixed Body becomes Volatile, it
mounts and descends while circulating in the Vase until the
Fixed having conquered the Volatile, it precipitates it to the
bottom with itself, so as to make only one body of a nature
absolutely fixed. What we have quoted from Flamel must
be applied to the Elixir, of which we will speak hereafter;
but the operations of the first Work, or the manner of making Philosophical Sulphur, are thus described by d'Espagnet,
(Lumm. I()()): "Choose a red, courageous Dragon, which
"has lost none of its natural strength: then seven or nine
"bold, virgin Eagles, whose eyes cannot be dazzled by the
"rays of the Sun: place them with the Dragon in a trans" parent prison, well closed, and upon a warm bath, to
"excite them to combat. They will not delay to grapple one
"another; the combat will be long and very painful until the
"forty-fifth or fiftieth day, • when the Eagles will begin to
... The d&J11 of tbe HermeUo Chemlata are reckoned cWrerenU7 aDd are not tile
I&IDe ae our common d&J•· Plln7 UJ11 tbat tbelr rear ooulata oDirln one montb;
801Jle ear aD ordJD&rJ montb; eome otbere a IDD&rf month, aDd otbera .Wl, aD
Ec1P'I&D montb.-PerDety.
"PbUoeopbera bave established Ume of dl1ferent duration for tbe oonoooUon of
our An. Some onee bave apoken of a year; otbera of a mouth, otbera of tbree
d&ya, &DCIIUll otbera of one d&7. But In tbe I&IDe manner ae we oall dGtf, tbe
length of Ume wblcb tbe Bun uea to travel from eaet to weat, tbe Bacea bave called
d4fl tile IDtenal wblcb Npal'lltee tbe becllanlq from tbe end of tbe opera&lon.
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"devour the Dragon. The latter, in dying, will infect the
"entire prison with its corrupt blood, and with a very black
"poison. The Eagles being unable to resist the violence of
"this poison will expire also. From the putrefaction of
"their corpses will be born a Crow, who will lift its head
"little by little; and by the augmentation of the bath, it will
"unfold its wings and will begin to fly; the wind and the
"clouds will carry it here and there; weary with being thus
"tormented, it will seek to escape; therefore be careful, lest
"it find an issue. Finally wash and whiten by a constant
"rain of long duration, and by a celestial dew, it will be
"metamorphosed into a Swan. The birth of the Crow will
"indicate to you the death of the Dragon.
"If you are curious to proceed to the red colour, add the
"Element of Fire which is lacking to the whiteness: without
"touching or moving the Vase, but by strengthening the fire
"by degrees, press its action on the Matter until the occult
"becomes manifest, the indication will be the lemon colour.
"Then govern the fire of the fourth degree, always by the
"required gradation, until by the aid of Vulcan, you see the
"red roses open, which will change into amaranths, the
"colour of blood. But do not cease to make the fire act by
"fire until you see the whole reduced to very red, impalpable
"ashes."
This Philosophical Sulphur is an earth of an extreme
tenuity, igneity and dryness. It contains a fire of a very
abundant nature, this is why it has been called Fire of tit~
Stone. It has the property of opening, of penetrating the
bodies of the metals, and of changing them into its own
Tboee wbo apeak of a month, ba ve reference to the ooune of the San In one alp of
the Zodiac. Those wbo mention three daya conalder the begtnnlnc, the middle and
the end of the Work: and thoeewbo fix tbe time at one Je&rbave In view the auoceulon of the four colours emblematlcal of the four MUOIII of the Jear."AnouJmoua, quoted by PeraetJ, Dfct.-M'/Iflw.·H-.
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nature: consequently it is called Fatlter and Masculine Germ.
The three colours Black, White and Red, must succeed
each other in the order in which we have described them.
But they are not the only colours which are manifested.
They indicate the essential changes which the Matter undergoes: while the other colours which are almost infinite in
number and similar to those of the rainbow, are only transient and of a very short duration. These are the kind of
vapours which affect the Air rather than the Earth, which
drive each other away, and which are scattered to make room
for the three principal colours of which we have spoken.
Yet these foreign colours are sometime signs of a mistaken
ngimm, and of a badly conducted operation; the continued
blackness is a certain mark of error; for the little crows, so
says d'Espagnet, (Can. 66), must not return to the nest
after having left it. The premature redness is also a mark
of failure; for it must appear only at the end, as a proof of
the maturity of the grain, and of the time of harvest.

~
~

It is not enough to have arrived at the Philosophic Sulphur, which we have just described;
most alchemists have been deceived in this,
and have abandoned the Work in this state, believing to
have carried it to perfection. Ignorance of the processes of
Nature and Art is the cause of this error. In vain would
one attempt to make the Projection with this Sulphurous
Stone, in the red state. The Philosopher's Stone can not
be perfect until the end of the second work which is called

Elixir.
From this first sulphur one makes a second, which one can
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then multiply infinitely. One must then carefully preserve
this first mine of celestial fire, for the required use.
The Elixir, according to d'Espagnet, is composed of a
triple matter, namely, of a metallic Water, or Mercury philosophically sublimated, of the white Ferment, if one wishes
to make the White Elixir, or of the red Ferment, for the
Red Elixir, and finally of the second Sulphur; the whole
according to philosophical weights and proportions. The
Elixir must have five qualities; it must be fusible, permanent,
penetrating, ti1tgent and multiplying,· it derives its tincture
and its fixation from the Ferment; its fusibility from the
argent-vive, which serves as the mean to unite the tinctures
of the Ferment and the Sulphur; and its multiplicative pro~
erty comes from the spirit of the Quintessence which it
naturally possesses.
The two perfect metais give a perfect Tincture, because
they derive their tincture from the pure Sulphur of Nature;
therefore its Ferment must not be sought elsewhere than in
these two bodies. Thus colour your white Elixir with the
Moon, and the red with the Sun. Mercury, first receives
this Tincture, and then communicates it. Be careful not to
be mistaken in the mixture of the Ferments, and do not take
one for the other, you would lose all. This second Work is
made in the same Vas Plti/osopkomm, or in a Vessel similar
to the first, in the same furnace, and with the same degrees
of fire; but it is much shorter.
The perfection of the Elixir consists in the marriage and
perfect union of the Siccum and Humidum, so that they are
inseparable, and so that the Humidum gives to the Siccllfll
the property of being fusible at the least beat. Proof of this
may be made by placing a small quantity of it upon a heated
copper or iron plate, if it melts immediately without smoke,
you have obtained that which you sought for.
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"Red Earth, or Red Ferment, three parts;
"Water and Air, taken together, six parts;
to li'JStpqnct.
"mix the whole, and grind so as to make an
"amalgam, or metallic paste, of the consistency of butter,
"in such a manner that the Earth may be impalpable, or
"insensible to the touch; add to it a part and a half of Fire,
"and place the whole in a Vase, which you will seal closely.
"Give to it a fire of the first degree • for the digestion; you
" will then make the extraction of the Elements by the
"degrees of fire suitable to them, until they are all reduced
"to fixed Earth. The Matter will become as a brilliant,
"transparent red Stone, and will then be in its perfect state.
"Take from it any desired quantity, place it in a crucible,
"over a moderate fire, and soak this part with its red oil,
"saturating it, drop by drop, until it melts and runs without
"smoke. Do not fear that your Mercury will evaporate; for
"the Earth will drink up eagerly that humour which is of its
"own species. You have then in your possession your
ltpcratton of tbc
JSlidt !kcodlllljJ

•The Fire of the lint degree 18 like that of the ben when batcblng her egp, or
like the Datural beat dlgeatlng the food to couvert It Into the aubetance of the
body, or like that of borH-iSung, or, lu 1\ne, almllar to tbat of the Sun In Arlee. It
1e why aeveral Phtloeopbera bave recommended to begin the Work when the Sun
entera this Sign aud the .Moon Into the coutellatton of Taurus. Tble degree of
beat muat laet untO the Matter baa aaaumed the white colour; aa aoon aa the Stone
bleaches, one muat gradually ralae the temperature until the perfect desiccation of
the Stone: this temperature 11 equal to that of the Sun when It paaaea from Taurus
Into Gemini. Tbe Stone bavlng been dealccated and reduced Into aebea, one
augmenta the degree of beat until the Matter becomes perfectly red and clothes
the Royal Mantle. Tble decree of temperature Ia the aame as tbat of the Bun In
Leo,(Scaltl PI&UoeophoNm).-Tbe Ra.carium aaya : Tbe temperature of your lire
mug be that of the beat of the Bun In July; so that by a moderate and long coctlon
your Water thlckeD& aDd cb&Dgea Into a black Earth.-ln regard to the gradual
augmentaUon of the degree of heat spoken of above, In Soo.l4 Phlro&ophorum, we
believe It tmportaut to add the remark of Pernety In DU:t.-M,u.o..n-. p. 221:
"We muat observe tbat when PbUoeopben apeak of the detrreea of beat to dispense
to their matter, tMf1 do ftOt tuldn8ta11d that the lire abould be lntenai11ed or dlmln1811ed aa oommoDlJ done b7 ordlDarJ cbemleta In their flli'D&Cea bJ meana of
dampen, bellows, or a greater quautlty of charcoal; but tbat the lnteulty of the
--mjlre qf tlw! Mczttel'lbould be aucmented by a more active digestion; In proportion that matter becomee more fixed, U• tire augmenta gradualJJ, aud Ita degrees
are appreciated by the colours wblcb the matter aaaumea.
E. B.
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"perfect Elixir. Thank God for the favour accorded to you;
"make use of it for His glory, and keep the secret."
The White Elixir is made in the same manner as the Red;
but with white Ferments and white oil

The quintessence is an extraction of the
most spiritual and radical substance of Matter;
it is made by the separation of the Elements
which end in a celestial and incorruptible essence, freed from
all heterogeneities. Aristotle calls it a very pure substance,
incorporated in a certain manner, not mixed with parts accidental to its nature. Heraclitus calls it a celestial essence
which takes its name from the place of its origin. Paracelsus named it, the being of our central heaven; Pliny, a corporeal essence, yet separated from all materiality, and freed
from commerce with Matter. It has been called consequently, a Spiritual Body, or a Corporeal Spirit, made of an
Ethereal substance. All these qualities have caused the
name Quintessence to be given to it. This name signifies a
fifth substance, which results from the union of the purest
parts of the Elements. The Philosophical Secret consists
in separating the Elements from the Mixts, in order to
rectify them, and by the union of their pure homogeneous
and spiritualized parts, to make this Quintessence, which
contains all their properties without being subject to their
alterations.
,
eatntcHCncc.
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When those ignorant of Hermetic Philosophy, read the term Tincture, in the works
which treat of this Science, they imagine that
it relates simply to the colour of the metals, as orange for
gold, and white for silver. ~nd, as it is said, in these same
works, that Sulphur is the principle of the Tincture; one
works to extract this sulphur by aqua fortis, aqua regia, by
calcination and the other operations of common chemistry.
This is not the idea of the Philosophers, either, in regard to
the operations, or to the Tincture itself. The Tincture of
gold, cannot be separated from its body, because it is the
soul of it; and because one could not extract it without
destroying the body; which is not possible for common chemistry, as all who have tried this experiment, very well know.
The Tincture, in the Philosophical sense, is the Elixir
itself, rendered fixed, fusible, penetrating and tingcnt, by the
corruption and the other operations of which we have spoken.
This Tincture, therefore, does not consist in the external
colour, but in the substance itse!f, which gives the Tincture
with the metallic form. It acts as saffron in water; it penetrates even more than oil on paper; it blends as wax with
wax. as water with water, because union is made between
two things of the same nature. It is this property which
renders it an admirable Panacea, for all the maladies of the
three kingdoms of Nature; it seeks in them, the radical and
vital principle, which it relieves of the heterogeneous parts
which embarrass it, and hold it in prison, it comes to the aid
of this principle, and unites with it to fight its enemies.
They act when in concert, and win a perfect victory. This
Quintessence drives off the impurity of bodies, just as fire
causes the humidity of wood to evaporate, it preserves their
health, giving to the principle of life, strength to resist the
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attacks of diseases, and the property of separating the truly
nutritive substance of the food, from its vehicle.

One understands by Philosophical multiplication an augmentation both in quantity and
quality beyond what one can imagine. That
of quality is ·a multiplication of the Tincture by a corruption,
a volatilization and a fixation reiterated as often as it inay
please the Artist. The second Multiplication augments the
quantity of the Tincture without increasing its virtues.
The second Sulphur is multiplied with the same matter
from which it has been made, by adding to it a small part of
the first, according to the requtred weights and measures.
Yet there are three methods of making the Multiplication, if
we are to believe d'Espagnet, who describes them in the
following manner: The first is to take one part of the perfect
Red Elixir, and mix it with nine parts of its Red Water;
place the Vessel in the bath, so as to make the whole dissolve
in water. After the solution, one cooks this water until it
coagulates into a matter similar to a ruby; one then inserts
this Matter in the manner of the Elixir; and from this first
operation, the Medicine acquires ten times more virtue than
it possessed. If this same process is repeated a second time,
the Medicine will be augmented a hundredfold; a third time
a thousandfold, and so on always by ten.
The second method is to mix the desired quantity of the
Elixir with its Water, while keeping the proportion between
them, and after having placed the whole in a reducing Vase
well sealed, to dissolve it in the bath, and to follow all the
regimen of the second, distilling the elements successively
by their own fires, until the whole becomes Stone. Then
eatttpllcatton.
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one inserts as in the other, and the virtue of the Elixir
increases a hundred fold the first time; but this way is longer.
One repeats it as the first, to increase its strength.
Finally the third Multiplication is, properly speaking, the
multiplication in quantity. One throws an ounce of the
Elixir multiplied in quality, on one hundred ounces of common mercury purified; this Mercury placed over a slow fire
will soon change into Elixir. If an ounce of this new Elixir
is thrown upon an hundred ounces of other common Mercury purified, it will become very fine gold. The Multiplication of the white Elixir is made in the same manner, by
taking the white Elixir and its water, instead of the red
Elixir.
The more one will repeat the Multiplication in quality, the
more effect it will have in the projection; but not so of the
third manner of multiplying of which we have spoken; for
its force diminishes at each projection. Yet one cannot
carry this reiteration beyond the fourth or fifth time,
because the Medicine would then be so active and so
igneous that the operations would become instantaneous,
since their duration is shortened at each reiteration; moreover its virtue is great enough at the fourth or fifth time to
satisfy the desires of the Artist, since at the first one grain
can convert one hundred grains of mercury into gold, at the
second a thousand, at the third ten thousand, at the fourth
one hundred thousand, etc. One must judge of this Medicine as of the grain, which is multiplied each time that it is
sown.
Nothing is more confused than the Weights
and proportions required in the Philosophical
Work. All the Authors speak of them, and
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not one explains them clearly. One says that it is necessary
to measure his fire clibmzical!y,• (Flamel). Another geometrically, (d'Espagnet and Artephius). The latter according
to the heat of the sun, from spring to autumn; the former
says that a fever heat is necessary, etc. But Tr6visan
advises us to give a slow fire, because then one only runs the
risk of finishing the Work a little late, while in forcing the
fire one is in evident danger of losing all.
The composition and life of the Mixts is continued only
by the Measure and Weight of the Elements, so combined
and proportioned that one does not rule tyranically over the
others; if there is too much Fire the germ is burned; if too
much Water the seminal and radical Spirit is suffocated; if
too much Air and Earth, the composite will have either too
much or too little consistency, and each element will not be
free in its action.
Yet this difficulty is not so great, as it appears from the
first reading of the Philosophers; some teach, (Tr6visan).
that Nature has always the balance in her hand, to weight
these Elements, and to so proportion her mixtures, that
there will always result from them the Mixt which she proposes to make; unless she is hindered in her operations, by
the defect of the matrix in which she performs her operations, or by the defect of the germs which are furnished to
her, or by other accidents. We see, even in common chemistry, that two heterogeneous bodies do not mix, or cannot
remain long united; that when water has dissolved a certain
quantity of salt, it does not dissolve more; that the more
affinity bodies have, the more they seem to seek each other,
even leaving a body for one for which they have more affinity.
• According to the proportion of the ftll'IIAC8. 11'1amel DJB, after C&lld, ••at t.b7
tire Ill not meaaure<l ClU>anWUv; that Ia to eay, with Weight and llleaaun of t.be
matten, which are but the Sulphur and MereU)' of the PhOoeophera, etc.
J>erne\1, DW. M,uwNN-.
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These experiments are known, especially between the
minerals and the metals.
The Artist of the Great Work sets up Nature as his
model. Therefore he must study this Nature in order to be
able to imitate her. But bow discover her weights and
combinations? when she wishes to make some Mixt she
does not call us to advise with her or to assist in her operations, either to see the constituent parts of that Mixt, or
her work in combining them. The Hermetic Philosophers
never weary in advising us to follow Nature; doubtless they
know her since they claim to be her disciples. Therefore,
from their works, one could learn to imitate her. But one
says, (Artephius): "that only one thing is necessary to per"fect the Work, that there is only one Stone, only one Med"icine, only one Vessel, only one Regimen, only one Method
" of making successively the white and the red. Thus,
"although we should say, adds the same author, use this,
" use that, we do not mean that it is necessary to take more
"than one thing, to place it once in the Vessel, and to close
" it then until the Work is perfect and accomplished. . . .
"That the Artist has simply to prepare the matter as it
"should be externally, because it does of itself, internally,
"all that is necessary to render itself perfect. . . . Thus
"simply prepare and arrange the Matter, and Nature will
" do all the rest."
Raymond Lully warns us that this unique thing, is not a
single thing taken individually, but two things of the same
nature, which form only one; if there are two or several
things to mix, it must be done with Proportion, Weight and
Measure. We have spoken of this in the article on DEMONSTRATIVE SIGNs, under the name of Eagle and Dragon; and
we have also given the proportions of the matters required
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for the Multiplication. Thus one must see that the proportions of the matters are not the same in the first and second
work.

"'rt

It is scarcely ever necessary to take the
words of the Philosophers literally; because
Ckncral tlulee.
all their terms have a double meaning, and
because they employ those which are equivocal. When they
make use of well known terms, used in ordinary language,
(Geber, d' Espagnet and several others), the more they seem
to speak simply, clearly and naturally, the more one must
suspect artifice. Timeo danaos, et do1ta ferentes. On the
contrary, in the places where they appear confused, obscure,
and almost unintelligible, it is necessary to study with the
greatest attention. The truth is concealed there.
In order to better discover this truth, it is necessary to
compare the authors, to establish a concordance of their
tests, because one may sometimes permit to escape, that
which another has purposely omitted, (Philakthes). But in
this selection of texts, one must be careful not to confound
that which one says of the first preparation, with what
another says of the third.
Before beginning the Work, one must have so combined
all, that one may find nothing in the books of the Philosophers which cannot be explained, by the operations about to
be undertaken, ( Zachaire). For this purpose one must be
assured of the Matter which must be employed; to see if it
has really all the qualities and properties by which the Philosophers designate it, since they avow that they have not
called it by the name under which it is commonly known.
One must observe that this Matter costs nothing, or at least
tnetructtvc
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very little; that the Medicine, which Philalethes (Enarr,
M,tlt. Trium. Gebr. medic.), according to Geber, called Medicine of the first order, or the first preparation, is perfected
without much expense, in every place, in all times, by all
classes of people, provided one has a sufficient quantity of
Matter.
Nature perfects the Mixts only by things of the same
nature, (Cosmopolite); therefore one must not take wood to
perfect metal. The animal produces animal, the plant produces plant, and the metallic nature metals. The radical
principles of the metal are a Sulphur and a Quicksilver, but
not the common ones; these enter as complements, even as
constituent principles, but as combustible principles, accidental and separable from the true radical principle which is
fixed and unalterable. For information regarding Matter
the reader is referred to the chapter in which that subject
is treated according to the principles laid down by the Philosophers.
Each alteration of a Mixt is made by dissolution into
water, or into powder, and it can be perfected only by the
separation of the pure from the impure. Each conversion
from one state to another is made by an agent and in a
determined time. Nature always acts successively; the
the Artist must do the same.
The terms conversion, desiccation, • mortification, inspiration.t preparation, alteration signify the same thing in
Hermetic Art. Sublimation, descension,f distillation, putre•Daroc•TroM,- Coacutatlora, or GxatloD of the mercurlalmollture.
t L'IIPIJUTJOJC.-()peraUoD whlch followa that of the '"-laUoD of bodlel ••••
The luplratloD reqatrea a llre of the MCODd decree.

lDacuaJoli.-To dtltU per deaceutoD, ta properlr apeakmc, the &traUoD
of llqaon; bat 1D Hermetic termlDoloc, It m•u the ctrcalaUoD of the Matter, or
the relterattoD of the operaUou of the Great Work for the maiUpUcatloD of the
qa&Dtttr &Del the qaalltlea of the 8toDe.
Perrwty, Dfrl. 1/f/IM-&rnt.
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faction, calcination, congelation, fixation, ceration,• are in
themselves different things; but in the work, they constitute only one operation continued in the same Vase. The
Philosophers have given all these names simply to the different phases, or changes which they have observed in the Ves.
sel. When they have perceived the Matter exhale in subtle
smoke, and mount to the top of the Vase, they have called
this ascension, Sublimation. Then, seeing this vapour
descend to the bottom of the Vase, they have named
this Descension, Distillation. Consequently Morien says :
Our entire operation consists in extracting the Water from
its Earth, and in returning it until the Earth rots and putrifies. When they have perceived that this Water, mixed
with its Earth, coagulated, or thickened, that it became
black and ill-smelling: they have said that this was Putrrfaction, the principle of generation. This putrefaction lasts
until the Matter bas become white.
This matter being black is reduced to powder, when it
begins to turn gray; this appearance of ashes has given rise
to the idea of Calcination, Inceration, t Incineration, Dealbation; and when it has reached a swan-like whiteness, they
have called it Pnfect Calcination. Seeing that the Matter
assumed a sound consistency; that it no longer flowed, it
has formed their Congelation, their Induration; this is why
they have said that the entire Magisterium consists in naturally dissolving and coagulating.
This same Matter congealed, and hardened so that it will
no longer dissolve in water, bas called them to say, that it
•CKJU.TION. -Tb•

Ume whea Mat\er pauea from the black coloar w \he

gray aad thea to the white.

P~·Diet.

/II,U.,,-H-.

t l.lfO&IU.TION, or Jmbfbfti.on, or CoAobat«on, are almon I)'DOD)'Uioua te11111 ror
lDdlcatlag that part of the Oper~Uoa whea the Matwr, eaoiOMd Ia the Sophie Kcw.
uceadslD form of vapoara w the 1uperlor part of the V-1, where aot llndlag
aa epeuls compeUed w tall apoa ltleU, DDUJ Jlatwr belag ftzed, all clrcalatloa
-Ptmtf/ty·Dkl.M,U...H-.
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was necessary to dry it and to fix it; they, therefore, have
given to this pretended operation the names, Desiccation.
Fixation, Ceration, because they explain these terms by a
perfect union of the volatile part with the fixed under the
form of a powder, or white stone.
Therefore this operation must be regarded as unique, but
expressed in different terms. One will know then that all
the following expressions signify also the same thing: To
distil per Alembic; to separate the soul from the body; to
bum; to aquefy; to calcine; "cercr, ... to give to drink; to
adapt; to force to eat, to unite; to correct; to sift; to tear
with tenailles; to divide; to unite the elements; to extract
them; to exalt them, to convert them; to change one into
the other; to cut with the knife; to strike with the sword,
the ax, the cimeter; to pierce with the lance, the javelin, the
arrow; to kill; to crush; to bind; to unbind; to corrupt;
''.folier; "t to melt; to engender; to conceive; to place in
the world; to exhaust; to moisten ; to water; to soak; to
impaste; to amalgamate; to bury; "indrer; "f to wash; to
wash with fire; to soften; to polish; to file; to beat with the
hammer; to mortify; to blacken; to putrefy; to tum on the
lathe; to circulate; to rubify; to dissolve; to sublimate; to
wash in lye; to inhume; to resuscitate; to reverberate; to
grind; to reduce to powder; to grind in the mortar; to pulverize on marble; and many other similar expressions; all
this means simply to cook by a single regimen, until the
appearance of the dark red color. Therefore one must be
careful not to move the Vase, and not to take it from the
fire; for if the Matter should cool all would be lost.
• See foot note, .-ce IN: CeraUora.
t FOLlJDL.- It Ia to concoct, to dlgeat tbe lll&tter of the nreat Wnrll: In order tn
oonnrt It blto the 1«1/'11 ecarth (m&&t.er at the bl&cll: colour), In wblcb the aeed of
,old mut be eowed.
-Pe'I'Mtfl.

l bo---. -To caaeelaoera&loa, wlllch eee, .Notea, p. ~
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It is, according to all the Philosophers, the
source of riches and health; since with it one
can make gold and silver in abundance, and
can not only cure all the diseases which can be cured, but
can also, by its moderate use, prevent them. A single grain
of this medicine, or red elixir, given to those suffering with
paralysis, dropsy, gout, leprosy will cure them, provided they
take the same quantity for several days. Epilepsy, colic,
colds, inflammation, frenzy and all other internal maladies,
are unable to resist this life principle. Some Adepts have
said that it gave hearing to the deaf and sight to the blind;
that it is a sure remedy for all kinds of diseases of the eye,
all apostema, • ulcers, wounds, cancers, fistula, nolim~tan
gere,t and all diseases of the skin, a grain being disolved in
a glass of wine or water, and then applied externally. That
it dissolves little by little the stone in the bladder; that it
drives away all venom and poison, when taken as above
directed.
Raymond Lully, (Tes/am. antiq.), assures us that it is, in
general, a sovereign remedy for all the ills, which afftict
humanity; that it cures them in one day, if they have lasted
a month; in twelve days, if a year; and in one month, of
whatever duration they may be.
Arnaud de Villeneuve, ( Rosari.), says that it is infinitely
superior to all the remedies of Hippocrates, of Galen, of
Alexander, of Avicenna, and to all ordinary medicine; that it
rejoices the heart, gives vigor and strength, preserves youth,
and retards old age. In general, that it cures all diseases.
Geber, ( Summd), without enumerating the maladies which
this medicine cures, contents himself with saying that it
eftbc
1'1rtuc of
tbc ~ldnc.

tAn herpes of a vel')' malignant cbancter, often affecting the cartilage of the

_.and oauatnc aomettmu the total deetructlon of tbll organ.
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conquers all those which ordinary Physicians regard as
incurable. That it makes young the old and keeps them
in health, for many years, even beyond the ordinary limit,
when they take only as much as a mustard seed of it, two or
three times a week, before the first meal.
Philalethes, (Introit. apert. et enarrat. metltod.), adds that it
cleanses the skin of all blemishes, wrinkles, etc., that it
delivers a woman in travail, when held to her nose in the
form of a powder, and he quotes Herm~s as proof. He
claims himself to have drawn from the arms of death many
abandoned by physicians. The manner of using it may be
found in the works of Raymond Lully and Arnaud de
Villeneuve.

The first defect of the metals arises from
the first mixture of the principles with quicksilver, and the second is found in the union of
the sulphurs and mercury. The more the elements are
refined, the more homogeneous they are, and the more they
have of weight, malleability, fusion, extension, fulgidity, •
and permanent incorruptibility.
Thus, there are two kinds of maladies in the metals, the
first is called original and incurable, the second arises from
the diversity of the sulphur which causes their imperfection
and their maladies, namely, the leprosy of Saturn, the jaundice of Venus, the hoarseness of Jupiter, the dropsy of
Mercury, and the gall of Mars.
The dropsy of Mercury arises from too much aqueousness
and crudity, caused by the coldness of the matrix in which
it is engendered, and its insufliency of concoction. This
ettllc
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tile ectall.
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fault is an original sin which all the other metals share.
This coldness, this crudity, this aqueousness can be cured
only by the heat and igneity of a very powerful sulphur.
Besides this malady, the other metals have one which
arises from their internal as well as external sulphur. This
latter, being only accidental can be easily separated, because
it is not of the first mixture of the elements. It is black.
impure, ill smelling, it does not mix with the radical Sulphur,
because it is heterogeneous to it. It is not susceptible of a
decoction which may render it radical and perfect.
The radical sulphur cleanses, thickens, fixes into a perfect
body the radical mercury, while the second sulphur suffocates,
absorbs and coagulates it with its own impurities and crudities. One sees a proof of this, in the coagulation of common
mercury, made by the vapor of the sulphur of Saturn, distinguished by that of Jupiter.
This impure sulphur causes all the difference of the imperfect metals. Therefore the malady of the metals is only
accidental; then, there is a remedy to cure them, and this
remedy is the Philosophical Powder, or Philosophical Stone,
called for this reason, Powder of Projection. To use it for
the metals, enclose it in a little wax, in proportion to the
quantity of metal to be transmuted, and throw it on the
mercury placed in a crucible on the fire, when the mercury
is at the point of smoking. It is necessary that the other
metals be melted and purified. Leave the crucible on the
fire until after the detonation, and then draw it out, or let it
cool in the fire.

lDt tbc ttma

of tbc 8tonc.

"The times of the Stone are indicated," says
d'Espagnet, "by the Philosophical and Astro"nomical Water. The first White work, must
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"be finished in the house of the moon ;the second in the second
"house of Mercury. The first work in the Red in the
"second domicile of Venus, and the second or last, in the
"house of exaltation of ] upiter; for, from him our King must
"receive his scepter and his crown, ornamented with
"precious rubies."
Philalethes, (Loco. cit.p. Ij6), continually advises the Artist
to instruct himself well as to the weight, measure, time and
fire. He will never succeed if he is ignorant of the five fol. lowing things, concerning the medicine of the third order.
The Philosophers reduce the years to months, the months
to weeks, and the weeks to days.
Every dry thing drinks up eagerly the moisture of its
species.
It acts on this humidity after it has imbibed it, with much
more force and activity than before.
The more Earth and the less Water there is, the more perfect will be the solution. The true, natural solution can be
made only with things of the same nature and that which
dissolves the Moon, dissolves also the Sun.
As to the time required for the perfection of the Work,
one can conclude nothing, with certainty, from what the
Philosophers say, because some, in determining it, do not
speak of the time required for the preparation of the agents:
others treat only of the Elixir; others confound the two
works; those who make mention of the work at the Red State,
do not speak always of the multiplication; others speak only
of the work at the White State; others have their own particular meaning. This is why so much difference is found in
works on this subject. One says that twelve years are
necessary for the Work, others ten, seven, three, one and a
half, fifteen months; sometimes it is a certain number of
weeks. One Philosopher has entitled his work, Tlu work of
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tkree days. Another has said that only four are necessary.
Pliny, the naturalist, says that the Philosophical month consists of forty days. Finally, all is mystery, with the Philosophers.

This entire treatise is drawn from the
authors; I have, almost always, made use of
their own expressions. I have quoted some of
them, from time to time, so as to show that I have spoken
according to them. When I have not quoted their works, it
...- is because I did not have them at hand One cannot fail to
remark a perfect harmony between them, although they
speak only in enigmas and allegories. I had, at first intended
to give many extracts, from the Twelve Keys of Basil Valentin, because he has, oftener than the others, employed the
allegories of the gods of Fable and because, his work would
have, consequently more immediate relation with the following treatise; but enigmas are not explained by enigmas; moreover this work is common enough, while the others are not
so.
In order to understand, more easily, the explanations which
I give in the treatise on Hieroglyphics, one must know that
the Philosophers, usually give the name male or father, to the
sulphurous principle, and the name, female to the mercurial
principle. The fixed is also male or agent; the volatile is
female or patient. The result of the union of the two is the
Philosophical child, generally male, sometimes female, when
the matter has arrived only at the white state, because it has
not, then, all the fixity of which it is susceptible; the Philosophers have also called it, Luna. Diana and Redness, Sun.
Apollo, Phrebus. The mercurial water and the volatile earth,
are always female, often mother, as Ceres, Latona, Semela.
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Europa, etc. The water is ordinarily designated by the
names, daughters, nymphs, naiads, etc. The internal fire is
always masculine and active.' Impurities are indicated by
monsters.
Basil Valentin, whom I have before quoted, introduces the
gods of Fable, or the Planets, as interlocutors, in the short
abrege which he gives at the beginning of his Treatise on
the Twelve Keys. The following is the substance of it.
Dissolved from good gold, as Nature teaches, so says this
Author, you will find a germ, which is the beginning, the
middle and the end of the work. From this germ our gold
and its mate are produced, namely, a subtle and penetrating
spirit, a soul, delicate, clear and pure, and a body, or salt
which is a balm of the Stars. These three things are united
in our mercurial water. This water was conducted to the
god Mercury, its father, who married it, from their union
came an incombustible oil. Mercury threw out his eagle
wings, devoured his dragon tail, and attacked Mars, who
caused him to be imprisoned, and appointed Vulcan as his
jailer. Saturn presented himself and implored the other gods
to avenge the injuries which Mercury had inflicted upon him.
] upiter approved the complaints of Saturn and gave his
orders, which were executed. Mars then appeared with a
flaming sword, and gave it to Vulcan, so that be might
execute the sentence, pronounced against Mercury, and
reduce the bones of this god to powder. Diana, or the Moon,
complained that Mercury held her brother in prison with
him, and that be should be released; Vulcan would not hear
her prayer, and did not even yield to that of the beautiful
Venus, who presented herself with all her charms. But,
finally, the Sun appeared, in all his glory, covered with his
purple mantle.
I end this treatise by the same allegory as d'Espagnet,
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The Golden Fleece is guarded by a three-beaded Dragon; the
first comes from Water, the second from Earth, the third
from Air. These three beads, must be united, by the operations, into a single one, which will be powerful enough to
devour all the other Dragons. Call upon God, that he may
enlighten you; if he accords to you this Golden Fleece, use it
only for His glory, the good of your neighbour and your own
welfare.
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ANGEL. -Sometimes symbolises sublimation, tbe ascension
of a volatile principle, as in the figures of the Viatorium

Spagyricum.
ANIIIALS.- General Rule: 1. Whenever two animals of
the same species and of different sexes are found, they
signify Sulphur and Mercury prepared for the Great
Work, or also the fixed and the volatile. The male represents the fixed, Sulphur; the female represents the
volatile, Mercury. These animals are united to signify
conjunction, ( Figur~s of Lambsprinck); or fighting to
symbolise the fixation of the volatile, or the volatilisation of the fixed, ( Figures of B. Valentin ). 2. A terrestrial animal facing an aerian animal in the same
figure indicate the fixed and the volatile. 3· Animals
may symbolise the four elements: Earth, (lion, ox);
Air, (eagle); Water, (whale, fishes); Fire, (salamander,
dragon).
APoLLo. - Same signification as the sun.
BATH.- Symbol: 1. Of the dissolution of gold and silver;
2. Of the purification of these metals.
BED. - Symbol of the philosophical egg.
BIRDS. -Ascending: volatilisation, ascension, sublimation;
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descending: precipitation, condensation. When these
two symbols are united in the same figure, they signify
distillation. Birds opposed to terrestrial animals signify Air, or the volatile principle.
BLUNT INSTRUMENTS.- Symbols of fire.
CHAOS.- Symbol of the Unity of Matter and sometimes of
the black colour of putrefaction.
CHAMBER.- When the king and the queen are shutAtrerein,
it is the symbol of the Philosophical Egg.
CHILD. - Clothed in royal robe, or simply crowned, it is the
symbol of the Philosopher's Stone, sometimes of the red
colour of the Magisterium.
CIRCUMFERENCE.- Unity of matter, universal harmony.
CRow- Symbol of the black colour, or putrefaction.
CROWN.- Symbol of chemical royalty, of metallic perfection. In the Margarita pretiosa, the six metals are at first
represented as slaves, bareheaded at the feet of the
king, but after their transmutation, they bear a crown.
DIANA. - Same signification as the Moon_.
DoG.- Symbol of Sulphur, of gold. The dog devoured by
a wolf signifies the purification of gold by antimony.
Dog and bitch : Fixed and volatile.
DoVE.- Symbol of the grey colour which precedes immediately the white colour, or Diana's Regimen.
DRAGON.- A dragon biting its tail: unity of matter. A
dragon among flames: symbol of fire. Several dragons
fighting each other indicate putrefaction. A dragon
without wings, the fixed; the dragon with wings, the
volatile.
EAGLE. -Symbol of volatilisation and also of the acids
employed in the Magisterium. An eagle devouring a
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lion signifies the volatilisation of the fixed by the volatile. Two fighting eagles have the same meaning.
FLOWERS. -In general, flowers represent the colours of the
Great Work.
FouNTAIN.- Three fountains represent the three principles. Fountain where king and queen come to bathe
themselves has the same signification as bath, which
see Bath.
HERMAPHRODITE. - Sulphur and Mercury after their conjunction; often the word REBIS is written upon his
breast.
JuPITER.- Symbol of tin.
KING AND QuEEN.- See Man and Woman.
LION. -Symbol of the fixed, Sulphur, when alone. If carrying wings, it represents the volatile, Mercury. The
lion represents also the mineral, (green vitriol), from
whence is extracted the oil of vitriol, (sulphuric acid),
which was so extensively used by the alchemists. The
lion opposed to three other animals represents the
element Earth. In fine it is the symbol of the Stone.
The lioness represents the volatile.
MAN AND WoHAN.- Sulphur and Mercury. Naked, gold
and silver in an impure state; united, conjunction;
lying in a sepulchre, Sulphur and Mercury in the philosophical egg.
MARRIAGE. -Symbol of conjunction, union of Sulphur and
Mercury, of the king and the queen. The priest who
performs the ceremony represent Salt, means of union
between the two other principles.
MARS. - Symbol of iron, and of the orange colour.
MERCURY.- Symbol of silver prepared for the Work.
MooN.- Volatile principle, female, Mercury of the Philosopher, silver prepared for the Work.
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MouNTAIN.- Furnace of the philosophers; Summit of the
philosophical egg.
NEPTUNE.·- Symbol of Water.
PHOENIX. - Symbol of the red colour.
RAIN.- Condensation, white colour, (albification).
RosE. - Red colour. A white rose opposed to a red one,
fixed and volatile, Sulphur and Mercury.
SALAMANDER.- Symbol of fire, sometimes signifies the red
or white colour.
SATURN.- Symbol of lead. Figures also the black colour,
putrefaction.
ScYTHE. - Same signification as the sword.
SEPULCHRE. - Philosophical egg.
SERPENT.- In general, same signification as the dragon.
Three serpents, the three principles. The two serpents of the caduceus signify Sulphur and Mercury. A
winged serpent, the volatile principle; deprived of
wings, the fixed principle. A crucified serpent: fixation of the volatile. A serpent with several beads
represents the three principles emanating from one universal m~tter or cosmic ether.
SKELETON.- Putrefaction, black colour.
SPHERE.- Unity of matter.
SQUARE.- Symbol of the four elements.
SuN.- Ordinary gold, or gold prepared for the work, also
Philosophic Sulphur.
SwoRD. -Symbol of fire.
TREES.- A tree bearing moons signifies the lunar work, or
transmutation of metals into silver; if it bears suns, it
is the symbol of the G. W. or solar work. If it bears
the signs of the seven metals, or those of the Sun, the
Moon and five stars, it represents the unique Matter
from whence originate all metals.
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Symbol of the three principles.
Symbol of copper.
Symbol of fire, ordinarily represented as a lame

TRIANGLE. VENUS.VuLcAN. -

man.
WoLF.- Symbol of antimony.
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A .·.A.·. S.·.R.·.
Io
Abraham the Jew, 24-46-I47
-I61
Absolute, 5 Chemical, 9
Abubali,
42
Abugazal,
24
Abyss,
S7-ISo-I7I
Acad~mie d' Avignon,
9
Achelous,
I 84
Achilles,
IS8-I67
Aci~

I~

Action, reflex
Adam,
Addition aux Douu Clefs,
Adept, Prince
Aduma,
.tEneas,
.tEneid,
.tEris,
.tEs of the Philosophers,

73
I8S

AgainstCeu~

Age, old
A~ent, Universal,
A1bathest,
AIR, OF THE

Alain,
Albar,
Albertus Magnus,

I43
IO

I8S
SI
86
I8I
I 54

39
I83
I02
I82
83
24
I8I
24-42

Albification,
139
Alborach,
I 82
Albusarius,
42
Alchemy,
127
Alchindis,
42
Alc!tym£a, tk
24-42
Alebrot, salt
I82
Alembic,
16o
Alembroth, salt
I38-I82
Alexander,
208
Algebra,
IS
Alibi,
136
Alkali, salt
138
Alknnistee et Naturte,
137
Allegories of the dead and
ISO
. the tomb,
Almagra,
I8S
Almathrea,
IS8-I84
Alphidius,
24-42-I82-I85
Alteration,
203
Altum,
I8S
Aludel,
I54-I59-I6o
Alum,
I39-I4o-I82
Alzernard,
I8S
Amalgamation,
I 38
Ambrosia,
41
Amphora of Vulcan,
158
Androgyna,
IJJ-I8J
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133
Andromeda,
Anima Artis, de
24
ANIMAL KINGDOM,
96
Antimony,
IJ6-IJ8
Anonymous,
188
APHORISM : ON THE TRUTH
OF THE SCIENCES,
126
Apollo,
JC)-I67·I8I-2I6
Aqua viva,
147
Aqueous Smoke,
154
Arcanum, 154 Grand, 55
Arcanum, Hermetic
21·45
ArcatJum Hermetica Pltilosopltite Opus-see
Arcanum Hermetic
Archetypal World,
62
Archeus,
34-67-68
Archimedes,
19
Arena,
181
Aristotle,
24·53·56-143·194
Argent-vive, 140.147-•54·182
Argicida,
153
Arms of the s.ods
167
Arnaud de Valleneuve, 8-17·
43-90·2o8-211
Arrows,
166
Arsenic,
•37-138-182
Ars Magica,
6
Ars Magna,
20.83
Ars Poetica,
88
Artephius,
24·134·136-I so183·198·199
Art-Spagyric,
5
Ascension,
150
Ashes, 186 of Tartar, 186
ASPECTS OF MIXTS, OF THE
GENERAL,
94
Assation,
I45·I50
Astral Body,
6-66
Astral Light,
102
Astral World,
62
Athanor,
16H65

Attincar, salt
138
Attraction, reciprocal
53
Attraments,
140
Augurellus,
144
Aurora Consurg-ens,
25
Avicenna, 24·42·43·140.147·
208
Azoch,
182
Azoth,
56-58·102
Azotlt des Pltilosoplus, 27-33
Bacchantes,
154
Bachon,
159
Bacon, Roger
25
Balm, radical
110
Bark, black
1so
Barrett, Francis
4-10
Basket,
158
Basket of Erichtonius, 158
Basil Valentin, 24·27·33·90·
128-129-143-146
Bath,
154
Battle-Ax,
166
Bauderic,
181
Baurach,
182
Beecher,
17·20.29-93-95-63
Bed of Venus and Mars, 158
Beethoven,
7
Belierophon,
167
Belly of Saturn,
134
Belt of Venus,
167
Bendegid,
140
Bernard, Claude
55
Bernard, Tr~visan,
24-138·
143
Bibliotlt~que de Ia Chimie
Curieuse,
30
Bile,
186
Black,
148
Black Bark,
ISO
Black Earth,
149
Black Lead,
149
Blackness,
149-150
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Black Veil,
149
Blood,
140-186
Blood of Saturn,
138
Body,
186
Body properly speaking, 186
Body, Astral 66 Red, 186
White,
182
Boerhave,
20
Hon, Pierre
24
Bone, calcined
183
Borax,
14<> 182
B()()k of Physics,
143
Horitis,
181
Horrichius,
17-44
Bow of Hercules,
167
Brahmins,
127
Hrass, 137
Sophie, 154
Brother,
186
Buffon, de
19
Bulls,
184
Burning Humidity,
154
Cadmic,
186
Cadmus,
150-181
Caduceus,
132-I3S
Caius Caligula,
42
CALCINATION,
173
Calcination, IJ9-14S-148-1 S0204
Perfect,
204
Calid,
31-140-198
Calio,
16o
Cambar,
181-182
Camerith,
I8S
Cancer,
186
Capital of the Alembic, 1so
Casket of Bacchus,
ISS
of Thetis,
r ss
Caspa.
182
Castor,
158
Caverns, of Heliocon,
IS8
of Monsters,
158
Celandines,
138
Cementation,
132

Ceration,
204-207
C6rer,
207
Ceres,
133-216
Ceruse,
182
Chaia,
182
Chalcitis,
186
Chalice of Juno,
ISS
Chamber of Leda,
rs8
Chaos,
33-1 54·171
Charcoal,
149
Cltnnical aud Physical Obs""ations tm tlte prop-

erties and effects of
Light and Fire,
104
Chemistry,
27-28-29-41
Chibur,
186
Child, Philosophical,
184
Chimera,
147
Christophe Parisien,
24
Chrysopeia,
143
Cimeter of Perseus,
167
Cinnabar,
137
Circulation,
171
ClangtW Bt~«i~~a,
25
Claude Bernard,
5S
Clay,
149
Clemens of Alexandria, 3940
Clepsydra,
158
Clibanically,
198
Cloud,
149
Club of Hercules,
167
Clytemnestra,
158
Coagulation,
I4S-171
Code of all Trutlr,
140
Cochineal,
186
Cock,
186
Cock's Comb,
186
Codicil,
45-13o-166
Ctzlum Plri/osuphor111n,
137
Coffer, 1S8 of Deucalion,
158
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Cohobation,
184-204
Colchis,
184
Colchotar,
186
Colketanea Hermeti&a, 2I-SII6o-161
Comerisson,
182
Companion,
183
Comment on devient Aklti1niste,
102
Commixtion,
ISO
Complexion,
ISO
Compositione C0111positi, de, 24
CONCLUSION,
216
Concocted Spirit,
154
Concoction,
91-145
Coneordantia P ltilosopltorum,
24
Confused Body,
154
Confused Matter of the
Metals,
IS4
Cone;elation,
139-14~204
ConJunction,
14o-1so
ConJuror,
6-7
Connection,
140
Conspectus Cltimi&orum
Cek!Jriorum,
44
Conversion, 203 of the
Elements,
ISO
Copper, 137-154 White, 182
Copperas,
140
Coringius,
39
Corpse,
34-I so
Corps improprement dit, 182
Corruption,
ISo-164-168
CoRRUPTION OF MrxTs, OF
THE GENERATION AND 99
Corsufle,
181-186
Cosmic Ether,
56
Cosmopolita, 22·25·33·37·44·
46 S7-6I-6J-79·8o-82-94·112·
113·13~I37·14S·203

Coupellation,

132

Covering of the Vase,
150
Creation,
168
Crow,
149-181-187
Crucible,
148
Crude Mercury,
1S4
Quicksilver taken from
the Mine,
154
St>irit, IS4 Vegetable
Ltquor,
154
Cucurbtt,
r6o
Cupid,
134
Cup of Hercules,
IS8
Dastin, John
2S
DauJhter,
219
Davtd,
35-96
Day, 183 Alchemical, 187
Dealbation,
204
Death,
149-ISO
December,
182
D~eb,
186
DEFINITIONS AND PROP·
ERTIES OF MERCURY, IS2
D~hab,
186
Democritus, 17-24-37·48-94·
143-147
DEMONSTRATIVE SIGNS OR
PRINCIPLES,
18o
Denis Zachaire,
24
Denudation,
150
Descartes,
52-71
Descension, 145-1 5~203-204
Desication,
203-207
Destruction,
149
Deuteronomy,
IOI
Dialog-. Menue.,
137
Diamond,
182
Diana,
216-219
Di&tionnaire Mytlw Hermetique, 6o-67·8o-90-I4815C}-I84·187·I88-193 • IC)S204

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
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Disposition,

95
140
23-24
I7-39-4o145-146

Disserlation imprimee parmi les Etemmts de
Cltymic de Boerhave, 90
Dissolution, 14S·I-t8-I49-I
DistiJlation, 91-139-145-ISo203·204

Division,
Dragons,

I

J)ynastia Nona,

E,

Eagles,
Earth, I83
Fertile,
of Leaves,
Potential,
Sulphurous,
EARTH, OF THE

Eau-de-vie,
Ebisemeth,
Ecclesiast,

ELEMENTS, OF THE

Eliphas Levi
Elixir,

75

102
128·100
191

ELIXIR, OF THE
ELIXIR ACCORDING TO
o'EsPAGNET, OPERATION, OF THE

I93

so

so

Gebri Medicin,
203·208
Encltyridion,

75-90
42
182
187-I88-I99
Black, I49
183
1

42
62

Elementary World,

Eller,
81
Emerald Table,
45-56
Enaaatio Metltod. tn·um

134-I46-I47·ISo17I· I84-I87·188-199-220
Dropsy of Mercury,
2I 1
Druids,
127

Dry Water,

243

Electrum Mi1tcrale, de

THE THREE KrN<r
DOMS, OF THE,

Dijunction,
Diocletian,
Diodorus of Sicily,

1n~r.

so

I83
149

79
138
lSI
33·54·71·99
150

Eclipsed Sun,
Eclipse of the Sun and
Moon,
150
Edison,
8
Egg,
14o-149-154·182
of the Philosopher, 154I 59 Shells,
138- I 8 3
Eggs,
158
Egypt,
17
Electra of the Philosophers,
137·182

Eneid,
Enemy,

14S·I82-

47·75

61
182

Entretients du Roi Calid
et de Morim, 31·36-45145
Esdras,
41
Esep,
184
Esid,
140
Espagnet, d' 24·28-44-45-46
47·75-104- 107. 132. 133143·16o-J6I-166-I71· 184187·I91·192·193·IC}6-I98·
200·212·219
Essence,
182
White,
182
Ethelia,
181

Ether, Cosmic
Ethiopian grain,
Etienne,
Euclides,
Euphrates,
Europa,
Eusebius,
Eustathius,
Evacuation,
Evang-~·1,

Eve,

56

186
24
143
182
219
38
42

171

98

182
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Evening Star,
183
Evocation,
6-7
&planation of tlte Hieroglyphic Figures,
32·7o134·144·•46-• 58-161-183
&plication des Figures
Hieroglypltiquesseeabove
Extraction,
1so
Eye-lid, Superior
154
Fable,
77
Fables Egyptinmes et
Grecques devoi/ees,
9
Fada,
182
Father,
186-191
Favonius,
182
Febrile beat,
162
FERMENTATION,
177
Ferments,
137
Flannel, Nicolas 8-24·32·3436-44-46-7o-I34·144·I46147·I48-ISO·I58-I6o-181I83-I64-I86 187-1g8
Fleece, Golden 134-144-220
Flesh,
140
Field,
•54
In which the Gold
183
must be sown,
FIRE, OF
85
FIRE IN GENERAL, OF
161
Fire,
I 54-186
Against Nature,
166
Celestial,
161-162-163
Central, 161-I62-163-164
Elimentary, 161-162-163
Innate,
111
Natural,
166
of Ashes,
166
of First Degree,
193
of Lamps,
166
of Nature,
186
of Prometheus,
167

of Stone,
I8S-I88
167
of Vesta,
of our Waters,
166
Strange,
154
Unnatural,
154
Venimous,
149
Firmicus,
40
First Impulse,
73
First Matter, 3o-43·4S·S2-S675·76-81-II I-134
Fixation,
204-207
Fixed,
8o
Folier,
204
Form,
186
Form of Man,
186
Fornix,
7I
Foundation of Art,
182
Freemasonry,
10
Fruit,
186
Fugitive Servant,
154
Furnace of the Sages,
•so16o-161
Gabricus,
186
Gabrius,
186
Galen,
208
Gall of Mars,
211
Geber,
I7·22·24·42-I4o-200203·208
Generation,
I so-•64·168
GENERATION AND CoRRUPTION OF MJXTS,
OF THE
99
Gmesis,
33-53-54-5 7- SS-0063-84-SS-88
Geofroy,
20
(;eomet~,
18
Georg,
144
(;eorge Ripley, Sir
25
Germ,
186
Geryon,
ISS
Givmis, precious stone of 182
Glandula pinealis,
71
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Glass,
183-186
of Pharaoh,
183
Goat,
135
Gold,
182-186
Altered,
186
Philosophical,
185
White,
182
Golden Fleece, 134-144·220
Goodness,
154
Which bas several
names,
154
Gopbrith,
186
Grand Arcanum,
55
Grand Rosary,
140
Grand Telesma,
56
Great Operation,
5
Green Lion,
138
Guaita, Stanislas de 8-11-58
Guide,
5-6-7
Gum, 186
Red, 186
White,
182
Guy de Montanor,
24
Gymnosophists,
127
Hageralzarnad,
186
Hair, 140 of Saturn, 138
Haly,
140
Hamuel,
24
Hand, left
183
Hans de Billow,
7
HAJUIONY OF THE UNIVERSE, OF THE

112

Harpies,
147
Head of the Crow, 149-181
Heaven,
154
Hebrit,
186
Helen,
158
Heliocon, the Caverns of 158
Heliodorus,
24
Hemithea,
158
Heraclitus,
57-61-194
Herbs,
139
Hercules, 143-146-158-167-183

1noa.

245

Hermaphrodite,
181-182
Herm4)s, 24-34-35·38-4o-4I45-55-56-62-66-I34-I59-181
211

Hert11Cii& Arcanum, 21·45-I6o16I-I66-I68-173-191

Hermetism,
4-5
Hesiod,
57
Hesperidian Virgins,
134
Hierog-lyplti& Figures of
Nicolas Flame/, see
Explanation of the
Hieroglyphic Figures
38-91-208
Hippocrates,
Hoarseness of Jupiter, 211

Hre,
182
Hombert,
20
Homer, 25·4o-41·133-13S-I53
Horace,
88
Horn of Almathcea. 158-I84
Hortulain,
25
Hum~~~

1~

Humidity,
154
Burning,
154
Humid Radical, I09-I3I-147·
148

Humidum,
77-78-181
Hyle,
56-00-154-182
Hymn to Mercuty,
41
H ypostase,
182
Igneous Body,
53
Illuminati,
9
Imbibition,
184-204
Impastation,
150
Impregnation,
150
Impulse, first
73
Inceration,
204
Inc6rer,
207
Incineration,
204
Induration,
204
Infernal regions,
149
Ingression,
•so
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186
Infinity,
THREE
95
Influences,
30.40
5·7-86 Kircher, Father
Initiate,
6 Knight of the Sun,
IO
Initiation,
6 Kukul,
18I
Inner Man,
17
4 Kunckel,
Inspector of concealed
Lamb, 182
Spotless, 182
things,
IS4 Lampblack,
149
Inspiration,
203 Lance,
166
Introitus Operlus,
I 36-2 I 1
of Belierophon,
167
Iron,
186 Latona,
38-I33-2I6
Dross and scales of, I37 Latten,
I34-I37·I54
Salt of
I37
which it is necessary
Isaac de Moiros,
24
to whiten,
I37·I50
Isaac Hollandus,
2-4-9<>-I64 Lead,
137-I49
Isis,
39-I 33
Black,
I49
Ixir,
ISI
Philosopher's
I49
Jason,
I34-I43·I 5S-I84 Leather bottle of
Jaundice of Venus,
211
Bacchus,
ISS
Javelin,
I66 Leda,
133-IS8
John Dastin,
2S Leprosy of Saturn,
211
Jollivet-Castelot, I I·I02·I32 Lermina, Jules
8
Jordan,
IS4 Lerna, Swamp of
ISS
Joseph,
IOI Lettrea Thomas de BouJuice,
I83
lo~,
45
102
Juno,
38-77-132-134-146- Uvi, Eliphas,
Liber Cltemim,
24
IS8
I36
Jupiter, 39-S5·77·136-137·158- Liber SecretMum,
Liga Sharira,
66
166-167-I84-2I9
Justi, de
3o-122 Light,
I83-I86
Astral, 102 First, 65
1S5
Kabbalah,
and Alchemy,
4
Increate,
64-65
102
Kabbalists,
66-I27 LIGHT, OF
KEY oF SciENCE, THE
I26 LIGHTS AND ITS EFFECTS,
OF
KEY OF THE WORK, THE 143
64
KEYS OF NATURE, OF THE 128 Lily,
183
King,
186-2IS Lime,
182
Kingdom, Animal,
C)6 Lion, Green
I38
Mineral,
95 Liquefaction,
ISO
Vegetable,
C)6 Liquor,
154
Kingdoms of Nature,
67 Litharge,
13S
Golden,
KINGDOMS, OF THE DIFER·
I86
ENCES BETWEEN THE
Red,
I86
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Litltog~ognosia,

Lover of Philalethes,
Lucretius,

90

SI
62-76
Luaus P~ronmt,
25-159
Luna,
216
Lully, Raymond
I7-22-2543-81-90-I 36-Is S-I66-I992o8-2II
Magii, Persian
127
Magisterium,
34-36-78-153
Magna ~t Sacra Scimtia, 24
140
Magnesia,
Black,
149
Red,
186
White,
I82
24-46
Maier, Michel,
MALADIES OF THE METALS,
OF THE
211
Male,
186
Malefaction,
1so
Man,
186
MAN, OF
66
Manetho,
39
Manget,
30
Manure,
139-149-154
Marcassites,
138
127
Mark,
Marriag~ of tlte Sun and
Moon,
24
Mars, {Myth.) I37·IS8-I86-2I9
Mars, Oil of
I86
Marteck,
I86
Martinist Order,
Io
Masculine Germ,
191
Materia Prima, 30.43·4S·S2·
S6-7S·76-8I·I30.I34 .
Materia Secunda,
30.76
Matrices,
I 57
Matter,
154
First, su Materia Prima
Lunar,
IS4
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Confused, of the
Metals,
IS4
Secondary,su Materia
s~cuntla,

Unique,
I54·I82
Unity of,
56
MATTER OF THE MAGNUM
OPUS, OF THE
130
MATTER, ANCIENT PHILO·
SOPHICAL NAMES GIVEN
TO THIS
I33
Matthew,
32-127
Maupertuis, de
122
Mausoleum,
I 58
Maya,
I33
Mean, preparatory
I82
MEANS OF ARRIVING AT
THE SECRET OF THE, 127
MecubaJes,
127
Medea,
I34
I02
Mediator, plastic
Medicine,
27-38-112-1S3
of the Earth,
11 S
of the Third Order, I 53
Universal,
22
Meditation,
125
Melancholy,
149
Memoir~ tie f Acaaemi~ de
Berlin,
81
Menstrum,
8o-I53-154-182
Second,
154
Stinking,
I49
I35·I36Mercury, (Myth.)
IS3·219
MERCURY, DEFINITIONS
AND PROPERTIES OF, I 52
Mercury,
83-150.154
I82
Coa£U)ated,
Crude,
IS4
Dissolving,
153
Preparing,
154
Punfied
I82
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Setting,
1S2
Sophie, S8-I02·131·13714S-147-IS3
Thickened,
154
Merlin,
151
METALLIC PRINCIPLES,OF 129
27
Metallurgy,
MetamofjJiwses,
1S1
Meteors,
143
Meteors,
S4
Metros,
186
73-S3
Microcosm,
Michel Maier,
24-46
13S
Milk,
Insipid,
1S2
Virgin's,
1S2
Mind,
66
Mine,
154-186
of Celestial Fire,
ISS
of the Metals,
154
Our,
154
Red,
ISS
Mineral Kingdom,
95
Mineral Salt,
1S2
Mineral Stone,
1S2
Minister, First
154
Mixed Body,
154
MIXTS, OF THE GENERATION AND CoRRuPTION OF
99
MIXTS, OF THE PRESER·
VATION OF
lOS
MlxTs, oF THE SouL OF g6
MOIST RADICAL, OF THE 109
Moist Radical,
Ss
Moly,
41-135
Molybdenos,
135
Money, piece of
154
Montanor, Guy de
24
134-137-1 54-1S2
Moon,
Full,
1S2
Morien, 17·24·3I·34-3S-36·45·

134-14o-14S-146-I 59-lSIISS
Morienus, Romanus, ser

above
Morning,
186
Mortar,
39-16o
Mortification,
203
Moses, 39-S3-S4·S7-63-S5-IOI114
Mother,
154-1S2
MOVEIIENT, OF
113
Mud,
S2
Multiplication,
13S
MuLTIPLICATION, THE
196
Muses,
154-15S
Naiads,
219
NAMES GIVEN TO THE
MATTER BY THE
ANCIENTS,
133
NAMES GIVEN TO THE
VASE BY THE ANCIENTS,
IS8
Naptha,
150
Narcissus,
1S3
NATURE, OF
61
Nectar,
41
Neophyte,
6
Nepenthes,
4
Neptune,
77-133-136
186
Neusis,
Nicolas Flame}, see Flame/
Night,
149
Nigrum, nigro, nigrius, 34149-150
Nitre,
12S
Norton, Thomas
25
Noscus,
143
Norum Lumen Clumicllm, 2122-46-94-IS]-191
lSI
Numus,
Nymphs,
41·154·219
Oak, hollow
ISo-I6o
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Od,
Odyss,

Gitlip. Aigypt.,
Gin~ma,

102
135
40
46
138
154
182
186
150
138
186
138
182
186
186

<:Es U stum,
Oestrich Stomach,
Oil,
Incombustible,
of Saturn,
of Silver,
Red,
Oils, Corrosive
Oleum, Vivum
Olive,
Perpetual,
Olympiodoros,
24
OPERATION OF THE ELIXIR
ACCORDING TO o'EsPAGNET,
193
OPERATIONS OF NATURE,
OF THE
91
OPERATIVE PRINCIPLES, 168
OPERATIVE PRINCIPLES
IN PARTICULAR,
173
Order, Martinist
10
Orient,
186
Origen,
39
Orion,
136-158
Orosius,
24
Orpheus,
24-25-134
Opiment,
137-138-I82
Ortu et lnteritu, de
56
Osiris,
39-I33
Our Compost,
154
Our Confection
154
Our Water,
154
Ovid,
181
Ox.
133-182
Pallas,
Panacza,
22-195
Pandora,
73
Panopolite,
38

ss-•66
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Papus, Dr.
11-52-73
Para6ola,
46
Paraclesus,
8-34-90,137-194
Paradise, T errest rial
75
Part A,
186
158
Patrocles,
Paul, St.
126
Peleus,
166
Perdition,
149
Peripateticians,
53
Perisprit,
66
Pernety,2-9-1~11~7~

•so-•s3-159-184-18J-188•92-•98-203-204-207
Perseus,
167
Petositi et Nicepso, de
40
Philalethes, 25-37-44-90-I36I4S-ISI-I52-159-182-2oo203-211-215
Philosopher's Stone, 22-2835-39-183
Philosopher's Vase,
154
Philosophical Gold,
39
Pltilosopltic Summary,
147
Pltilosopltie des M~tause, 45r6o
Philo the Jew,
39
Phison,
186
Phlegm,
182
90
Phlogiston,
Phrebus,
158-216
35
Phrenix,
Pltysica Su!Jt"""nea, 63-93-95
Pltysique Souterraine,
see above
Pictures, Allegorical,
46
Piece of Money,
154
Pierre Bon de Ferrare,
24
PHILOSOPHICAL CouNCELS,
125
Physics,
126
Pindare,
38
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Plants,
I40
Plastic Mediator,
102
Plato,
17
Pliny,
17-41-42-194-216
Plutarch,
38-135
Pluto,
77-1 S3
Point,
182
Poisson, Albert I 1-75-I3o-132
Pollux,
158
Pontanus,
24-166
Poppy,
I86
Pott, 3o-89-9o-9I-I04-IOS-Io6I07
Powder, Black
149
of Projection,
212
Power, first
I 54
PREFACE,
2
PRELIMINARY DISCOURSE, 17
Preparation,
I68-203
PRESERVATION OF MIXTS,
OF THE
108
Priests, Egyptian
I 27
Prima Materia, 3Q-43-45·5256-75-76-8J-130
Prince Adept,
10
Principles,
75
PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS
AccoRDING To HERMETIC PHILOSOPHERS, 49
154
Prison,
Prometheus,
105-167
Protyle,
9
Proverbs,
29
Psalms,
65-96
PuTREFACTION,
174
Putrefaction,
I47-I48-149203-204
Pymander, Divine 34-35-5562-66
Pyramid,
I 58
Pythagoras,
I7·99-I34
181
Python,

Quickgold,
186
Quicksilver, I 3o-I 3 I-151-I 52
(Juicksulphur,
186
QUINTESSENCE,
194
RADICAL, OF THE MOIST 109
Raimondus Lullius, see
Raymond Lulie
Rain,
186
Raymond Lulie, 17-22-25-438I-C)O-I3o- 136- I 55- 166 •
19')-208-2I I
Rebis,
ISI-r8r-I82-I83
Rebus Chemicis, de
24
Receipts,
139
Receptivity of the Mind, 7
53
Reciprocal Attraction,
Rectification,
171
Redness,
186-216
Red Servant,
I40
Red Stone,
39
Reduction,
rso-171
Reezon,
186
Reflex Action,
73
Reichembach, de
102
Religion,
126
Rennet,
138
Re Recta Tractatultu Clumicus, de
24
Residence,
186
Resurrection,
183
Retractations,
143
Reverberation,
145
Rhasis,
24-147
Rhrea,
133-150
Richard,
25
Right,
186
Ripley, Sir George
25-137
Roger Bacon,
25
Root,
154-182
of Art,
182
Unique,
154-182
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Rosan·um Novztm, 46-16o-193
2o8
Rose Croix Kabbalistique, 8
Rosicrucians,
4
Rosinius,
24
Royal Crown,
18S
Ruah,
66
Rubifaction,
139-186-187
186
Ruby,
RULES, VERY INSTRUC·
TIVE
200
Saffron of Mars,
138
Saint John,
98
Salammoniac,
138
Salt,
139-14o-186
Alebrot,
182
Alembroth,
138·182
Alkali,
138-182
Attincar,
138
Common,
138
182
Fusible,
Mineral,
138-182
Of Glass,
138
Of Iron,
137
182
Of Metals,
182
Of Nature,
Of Steel,
138
Of Tartar,
138
186
Red,
Soda,
138
128
Salts,
Sapkutia,
32-69·70
182
Sapo Sapieutire,
Sarne,
140
Saturn, (Myth.) 77-I33-136I37-149-184·219
ISO
Saturn, 0~ of
Saxatilic pirit,
ISS
Scala Phi/osopltontm, 2S·I83·
193
Sea,
154
Seal of Hermes,
149

251

Seb,
I83
Secondines,
I38·I83
SECRECY, OF
I27
Secreta Alcltemite,
132
Secretis Secretontm,
24
Secunda Materia, see
Materia Secunda
Sedine,
183
Seed in Metals,
3o-76
Seeds,
139
Semela,
133·216
Sendivogius,
46
Seniors Table,
46
Separation, 139-14o-ISo-168171

Sepulchre, I47·I49-IS4·IS8
Serapion,
140
Serf, Fugitive,
183
186
Sericon,
Serinech,
183
Serpens Terrenus,
128
Serpent biting its tail, s6-134
Serpent of Mars,
ISO
Python,
181
Serpents,
132-134-146-147ISO

Seth,
183
Seu Codex Vcrillltis,
26
Shadows,
149
Cimmarian,
ISO
Sharpness,
I8S
Ship,
IS8
Sltort Enquiry conccming
tlte Hermetic Art, • Sl
Siccum et Humidum, 33·7778
Sieve,
IS4·16o
Silver,
182
Oil of
I38
Water of,
138
Sister,
183
Skin of Orion,
ISS
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Smoke,
149-154
154
Adueous,
182
Soap o the Wise,
68
Solar Plexus,
Solomon,
33
SOLUTION,
174
144-149-168
Solution,
Sophie Mercury, 58-102-145
139
So~histications,
So vent,
So-137-145
rss
Son of the Sun,
186
Soul,
Of Man,
65-67-n
138
Of Saturn,
Of the World, 6o-61-65
SouL OF MrxTs, oF THE 96
25
Speculum Alchemia,
140-147
Sperm,
ISS
Masculine,
Of Mercury,
IS4
183
Of the Metals,
138
Of the Stars,
Sphinx,
147
83-183
Spirit,
Concocted,
154
Crude,
154
Stinking,
149
66
Spiritists,
137
Spirits,
17-29"89-90
Stahl,
Stanislas de Guaita, s-u-ss
186
Starry Stone,
137
Steel,
Stephen of Bysantium,
41
154-186
Stone,
J86
Indian,
186
Indrademe,
Known in the Chapters of Books,
154
J86
Lasule,
154
Mineral,
83
Philosopher's

Red,
186
Starry,
186
Unique,
154
Stones,
139"140
Strabo,
39-40
Sty~ian Water,
IS4
Sub imate,
183
Sublimation, 91-137-139-I4o144-145-1 so-rs4-203-204
Submersion,
I 50
Subtilization,
ISO
Sulphur, 83-130.132-14S-I47183-186
Red,
186
Unctious,
183
Vul~ar,
138
Whtte,
183
Suidas,
17-24
Summa,
208
Summer,
186
Sun, 134-I37·I8I-I86-2I6-2I9
Swamp of Lerna,
158
Swan,
188
Sword,
166
Symbola AuretZ Mmsfl,
24
Symbolical philosophy,
40
¥anesius,
17-24-38
abula Smaragdina,
4S-56
Talc,
182
Talliamed,
53
Tamn~,
186
Tartar,
128-129
Tartarus,
149
Temperament,
113
Tennis Triodites,
158
Terre FeuilMe,
183
Teros,
183
Terrestrial Paradise,
75
Tesla,
8
Testammt,
45-8I-166-2o8
Tetrasomy,
76
Thabitris,
181
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Tbales,
S7
Thelima,
I86
TMologie Pltysico-Gnzcor, 38
Tbeophilus,
24
Tltecrics ct S)""IJolu des
I I-76-I30
Alcltimistes,
Theriac,
I 86
Tltesaui"US Pltilosopltziz, 4·2S
Theseus,
I 48
Thetis,
IS8
Theurgy,
6
Thickened Mercury,
I S4
Thickened Water,
IS4
Thing, Contemptible
I49
Vile,
I49
Thion,
186
Third,
I86
Thirteenth,
186
Thita,
186
Thomas Aquinas,
132
Thomas Norton,
2S
Thunderbolt of Jupiter, 167
Tnms OF THE STONE,
OF THE
2I2
Tin,
183
Tin car,
183
TINCTURE, OF TilE
19S
Tingent,
IS2
Toarech,
a86
Tomb,
a49-1SO
Tonality,
113
Tortoise,
13S
Tower,
ass
Of Dana~
ass
Tractaltu ad Assem Pili/·
osopltum,
24
Tract U1l Su/pltur,
46
Trait~ de P!tysi41ocie Syn·
tlt~tiq~.
73
Trait~ da Maladiu,
67
Traid• AN.tlwdi'qut' tk
S<t",-nu Occult,-,
S2·73

/
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Treatise on Fire and Light, 90
43
Treatise on .Min,-rals,
TREATISE ON THE HER·
METIC WORK,
a17
Treatise on tlu Twdz•c
K,-ys,
146-216-219
Tr6visan, Bernard ao-24·4S·
a38-143·16o-a98
Tritbemus,
90
Trituration,
1so
Troy, City of
a5S
Turoa, Plti/osopltorum 25-143
Tubercula Quadrigemina, 7a
Twenty-one,
I83
Uncleanliness of the
Dead,
ISO
Unique Stone,
182
Unity of Matter,
S6
Universal agent,
I02
Light,
ss
Medicine,
22
Solvent,
SS·S8·I37
Universe-Archetypal,
62
Astral,
62
Elemental,
62
UNIVERSE, OF THE HAR·
MONY OF THE
1a2
Urine,
I 36-a40
Urns,
ass
Uterus,
as7
Valentin, Basil 24·27·33-90a28-I 29-a43-I46-2a6-219
Van Helmont,
34~7
Vapour,
a83
Vare,
a86
Varenne, de
8
Vase,
IS3-as4-a55
Of Art,
I6o
Philosopher's
a54
VASE BY THE ANCIENTS,
NAMES GIVEN TO THIS, I 5S

\.
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VASE OF ART AND THAT
OF NATURE, OF THE 157
Vases, Calcining and Sublimatory,
16o
Of Vulcan,
158
Third,
16o
Vegetable,
182
VEGETABLE KINGDOM,
C}6
Vegetable Liquor, Crude I 54
Veil,
I83
Vein,
186
Venimous Water,
149
Venom,
I37
Venus, 133·134·I35·I37·I582I9
Vera Confect. Lapid. P ltilosoplz.,
I 5I
VERY INSTRUCTIVE
RuLES,
200
Vessel of Art, Second
I6o
Of Jason,
158
Of the Philosophers, 159
Vest, Obsure
149
Vesta,
167
Villeneuve, Arnaud de 8-17·
24·43-90·208-21 I
23
Vincent de Lerin,
Vinegar of the Philosophers,
154
Virago,
183-I86
Virgil,
61-86-132·I44
VIRTUE OF THE MEDICINE,
OF THE
208
Viscous Moisture,
I09
Pita Mosis, de
39
82
Vito-humidum,
Vitriol,
I28-129-138-140
Red,
I86
Volatile,
8o
Volatilization,
1so
Vossius,
4I

Vulcan,

39·55·77·11 I·l S8-

I~I67-2t9

Vulture,
I82-183
Waite, Arthur Edward 4·10
Water,
IS4
Ardent,
137-154
Chaotic,
57
Clear,
46
Corrosive,
138
Divine,
154
Dry,
75-90
First,
154
Fountain,
IS4
Heavy,
182
Holy,
t82
Of Art,
154
Of Silver,
138
Of the Philosophers, 45 ,Our,
IS4
Permament,
154
Purifying,
154
Second,
154
Simple,
IS4
Stygean,
154
Thickened,
154
Venimous,
149
WATER, OF
8o
WEIGHTS IN THE WORK,
OF THE
197
Wells,
158
Wescott, W. Wynn 21·46-SI16o-I61
White Marble,
39
Whiteness,
182
White of Egg,
182
White Rose,
I83
White Veil,
183
Wind,
183
Wine,
138-186 Red,
186
Wipacher,
90
Woman,
154
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Work of Tltree Days, Tlte 21 S
World, Celestial
62
Elementary,
62
Intelligible,
62
Writing Desk,
159
Xir,
150
Yolk of Egg,
186
Youth,
186
Zaapb,
186
Zachaire, Denis
24-200

1n~e1.

Zahau,
Zibach,
Zit,
Ziva,
Zoroaster,
Zosimus,
Zoticon,
Zumech,
Zumelazuli,

255
186
183

186
183

61
38-76
182

186
186
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